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The Acetomodena acetaia (vinegar farmhouse) can be found
in the famous region of Modena, Italy. Immersed in the green
Modenese countryside, they are surrounded by their own
vineyards, dating back well over 150 years. Their time-honoured
family recipe and the characterization of their seasoned wood
barrels produces an exceptional flavour and an experience for
the palate that is not to be missed.
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FOR THE LOVE OF THE LAND

New

AM145

AM146

AM147

Vinaigrette Balsamique Mûre
Summer in the kitchen – all year round. Pearly reflections
that dance on meat and game. A perfect combination with
fresh cheeses and ice creams. It is an original twist that
defines the dish.

Vinaigrette Balsamique Figue
An infinite sweetness. Ideal for seasoning and for
accompanying exotic and spicy dishes such as rice with
curry, almond chicken or sweet and sour shrimp. Great on
onions and on aged cheeses.

Vinaigrette Balsamique Framboise
Charming and creative. This is the essence of a fruity
condiment, created to stimulate imagination in the kitchen
and give a splash of vitality to game dishes and beef
fillets, to green salads and even to ice creams.

12 x 100ml | SRP: 24.99

12 x 100ml | SRP: 24.99

12 x 100ml | SRP: 24.99

Blackberry Flavoured Condiment N

Fig Flavoured Condiment N

Raspberry Flavoured Condiment N

Top
Top

AM120

Balsamic Vinegar Goccia Nera (Black) Medium Density N

Vinaigre Balsamique Goccia Nera (Noir) Moyenne Densité
A spectacular, full-flavoured, yet medium density vinegar.
A perfect introduction to the scale of Acetomodena’s
balsamic vinegar collection. Try a splash over a mixed
green salad or in marinades.

12 x 250ml | SRP: 17.99

First of all is the love of the land.
There are hectares of vineyards of
Lambrusco and Trebbiano grapes
around the farm. Acetomodena
is an agricultural society before
an acetaia. Those who work there
know the territory, what it can give,
and they know not to exploit it,
but to support it with respect and
passion. That’s why the products
that come from here have a special
character, and they speak the
language of honest and sincere
authenticity.”

Top
Top

AM121

AM122

Vinaigre Balsamique Goccia Argento (Argent) Med/Haute Densité

An incredible depth of flavour comes through in this
medium-high density balsamic vinegar. Use on grilled red
meat, pork roasts, grilled vegetables or fish.

Vinaigre Balsamique Goccia Oro (Or) Haute Densité
Pure pleasure found in a bottle. A few drops are enough
to enhance mature cheeses or to bring a smile to red fruit
salads, ice creams and chocolate cakes.

12 x 250ml | SRP: 24.99

12 x 250ml | SRP: 39.99

Balsamic Vinegar Goccia Argento (Silver)
Med/High Density N

Balsamic Vinegar Goccia Oro (Gold) High
Density N

AM124

Balsamic Vinegar Goccia Rossa Bordolese N
Vinaigre Balsamique Goccia Rossa Bordolese
A sharp note that enhances all that is raw – vegetables
and salads. An echo of pleasure in the palate. It renders
everything fresh, spontaneous, lively and colourful.

12 x 500ml | SRP: 14.99
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Amedei / Imported from: Pisa, Italy

New Brand / Amedei

New
Brand

Available

July
2019

Amedei
It all began with an idea and a desire to find the world’s best
cocoa bean in order to produce the most exquisite chocolate
possible. A deep passion for chocolate and devotion to work
together with a continual search for perfection have all factored
into making Amedei what it is today.
“In order to produce an exceptional chocolate, it is necessary to
closely follow the many stages involved in the manufacturing
of chocolate. This is exactly what Cecilia Tessieri, founder of
Amedei, courageously set out to do.”

AT110

AT111

12 x 50g | SRP: 8.99

12 x 50g | SRP: 8.99

AT113

AT114

AT115

Chocolat au Lait “Toscano Brown”
The founding member of Amedei’s milk chocolate family.
Made from an exclusive blend of milk that creates a
creamy, vanilla-like flavour of milk and cream and an
uncommon richness.

Chocolat Gianduja “Toscano Nut Brown”
A new contender to ultimate deliciousness based on
gianduja. a classic regional specialty in Piedmont, Italy.
This bar is a triumph of extra-pure cocoa, hazelnuts, sugar
and more love than you can imagine.

Chocolat blanc “Toscano White”
Pure, delicate and luxuriantly harmonious. This chocolate
will transport you into a whirl of aromas and sensations,
playing with hints of honey and vanilla, foretelling the
velvety flavour of fresh milk.

12 x 50g | SRP: 8.99

12 x 50g | SRP: 8.99

12 x 50g | SRP: 8.99

Toscano Black Extra Dark Chocolate 90% N K
Chocolat Noir “Toscano Black” 90%
Characterized by a delicate fragrance of white flowers and
the scent of hot chocolate. Despite the high cocoa percentage, it is a creamy chocolate clean palate at the end.

AT112

Toscano Black Extra Dark Chocolate 63% N K
Chocolat Noir “Toscano Black” 63%
A magnificent blend full of impact. Its aromas will
impress, ranging from Mediterranean plants to traces of
honey. The taste is full, rich, lingering and creamy.

12 x 50g | SRP: 8.99

4

Toscano Brown Latte Milk Chocolate N K

Amedei / New Brands / Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019

Toscano Nut Brown Chocolate Gianduja N K

Toscano Black Extra Dark Chocolate 70% N K
Chocolat Noir “Toscano Black” 70%
Characterized by hints of tobacco and toasted malt.

Toscano White Bianco White Chocolate N K

Imported from: Pisa, Italy / Amedei

A
New Brand / Amedei

Toscano Red
Amedei seeks out the best plantation and
cocoa beans, the most authentic “Cru”
and works with agricultural expertise
and environmental consciousness. Great
attention to detail and desire for excellence
has earned Amedei the Chocolate Academy
of London’s prestigious “Golden Bean” award
in the “bean to bar” category.

AT120

AT121

Chocolat au lait avec noisettes
A true classic, a chocolate bar for the most demanding
sweet-tooth; the best hazelnuts roasted and enveloped
in sublime milk chocolate providing a big taste, fresh and
clean on the palate.

Chocolat blanc avec pistaches
White chocolate, fine green pistachios from Bronte and
red passion poured into designing an unexpected flavour
that develops as the nuts mature in the chocolate.

12 x 50g | SRP: 9.99

12 x 50g | SRP: 9.99

AT122

AT123

“Toscano Red” 70% chocolat extra noir avec fraises, framboises et cerises

“Toscano Blond” 63% chocolat extra noir aux peches et aux abricots

Milk Chocolate with Hazelnuts N K

AT100

I Fondamentali Mini Bar Mixed Displayer N K
Affichage mini-bar I Fondamentali
Mixed 48ct displayer containing 12 units each of: Toscano
Black 70%, Toscano Black 90%, White Chocolate with
Pistachios, Toscano Brown Latte Milk Chocolate.

48 x 20g | SRP: 3.99

White Chocolate with Pistachios N K

Toscano Red 70% Extra Dark Chocolate with
Strawberries, Raspberries & Cherries N K
Only when the cocoa beans are truly of the finest quality
are they ready to be shown off in chocolate bars of such
originality.

12 x 50g | SRP: 9.99

Toscano Blond 63% Extra Dark Chocolate with
Peaches and Apricots N K
A brilliant marriage of cocoa with peaches and apricots.
An unforgettable experience that will seduce you with
expertly selected cocoa and exceptional ingredients..

12 x 50g | SRP: 9.99
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André / Imported from: Belgium

New Brand / André

A

New
Brand

Available

July
2019

André
This delicious range of gluten free biscuits packs lots of
flavour into the perfect airy and crisp cookie bite! Many
have said they even prefer Andre’s cookies to their usual
favourites and it’s easy to understand why. Special attention
has been given to the recipe development and ingredient
selection of each Andre cookie, making them a delectable
bite you’ll go back for again and again.

AN100

LovebOAT Biscuits N G
Biscuits d’avoine
A soft crunch with a warm buttery coconut oatmeal taste.

BUTTERfly Biscuits N G
Biscuits au buerre
A tender-crispy bite with a light, smooth buttery taste.

8 x 100g | SRP: 5.99

8 x 100g | SRP: 5.99

AN102

AN103

Biscuits aux pépites de chocolat
A crispy crunchy biscuit studded with chocolate chips.

Biscuits aux fruits secs
A crispy biscuit with dried apple, raisins and orange zest.

8 x 100g | SRP: 5.99

8 x 100g | SRP: 5.99

CHOCOhippies Biscuits N G
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AN101

Eve’s Fruit Biscuits N G

Imported from: Bristol, England / Bart

B
W
Bart

Bart
Sourcing from around the globe, no spice route is left
undiscovered by the flavour seekers and enthusiasts at
Bart’s. For over 40 years, Bart’s expert blenders and buyers
have been responsible for finding the best quality offerings
for the over 350 spices and herbs that they currently offer.

Top
Top

BA100

BA102

Zatar Seasoning N

BA103

BA104

Assaisonnement de Caraïbes
This aromatic mix has a warming taste brought by the
allspice, cumin and turmeric, with a kick developing from
the chilli powder, pepper and paprika. A hint of sweetness
is added from thyme.

Assaisonnement de Zatar
An aromatic herb and sesame seasoning inspired by
Middle Eastern cooking. This blend has a fruity and citrus
flavour with a natural sourness to it. Mix with olive oil and
drizzle over salad.

Assaisonnement Baharat
Aromatic & peppery spice mix used in Middle Eastern
inspired cooking. Mix with olive oil to season bulgur wheat
or as a dry rub for meat.

Assaisonnement Berebere
Hot & fiery blend of chilli & spices used in African inspired
cooking. Mix with lemon juice, olive oil and crushed garlic
for a marinade for beef kebabs.

5 x 65g | SRP: 10.99

5 x 40g | SRP: 10.99

5 x 65g | SRP: 10.99

5 x 65g | SRP: 10.99

BA110

Jerk Seasoning N

Baharat Seasoning N

Berbere Seasoning N

Top
Top

BA105

BA106

BA107A

Ras El Hanout
Ras el Hanout has a rich floral aroma and a strong fragrant
flavour with a hit of peppery heat. The key floral and
spicy notes of this blend work particularly well with lamb,
chicken and fish dishes.

Assaisonnement Créole
Piquant and peppery spice mix from the Southern USA.
Use with rice, vegetable, chicken & chorizo to make
Jambalaya.

Assaisonnement Cajun
Hot chilli blackening spice mix inspired by Southern USA
cooking. Brush white fish fillets with melted butter and rub
in the seasoning.

Aromatic Thai Seasoning N
Assaisonnement Thai
A blend of purple basil, chillies, fragrant lemongrass &
ginger create this colourful blend. A perfect choice for any
Thai inspired dish.

5 x 65g | SRP: 10.99

5 x 65g | SRP: 10.99

5 x 65g | SRP: 10.99

5 x 27g | SRP: 10.99

Ras El Hanout Seasoning N

Creole Seasoning N

Cajun Seasoning N
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Bart / Imported from: Bristol, England

BA111

BA113

Assaisonnement Harissa
A North African inspired combination of warming cumin
and cooling mint. Mix with oil to create a marinade for
meats.

Assaisonnement Piri Piri
Red hot chilli balanced with sweet bell peppers evoking
memories of Portugal. Ideal for using with chicken or
shrimp.

5 x 50g | SRP: 10.99

5 x 65g | SRP: 10.99

Harissa Seasoning N

What’s in a teaspoon?

Piri Piri Seasoning N

Bart Infusions encase their specially
selected ingredients in high quality
oil, allowing for full freshness to be
retained. One teaspoon of the infusions
into a dish is equal to one teaspoon of
the fresh herb or spice.

Top
Top

BA201

BA202

BA203

BA206

l’Ail Écrasé dans l’Huile de Tournesol
1 tsp measures a chopped clove. Spread, spoon or mix
with extra oil for instant intense flavour. Brush onto a leg of
lamb before roasting.

Harissa
This traditional Moroccan blend has a spicy kick that goes
with meat and vegetables alike. Spread, spoon or mix with
extra oil for instant intense flavour. Spoon directly into
steaming couscous.

Citronnelle Écrasé dans l’Huile de Tournesol
1 tsp measures a teaspoon of chopped lemongrass.
Spread, spoon or mix with extra oil for instant intense
flavour. Spoon into hot oil as part of a Thai curry base.

Gingembre Écrasé dans l’Huile de Tournesol
1 tsp measures a teaspoon of fresh grated ginger. Spread,
spoon or mix with extra oil for instant intense flavour. Mix
with oil and pour over a duck breast before pan frying.

6 x 95g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 82g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 90g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 95g | SRP: 6.99

BA001

BA002

BA003

BA004

Curry de Garam Masala en Poudre
Blended in India, this is a complex blend of warming and
earth spices, with the lemony hues of cardamom. Use in
curries, dressings and marinades.

Curry en Poudre (Épicée)
A blend of cumin, coriander and turmeric mixed with other
spices. Flavourful heat with earthy tones come through.
Add a kick to your Indian dishes with this unique blend
of spices.

Curry en Poudre (Moyenne Épicée)
A warm Bart Blend from India with a medium heat level
and a light note of fennel. Use to bring out the flavours of
India in your cooking.

Mild Curry N
Curry en Poudre (Douce)
A classic curry powder blended to achieve a complex
balance of flavours. Perfect for chicken and vegetable
curries.

5 x 83g | SRP: 8.99

5 x 92g | SRP: 8.99

5 x 90g | SRP: 8.99

5 x 87g | SRP: 8.99

Garlic Paste N

Harissa Paste N

Lemongrass Paste

Ginger Paste N

Top
Top

Garam Masala N

8

Hot Curry N
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Medium Curry N

Imported from: Bristol, England / Bart
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Top
Top

BAA01

BAB01

BAB02

BAB03

Quatre-Épices Moulue
Allspice berries native to Jamaica are ground for this spice.
It is versatile and can be used to flavour both sweet and
savoury products. Rub onto meat before cooking or add a
pinch to cake and cookie mixtures to add sweetness.

Basilic
The dark green chopped leaves give a sweet and slightly
spicy aroma, and the flavour is characteristic of anise.
Sprinkle on freshly chopped cherry tomatoes before
spooning over tortellini or spaghetti.

Feuilles de Laurier
A distinctive aromatic and slightly bitter flavour. The leaves
give off an herbal and floral aroma, similar to oregano. A
key ingredient in slow cooked dishes and stocks.

Bouquet Garni
Bouquet Garni is a blend of Thyme, Parsley, Bay leaves
and Marjoram. This bundle of sweet herbs can be used
as a seasoning for stews, sauces or vegetables. 8 sachets
per jar.

4 x 40g | SRP: 6.99

4 x 16g | SRP: 8.99

5 x 8g | SRP: 8.99

5 x 10g | SRP: 8.99

BAC02

BAC04

BAC05

BAC06A

Poivre de Cayenne
This bright red-orange powder gives off a sweet pungent
aroma, reminiscent of pepper. The sweet flavour is followed by an intense heat. Use as a seasoning in savoury
biscuits, cheese and egg dishes.

Piments Écrasés
Chilli flakes can add texture as well as heat to dishes.
Spoon directly into your sautéed ground beef for a lasagne
with a kick.

Poudre de Chili (Épicé)
100% Hot chilli powder. Adds an intense heat to Mexican,
Indian, Thai and Caribbean dishes.

Poudre de Chili (Doux)
A milder version of Bart’s hot chilli powder. The heat of
a mild chilli adds a different dimension to a traditional
chocolate brownie.

4 x 36g | SRP: 7.99

4 x 27g | SRP: 6.99

4 x 36g | SRP: 6.99

4 x 40g | SRP: 6.99

BAC07

BAC08

BAC09

BAC10

Le Mélange Chinois 5 Épices
Chinese Five Spice gives off a strong lemony/ginger aroma
and a strong aniseed flavour. A versatile blend for spicing
up stir fries for some Asian adventure.

Cannelle Moulue (Bio, Équitable)
The aroma and flavour are sweet and fresh. Rub into a leg
of lamb for winter flavours at any time of the year.

Bâtons de Cannelle (Bio, Équitable)
The aroma and flavour are sweet and fresh. Store
cupboard staple that can add a spicy kick to stews and
casseroles.

Whole Cloves (Fairtrade Organic) O F
Clou de Girofle (Bio, Équitable)
Cloves add a sweet, warm flavour to dishes. Use to flavour
meat by piercing them before cooking; this allows their
sweet pungent flavour to be absorbed into the meat.

4 x 35g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 35g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 10g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 30g | SRP: 8.99

Allspice Ground N

Cayenne Pepper N

Basil N

Chilli Flakes N

Bay Leaves N

Bouquet Garni N

Chilli Powder Hot N

Chilli Powder Mild N

Top
Top

Chinese 5 Spice N

Cinnamon Ground (Fairtrade Organic) O F

Cinnamon Sticks (Fairtrade Organic) O F
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Bart / Imported from: Bristol, England

BAC11

BAC12

BAC13

BAC14

Cumin Moulu
Cumin has a nutty, earthy flavour and its slightly bitter
aftertaste can enhance other flavours in dishes, especially
any sweetness. It is often paired with coriander to create
typical Indian and Middle Eastern flavours.

Feuilles de Curry
The curry leaf has a sweet, floral tangy flavour that is
aromatic rather than hot. Add to your homemade curry
and allow the flavour to infuse through, bringing India to
your kitchen.

Cerfeuil
Chervil adds a delicious delicate herby flavour with a
slight hint of aniseed to dishes. With similar notes to
Parsley, this old English favourite complements freshly dug
root vegetables.

Piments Birdseye
The bird’s eye chili is small but is quite hot. It measures
around 100,000–225,000 Scoville units, which is at the
lower half of the range for the hotter habanero but still
many times spicier than a jalapeño.

4 x 35g | SRP: 7.99

4 x 2g | SRP: 7.99

4 x 10g | SRP: 7.99

4 x 15g | SRP: 8.99

Cumin Ground N

Curry Leaves N

Chervil N

Birdseye Chillies N

Top
Top

BAC15

BAF01

BAG03

BAJ01

Piments Chipotle
Chipotles have spiciness and a distinctive smoky flavor.
Used primarily in Mexican and Mexican-inspired cooking.

Les Graines de Fenugrec
A tangy, bitter flavour. The aroma is strong and like that
of maple syrup. The seeds are usually roasted before use,
to mellow their bitterness. Quickly dry fry these seeds to
release the tangy, curry aroma.

Gingembre (Bio, Équitable)
Ground Ginger gives a pleasant, fiery taste and a distinctive spicy, lemony aroma. Try sprinkling some Ground
Ginger into stir-fries or cookie dough.

Baies de Genièvre
Juniper berries have a clear, sharp flavour with a slight
peppery taste. Perfect for studding ham before roasting
with a honey glaze.

4 x 28g | SRP: 8.99

4 x 55g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 28g | SRP: 8.99

4 x 25g | SRP: 7.99

BAL01

BAL02

BAL03

BAM02

Lavande
The small purple flower petals give a floral and slightly
sweet flavour with a citrus undertone. Adds a roundness
to parsnips or a floral note to pannacotta.

Citronnelle
Lemongrass has a lemony aroma and a citrus flavour,
with a slight hint of ginger. It works wonderfully with
coconut-based curries.

Feuilles de Lime Kaffir
Kaffir Lime leaves have a subtle citrus overtone. They need
a little time to rehydrate but will then infuse into syrups
to drizzle over puddings or add a rounded citrus tone to
Thai curries.

Macis
The lacy scarlet strands can add a light sweet flavour
to both sweet and savoury dishes. Mace does not need
grinding before use; it can simply be crushed between the
fingers or used whole.

4 x 9g | SRP: 8.99

4 x 4g | SRP: 7.99

4 x 1g | SRP: 7.99

4 x 4g | SRP: 7.99

Flaked Chipotle N

Fenugreek Seeds N

Ginger (Fairtrade Organic) O F

Juniper Berries N

Top
Top

Lavender N
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Lemongrass N
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Kaffir Lime Leaves N

Mace N

Imported from: Bristol, England / Bart
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BAN01

BAN02

BAN03

Noix de Muscade Moulu
A mild and aromatic flavour with sweet earthy tones. The
secret ingredient to the perfect bechamel sauce.

Noix de Muscade Entière
A mild and aromatic flavour with sweet earthy tones.
Grate liberally into puddings, sauces and dips for a
nostalgic warmth.

Graines d’Oignon Noire-Nigella
An herby taste with a slight bitterness. Traditional in
Indian vegetarian dishes. Gently toast and toss into salads.

Oregano N
Origan
An aromatic, warm and slightly bitter balsamic taste. It
has a slightly sharp lemony fragrance. Try sprinkling
over salads to add flavour or mix together with olive oil to
create a marinade for red meat.

4 x 46g | SRP: 11.99

4 x 28g | SRP: 11.99

4 x 45g | SRP: 8.99

4 x 18g | SRP: 7.99

BAP07

Nutmeg Ground N

Nutmeg Whole N

BAO01

Nigella (Black Onion) Seeds N

Top
Top

BAP01

BAP02

BAP06

Paprika Fumé (Épicé)
Hot Smoked Paprika adds a spicy flavour to dishes, with a
fruity peppery dimension. It also adds a beautiful deep red
colour. A great addition to stews or seafood dishes.

Paprika Fumé (Doux)
Sweet Smoked Paprika adds a mild spicy flavour to dishes,
with a fruity peppery dimension. It also adds a beautiful
deep red colour. Commonly used in Spanish and Hungarian cuisine, try sprinkling into soup or homemade goulash.

Grains de Poivre Noir (Bio, Équitable)
Pepper has a warm and intense spicy flavour. Freshly
ground black peppercorns give the best flavour. Use
whole peppercorns in dishes such as casseroles to add
depth and flavour.

Green Peppercorns N
Grains de Poivre Vert
Green Peppercorns are immature berries, and mildly hot.
Picked from the vine when they are unripe. They are then
stored in brine or freeze dried to keep their green colour.
Ideal in steak dishes or added to sauces.

4 x 45g | SRP: 7.99

4 x 40g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 40g | SRP: 9.99

4 x 21g | SRP: 9.99

BAP08

BAP11

BAR01

BAS01

Grains de Poivre Rose
Pink peppercorns are not part of the peppercorn family.
They are pungent like juniper and aniseed, without the
heat of true peppercorns. Works well in sauces for meat
and fish, and a nice touch if sprinkled over desserts.

Poivre Blanc (Bio, Équitable)
White Pepper has a warm and spicy flavour like black
pepper. White Pepper are ideal to add to white sauces for
chicken or fish.

Romarin
The thin, needle-like leaves give a strong fragrant taste
which is slightly bitter. The aroma is crisp and woody, and
often described as tea-like. Mix rosemary into melted
butter and spoon over steak for a flavour explosion.

Safran
Delicate stamens provide a gentle instant colour and soft
earthy flavour. Saffron is widely used in Middle Eastern,
Indian and Mediterranean cuisine. Saffron should be used
sparingly as too much can leave a bitter taste.

4 x 20g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 42g | SRP: 9.99

4 x 23g | SRP: 7.99

4 x 0g | SRP: 14.99

Smoked Paprika (Hot) N

Pink Peppercorns N

Smoked Paprika (Sweet) N

White Pepper Ground (Fairtrade Organic) O F

Black Peppercorns (Fairtrade Organic) O F

Rosemary N

Saffron N
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Top
Top

BAS02

BAS03

BAS04

Sauge
Dried sage leaves give a rich earthy taste and has a
slightly spicy peppery flavour with a musky aroma. Use
the velvety flavour of sage to bring life to roasts.

Poivre de Sichuan
The small round black berries of Sichuan Pepper give a
unique lemon and peppery flavour without being pungent
like black or white pepper. Mix together with ginger, garlic
and soy before pouring over a grilled tuna steak.

Sumac Concassée
Sumac is a relatively mild yet tangy, sweet and citrusy
taste. An essential ingredient in Middle Eastern cooking,
try mixing with olive oil and drizzle over salads or rub onto
meat for a delicious aromatic flavour.

4 x 4g | SRP: 6.99

4 x 18g | SRP: 9.99

4 x 44g | SRP: 8.99

Sage N

Sichuan Pepper N

BAT01

Ground Sumac N

Tarragon N
Estragon
These aromatic leaves add a distinctive flavour that is
slightly spicy and has a hint of anise. Great when used in
chicken casserole.

4 x 8g | SRP: 7.99

Do you have our top selling
blends on your shelves?
No need to be bland or boring with Bart’s

BAT02

BAT03

Thym
Thyme has a strong taste, with slightly sweet earthy
undertones. Although full of flavour, Thyme does not
overpower dishes and blends well with other herbs and
spices.

Curcuma (Bio, Équitable)
Turmeric has a warm, earthy peppery flavour with a bitter
and slightly musky undertone. A little sprinkle goes a long
way to add colour to Indian dishes.

4 x 18g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 36g | SRP: 8.99

Thyme N

12

Turmeric (Fairtrade Organic) O F
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* Chinese 5 Spice
* Ground Sumac
* Garam Masala
* Ras El-Hanout
* Zatar Seasoning

The extensive blends from Bart’s make it easy
to add both diversity and incremental growth
to your spice section.

Imported from: Bristol, England / Bart

B
W
Bart

“At Bart Ingredients, we have come
to realize that not all ingredients
are created equal and a myriad of
reasons can change the flavour
profile of our favourite spices.
That’s why we take extra care in
the sourcing of our spices, how
they are treated and cared for, and
the creation of our blends. With
Bart Ingredients, you can always
be assured of adding full flavour to
your cooking.”
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Baru / Imported from: Diepenbeek, Belgium

Baru

B

Baru

Marshmallow clouds, whipped in open kettles and
cut by hand. “We love authenticity and value traditional
production methods. Our craft marshmallows, for example, are
whipped in open kettles and cut by hand. Our salted caramel is
produced in small quantities using our own special recipe and
we distance ourselves as much as possible from artificial colours
and flavours and use only genuine fruit, bourbon vanilla, honey
and other pure products.”

B7070

Milk Chocolate Marshmallow Bar with Crunchy Cashew
Crispy N
Tablette de Guimauve en Chocolat au Lait avec Noix de Cajou

Gourmet vanilla bean marshmallow bar covered in milk
chocolate with a crunchy hazelnut praline and roasted
cashews topping.

18 x 30g | SRP: 2.99

Top
Top

B7071

Dark Chocolate Marshmallow Bar with Nutty
Sea Salt Caramel N
Tablette de Guimauve en Chocolat Noir avec Sel de Mer
Gourmet vanilla bean marshmallow bar covered in dark
chocolate with a sea salt caramel and roasted almond
topping. Great for the ride home from work.

18 x 30g | SRP: 2.99

B7072

Milk Chocolate Marshmallow Bar with Chai
Latte N
Tablette de Guimauve en Chocolat au Lait avec Chai Latte
Gourmet vanilla bean marshmallow bar covered in milk
chocolate with a chai latte topping. Perfect for that walk
in the park.

18 x 30g | SRP: 2.99
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Top
Top

Top
Top

B7016

B7017

B7010A

B7011A

Guimauves en Caramel et Sel de Mer
Gourmet vanilla bean marshmallows covered in dark
chocolate with a homemade sea salt caramel topping, all
individually wrapped for freshness. A decadent dessert
with coffee or tea.

Guimauves en Chocolat Noir
Gourmet vanilla bean marshmallows covered in milk
chocolate with a dark caramel topping – all individually
wrapped for freshness. Sweeten up your afternoon with
this delectable bite.

Guimauves en Chocolat au Lait
Gourmet vanilla bean marshmallows covered in milk
chocolate, all individually wrapped for freshness. A
delightful snack for on the go.

Guimauves en Chocolat Noir et Caramel
Gourmet vanilla bean marshmallows covered in dark
chocolate with a homemade sea salt caramel topping, all
individually wrapped for freshness. A decadent dessert
with coffee or tea.

12 x 60g | SRP: 6.99

12 x 54g | SRP: 6.99

10 x 120g | SRP: 9.99

10 x 120g | SRP: 9.99

Sea Salt Caramel Marshmallows N

Dark Chocolate Marshmallows N

Milk Chocolate Marshmallows N

Sea Salt Caramel Marshmallows N

Baru All-Natural
Marshmallows
Top
Top

B7101

Nutty Thins - Roasted Cashew & Caramel N
Nutty Thins - Noix de Cajou Rôti et Caramel
Belgian dark chocolate snacking bites with roasted
cashews and caramel. Enjoy after dinner with coffee.

12 x 120g | SRP: 7.50

Top
Top

B7103

Nutty Thins - Roasted Almond & Sweet
Chili N
Nutty Thins - Amandes Rôties et Piment Doux
Belgian dark chocolate snacking bites with roasted
almonds and sweet chili. A bit of heat with a bit of sweet
makes the perfect treat.

12 x 120g | SRP: 7.50

B7100

Nutty Thins - Roasted Almond & Sea Salt N
Nutty Thins - Amandes Rôties et Sel Marin
Belgian dark chocolate snacking bites with Roasted Almonds & Sea Salt. Keep these in your office desk drawer
for an afternoon indulgence.

12 x 120g | SRP: 7.50

The master chocolatiers at Baru
use hand-crafted processes which
naturally yield small and delicious
batches. With a commitment to
using premium ingredients and
the expertise of their in-house
recipes, Baru products are not only
imaginative but a testament to the
country of Belgium and its unique
heritage in chocolate.

Top
Top

Top
Top

B7032

B7033

B7035

B7037

Chocolat en Poudre
Delicious Belgian hot chocolate powder with chocolate
figurines in funny shapes (star, hat, moustache). Instantly
prepared with hot milk or soy milk. Perfect for the young
at heart.

Chocolat en Poudre et des Guimauves
Rich chocolate powder with tiny marshmallows. Instantly
prepared with hot milk or soy milk. A quick way to warm
yourself up.

Chocolat en Poudre au Caramel Salé
Salted chocolate powder with crunchy caramel morsels.
Instantly prepared with hot milk or soy milk. The ultimate
pairing of sweet and salty.

Chocolat Noir en Poudre
Dark and rich chocolate powder made with 64 % cocoa.
And indulgent hot drink best enjoyed in front of a crackling
fire.

6 x 250g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 250g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 250g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 250g | SRP: 9.99

Swirly Chocolate Powder & Figurines N

Fluffy Marshmallow Chocolate Powder N

Salty Caramel Hot Chocolate N

Dark Hot Chocolate N

Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019 / Everyday Items / Baru
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Belazu / Imported from: London, England

Belazu

B

Belazu
Belazu brings you the best flavours from the Mediterranean
and the Middle East in one complete collection for your kitchen.
From olives, antipasti, oils, vinegars, pesto, pastes and more, for
over 20 years Belazu has been supplying world-class ingredients
and flavour to top chefs and enthusiastic tables around the
world.

Available

Available

2019

2019

Aug

New

New

BE150

BE151

Oak Smoked Paprika Pesto N
Pesto au Paprika Fumé
A classic sun-dried tomato pesto blended with sweet oak
smoked paprika. Trying mixing with melted butter to dress
corn on the cob or add between layers of a vegetable
gratin.

6 x 165g | SRP: 9.99

Premium Ingredients
Trusted and tested
by professional chefs
to bring you the best
flavours from the
Mediterranean and
Middle East.

Rose Harissa Pesto N
Pesto au Harissa aux Pétales de Roses
A Mediterranean tomato pesto blended with Belazu’s
signature Rose Harissa. Elevate your scrambled eggs,
avocado toast or bake into bread.

6 x 165g | SRP: 9.99

Available

Available

Available

2019

2019

2019

Aug

Aug

Aug

New

New

New

BE152

BE153

BE154

Pesto au Harissa aux Pétales de Roses
A blend of black truffles, artichokes and aged Parmigiano
Reggiano. Mix with breadcrumbs as a stuffing for mushrooms or roast chicken. Spread on baguette and top with
prosciutto and walnuts for a quick and delicious appetizer.

Pesto à la Tomate Séchée au Soleil
Mediterranean sun-dried tomatoes blended with Parmigiano Reggiano. Great as a base with other ingredients for a
quick tortilla wrap or use instead of pizza sauce.

Italian Basil Pesto N
Pesto au Basilic
A classic pesto with basil, Parmigiano Reggiano & pine
nuts. Make a delicious dressing for a tomato and mozzarella salad or stir into pasta.

6 x 165g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 165g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 165g | SRP: 9.99

Truffle and Artichoke Pesto N
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Sun-Dried Tomato Pesto N

Imported from: London, England / Belazu

B
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Belazu

BE141

BE142

Chermoula Paste N
Pâte de Chermoula
Fresh coriander and hand-picked parsley, blended with
other traditional Mediterranean ingredients, including
Beldi preserved lemons, for a warm, intense flavour with a
hint of citrus. Brush onto meat or fish for a flavour punch.

Green Verbena Harissa N
Harissa aux Verbena Verte
Verbena Harissa combines lemon verbena, coriander,
parsley, baby spinach, Beldi preserved lemons, chilli and
spices. It is zesty with a citrus fragrance, followed by a
mellow chilli finish.

6 x 170g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 170g | SRP: 9.99

BE145

BE144

Pâte de Zhoug
Zhoug is the most popular condiment in Israeli street food.
A bold, herbal spice paste with coriander, cloves, parsley
and green chilli. It’s great for punchy dressings and grilled
meats or vegetables.

Pâte de Tajines
Made with Smoked paprika and Beldi preserved pickled
lemons, this tagine paste helps you get intense, smoky
flavours into stews, pot roasts, roasted vegetables and so
much more.

6 x 170g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 170g | SRP: 9.99

Belazu’s signature Rose Harissa quickly
became a household name this past year as
a feature ingredient in Yotam Ottolenghi’s
recent cookbook “Simple”. A special blend of
Mediterranean spices, chilli and crushed rose
petals, this product is truly alone in its class,
and is a must-have on shelf.

Tagine Paste N

Zhoug Paste N

Available

Aug
2019

Top
Top

Top
Top

New

BE140

BE143

BE146

Harissa aux Pétales de Roses
A slow-burning chilli heat, balanced with sweet smokiness
that adds real depth of flavour to any dish. Traditionally
used to add a piquant kick to stews, soups and couscous.

Tapenade Noire
Rich, black, naturally-ripened Beldi olives blended with
capers, garlic and sundried tomatoes to make an umami
rich paste. A winning combination with any cheese board
or charcuterie plate.

Green Tapenade N
Tapenade Verte
This green olive tapenade takes inspiration from Mediterranean and Middle Eastern flavours. Green olives are
blended with non pareilles capers, preserved lemons and
garlic to add fresh vibrant flavour to many dishes.

6 x 170g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 170g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 170g | SRP: 9.99

Rose Harissa N

Black Tapenade N

Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019 / Everyday Items / Belazu
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Available

Available

2019

2019

Aug

Belazu

B

Lemon Infused Olive Oil
Carefully selected Italian Peranzana
Olives from Puglia and Lemons from
the Gargano National Park are uniquely
crushed together in their entirety using
traditional granite stones to extract and
combine their natural oils. The result is an
incredibly bright and delectable oil that
can be enjoyed for finishing and dressing a
variety of your favourite dishes.

Aug

New

New

BE172

BE173

Huile d’Olive à la Truffe Noire
Extra virgin olive oil infused with heady black truffle. It’s
fantastic simply drizzled over a fried egg, to finish a classic
mushroom risotto or try adding to mashed potato served
with a roast chicken dinner.

Huile d’Olive à la Truffe Blanche
Extra virgin olive oil infused with heady white truffle for a
clean finish with gentle lingering truffle notes. Fantastic
drizzled over a classic mushroom risotto - it even makes
the humble fried egg a real treat.

6 x 250ml | SRP: 24.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 24.99

B5016

B5017

Infused Black Truffle Olive Oil N

Infused White Truffle Olive Oil N

Available

Aug
2019

Infused Chili Olive Oil N
Huile d’Olive au Piment
95% extra virgin olive oil, 5% dried chilli. This powerful
alliance of fruity notes and heat is a multiple award
winner. Simply drizzle to add a kick to any dish… as
liberally as you dare.

Infused Garlic Olive Oil N
Huile d’Olive à l’Ail
Smooth, mellow garlic flavours suffuse through the oil for
a whole month. Then, as the bottle is filled, extra pieces
are added by hand. Use to impart a gentle garlic flavour to
stews & sauces or drizzle over grilled meat or vegetables.

6 x 250ml | SRP: 19.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 19.99

Available

Aug
2019

New

New

BE174

B5004A

Huile d’Olive au Citron
The fresh zesty taste of the lemons infuses with the olive
oil producing a characteristically unique, integrated
and complex flavour. The result is a rounded oil with a
pronounced citrus and peppery flavour.

Citrons Confits
Salty and lightly acidic, these small, fine-skinned,
preserved lemons bring an intense lemon flavour and
fragrance to a wide variety of dishes. Add citrus tang to
tagines, stews, dressings and grain salads.

Balsamic Semi-Dried Tomatoes N
Tomates semi-séchées au Vinaigre Balsamique
These tomatoes are fully ripened on the vine and slow
roasted to bring out their inherent sweetness. Marinated
with Balsamic Vinegar of Modena IGP they have a wonderfully balanced sweet and sour flavour.

12 x 250ml | SRP: 34.99

12 x 220g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 330g | SRP: 14.99

Infused Lemon Olive Oil N
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Preserved Lemons N

BE161

Imported from: London, England / Belazu

Available

Available

2019

2019

Aug

Belazu

Aug

New

New

Top
Top

BE170

BE171

BE120

BE110

Huile D’Olive Extra Verge Bio
Organic Arbequina & Cornicabra extra virgin olive oil is
expertly blended to create a fresh flavoured coupage
balanced with peppery notes. Sweet notes with a robust
peppery finish, perfect for dipping or finishing.

Huile D’Olive Extra Verge Cornicabra
This extra virgin olive oil is highly aromatic, with notes of
fruity olive and other fruits including apple. It is perfect for
dressing salads or drizzling on grilled vegetables.

Huile d’Olive Arbequina
Single varietal, stone crushed, cold extracted, extra virgin
olive oil made from the first Arbequina olives of the season.
A characterful extra virgin with notes of grass, pepper,
almond and banana, it’s divine to dip and drizzle.

Perles au Balsamique
Tiny jelly-enclosed spheres of Balsamic vinegar, that
explode with flavour. The balsamic vinegar within is 1.17
Balsamic Vinegar of Modena, IGP, one of the sharper
balsamics.

6 x 500ml | SRP: 22.99

6 x 500ml | SRP: 19.99

6 x 500ml | SRP: 19.99

10 x 55g | SRP: 17.99

Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil O

Cornicabra Extra Virgin Olive Oil N

B
W

Early Harvest Arbequina Olive Oil N

Balsamic Pearls

Available

Aug
2019

New

Top
Top

Top
Top

BE160

B5007

B5009

B5008

Vinaigre Balsamique Bio - Densité 1.33
Viscous, sweet and beloved by renowned chefs. It’s the
“sweetest and stickiest around.” Density is crucial to
understanding balsamic; it’s the most reliable indicator of
texture and flavour. This 1.34 is 34% thicker than water.

Vinaigre Balsamique - Densité 1.34
Viscous, sweet and beloved by renowned chefs. It’s the
“sweetest and stickiest around.” Density is crucial to
understanding balsamic; it’s the most reliable indicator of
texture and flavour. This 1.34 is 34% thicker than water.

Vinaigre Balsamique - Densité 1.25
Made from two ingredients, not-from-concentrate cooked
grape must and red wine vinegar, the 1.25 is bold and
fruity with a pleasantly acetic finish. It’s the perfect
partner for dressing and salads.

Condiment Balsamique Blanc
White Condimento has a complex flavour where initial
sweetness quickly yields to gentle acidity, giving a
rich sweet and sour effect. Works amazingly well with
vegetables and seafood.

6 x 250ml | SRP: 49.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 44.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 24.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 19.99

Organic Balsamic Vinegar - Density 1.33 O

Balsamic Vinegar - Density 1.34 N

Balsamic Vinegar - Density 1.25 N

White Balsamic Condiment N

Available

Aug
2019

New

Deliciously nutty, high fibre
couscous with a bit of a bite.
Belazu’s Barley couscous is
excellent for adding depth of
flavour and is easy to spice up with
a spoonful of harissa or any of the

B5006

Barley Couscous N
Couscous d’Orge
Deliciously nutty high fibre couscous with a bit of bite,
with a hearty flavour. It works really well spiced up with a
spoonful of harissa and loaded with roasted vegetables!

6 x 500g | SRP: 9.99

Belazu pastes!
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Belberry / Imported from: Marke, Belgium

Belberry

B

Belberry
Started in a small fruiterie in Belgium, Belberry fruits are
selected worldwide for their exceptional taste and quality.
Using only slow, small batch productions, Belberry products are
all made at the hands of one of their master chefs and with the
sole priority of elevating the natural flavours of their special
fruits.

Top
Top

Figs & Port
An excellent partner for cheese.
This classic combination of purple
figs and port wine from Portugal
brings out a combination of
flavours that are both sumptuous
and well balanced. An excellent
partner for cheeses, terrines and
meats, this exceptional preserve
has been a top selling combination
from the Belberry range since it
first joined our portfolio ten years
ago.

Figs and Port Preserve N
Confiture aux Figues avec Port
Carefully chosen fruit and ingredients combine to make
this sweet and savoury preserve. Delicious with pâtés,
game and foie gras. Try them in game sauces or to glaze
poultry.

6 x 215g | SRP: 8.99

B8002

B8005

B8006

Confiture aux Figues
Cooked in open kettles using traditional methods, this
exquisite taste is obtained by using 55% of high quality
fruit. Pair with creamy cheeses.

Confiture d’Abricot
Cooked in open kettles using traditional methods, this exquisite taste is obtained by using 55% of high quality fruit.
Spread on top of a warm bagel with gooey Brie cheese.

Confiture de Cerises Morello
Carefully chosen fruit and ingredients combine to make
this sweet preserve. Pair with an aged gouda or washed
rind cheese like Taleggio.

Quince Jelly N
Gelée de Coings
Cooked in open kettles using traditional methods, this
exquisite taste is obtained by using 55% of high quality
fruit. A perfect accompaniment for Manchego.

6 x 215g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 215g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 215g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 215g | SRP: 8.99

Purple Fig Preserve N
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B8003

Apricot Preserve N
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Morello Cherry Preserve N

B8007

Imported from: Marke, Belgium / Belberry
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Top
Top

Top
Top

B8070

B8071

B8072

Délice de Fruits aux Figues et Poivre pour Fromage
Not as sweet as a traditional jam, this Fig & Black Pepper
Delice goes perfectly with Roquefort, Blue Stilton, or any of
your favourite blues.

Délice de Fruits aux Rhubarbe et Vin Muscat pour Fromage
Not as sweet as a traditional jam, this Rhubarb & Muscat
Wine Delice goes perfectly with sheep (Brebis) and goats
milk cheeses.

Délice de Fruits aux Framboises et Anis pour Fromage
Not as sweet as a traditional jam, this Raspberry & Star
Anise Delice goes perfectly with wash-rind cheeses such
as Vacherin or Epoisses.

Apricot & Cumin Delice N
Délice de Fruits aux Abricots et Cumin pour Fromage
Not as sweet as a traditional jam, this Apricot & Cumin
Delice goes perfectly with soft cheese such as Camembert
or Brie.

6 x 130g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 130g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 130g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 130g | SRP: 6.99

Fig & Black Pepper Delice N

Rhubarb & Muscat Wine Delice N

B8073

Raspberry & Star Anise Delice N

Delice for Cheese
Belberry delices are less sweet than
traditional jams and incredibly fruit
forward. This convenient display box
when placed by a cheese counter has
an average sell through rate of 24 units
every two to three weeks.

B8080

B8060

Assortiment des Confits Belberry pour Fromage
A mixed display case containing 6 jars each of Fig & Black
Pepper, Rhubarb & Muscat Wine, Raspberry & Star Anise
and Apricot & Cumin Delice.

Réduction Balsamique aux Framboises
Slowly reduced Balsamic Vinegar of Modena with the addition of fresh raspberries. Perfect for garnishing salads,
desserts or cheeseboards.

24 x 130g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 15.99

Delice Display N

Sweet Raspberry Balsamic Glaze N

Top
Top

B8061

B8062

B8063

B8064

Réduction Balsamique aux Mangues
Alphonso mangos have been added to this balsamic
cream. These mangoes are known for their sweet taste
and juicy character. Delicious with fish, foie gras or game
or as a finishing touch to your dessert.

Réduction Balsamique aux Citron Sauvage
Meyer lemons are used in this refreshing balsamic glaze.
Meyer lemons are a cross between a lemon and sweet
orange or mandarin. Try brushing on grilled chicken or
shrimp for a delicious and new flavour experience.

Réduction Balsamique aux Figues
Ripe, fresh purple figs are used in this succulent glaze.
Sweet and tart, try roasting a head of garlic with this
special sauce for perfect caramelization.

Réduction Balsamique a l’Orange d’Amère
Seville Oranges have been added to this balsamic cream.
These oranges are known for their deep orange juicy
flesh and their sour and somewhat bitter taste. Blends
beautifully with the sweet balsamic..

6 x 250ml | SRP: 15.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 15.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 15.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 15.99

Alphonso Mango Balsamic Glaze N

Wild Lemon Balsamic Glaze N

Purple Fig Balsamic Glaze N

Seville Orange Balsamic Glaze N
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Available

Available

2019

2019

Belberry

July

New

B8046

Kalamansi Citrus Vinegar N

July

New

B8047

Vinaigre aux Agrumes
An artisanal vinegar produced in small-batches and
infused with all-natural ingredients. The result is a fresh,
deliciously balanced fruit vinegar.

Black Currant Vinegar N
Vinaigre au Cassis
An artisanal vinegar produced in small-batches and
infused with all-natural ingredients. The result is a fresh,
deliciously balanced fruit vinegar.

6 x 200ml | SRP: 15.99

6 x 200ml | SRP: 15.99

Top
Top

B8040

B8041

B8042

B8044

Vinaigre au Framboise
An artisanal vinegar produced in small-batches and
infused with all-natural ingredients. A fresh, deliciously
balanced fruit vinegar with the fruit pulp of ripe raspberries. Tastes great in fruit salads and roast poultry.

Vinaigre au Mangue
An artisanal vinegar produced in small-batches and infused with all-natural ingredients made from wine vinegar,
mango pulp from Cameroon, sugar and apple pectin. A
stunning fruit vinegar ideal for dressings and vinaigrettes.

Vinaigre au Citron Vert
An artisanal vinegar produced in small-batches and
infused with all-natural ingredients. The result is a fresh,
deliciously balanced fruit vinegar.

Vinaigre au Concombre Vert
An artisanal vinegar produced in small-batches and
infused with all-natural ingredients. The result is a fresh,
deliciously balanced fruit vinegar.

6 x 200ml | SRP: 15.99

6 x 200ml | SRP: 15.99

6 x 200ml | SRP: 15.99

6 x 200ml | SRP: 15.99

B8134

B8130

B8131

B8132

Ketchup aux Tomates avec Jalapeno
A delectable gourmet ketchup with the added kick of
jalapeno peppers. Turn up your french fries or eggs with
this ketchup.

Ketchup aux Tomates
A delectable gourmet ketchup elevated by using the
highly coveted San Marzano tomato. Turn any burger into
a gourmet burger with this artisanal ketchup.

Sauce à la Mangue Épicée
A cool yet spicy sauce ready to tantalize your taste buds.
Try this as a glaze or dipping sauce for grilled chicken or
pork roast.

Beetroot Gourmet Sauce N
Sauce à la Betterave
Dark and earthy with a pleasant sweet and acidic balance.
It goes very well with grilled vegetables, beef steaks and
pork chops.

6 x 250ml | SRP: 9.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 9.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 9.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 9.99

Sweet Raspberry Vinegar N

Indian Mango Vinegar N

Fresh Lime Vinegar N

Green Cucumber Vinegar N

Available

July
2019

New

Jalapeno Tomato Ketchup N
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San Marzano Tomato Ketchup N
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Spicy Mango Gourmet Sauce N

Imported from: Marke, Belgium / Belberry

Belberry

Fruit & Vegetable Vinegars

B
W

Deliciously balanced vinegars
made with all natural fruit pulp
in beautiful jewel toned colours.
Use directly on food for a splash of
flavour or mix with olive oil for a
sweet and tart dressing.
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Bittermilk / Imported from: Charleston, South Carolina

Bittermilk

B

Bittermilk
Bittermilk mixers are designed for the modern day cocktail
enthusiast to create unique, quality cocktails, using only real
ingredients. With deep roots in the restaurant and bar industry,
husband and wife team Joe and MariElena Raya sought out
to simplify the process of making craft cocktails at home.
Bittermilk mixes are made in small batches using high quality
ingredients, handled and cared for with close attention to detail.
Bittermilk 250ml and 500ml bottles both make the same number
of drinks per bottle, the ingredients inside are simply in different
concentrations to best suit the intended cocktail. As a rule of
thumb, each Bittermilk bottle offers up approximately 10 finished
drinks.

Top
Top

No.1 Bourbon Barrel Aged Old
Fashioned
This cocktail has been re-created
by using the classic bittering agents
of gentian root and cinchona bark
along with burnt sugar, spices and
orange peel. Aged in Willet bourbon
barrels to allow the flavours to come
together and ramp up in intensity,
this mix is super concentrated and a
little bit goes a long way.

BK101

No.1 Bourbon Barrel Aged Old Fashioned N

BK104

No.4 New Orleans Style Old Fashioned
Rouge N

BK106

Préparation Pour Cocktail ‘Old Fashioned Rouge’
Strong and bittersweet packed with licorice and spice. A
traditional coloring technique using Cochineal, a red beetle from Peru gives this Old Fashioned its “Rouge” naturally.

No.6 Oaxacan Old Fashioned N
Préparation Pour Cocktail ‘Oaxacan Old Fashioned’
No. 6 is a celebration of the flavors of Oaxaca, Mexico
using dried Mexican chilies, cocoa nibs and spices.
Sweetened with raisins and aged with cocoa husks. The
Oaxacan is best mixed with mezcal.

12 x 251ml | SRP: 22.99

12 x 251ml | SRP: 22.99

BK103

BK102

BK105

Préparation Pour Cocktail ‘Whiskey Sour’
Made by smoking honey over bourbon barrel staves. Bitter
orange peel and lemon make for a slightly tart and smoky
cocktail. Honey adds a nice frothy head when shaken
vigorously.

Préparation Pour Cocktail ‘Tom Collins’
A refreshing Collins with floral and citrus notes. Using
Centennial hops as the bittering agent prized for it’s aggressive floral characteristics. Mixes best with light spirits.

Préparation Pour Cocktail Pamplemousse Brûlée
No.5 combines lime and lemon juice with cinchona bark.
Fresh grapefruit peels are charred to bring out bitter
refreshing notes. A touch of sea salt brings out savoury
caramel notes.

12 x 502ml | SRP: 22.99

12 x 502ml | SRP: 22.99

12 x 502ml | SRP: 22.99

Préparation Pour Cocktail ‘Old Fashioned’
Created by using classic bittering agents like gentian root
and cinchona bark along with burnt sugar, spices and a
bit of orange peel. Aged in Willett bourbon barrels.

12 x 251ml | SRP: 22.99

Top
Top

No.3 Smoked Honey Whiskey Sour N
No.3 Smoked Honey Whiskey
Sour
This timeless classic has been
revived by smoking honey over
bourbon barrel staves. Bitter orange
and lemon peel make for a slightly
tart and smoky cocktail while the
honey adds a nice frothy head when
shaken vigorously.
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No.2 Tom Collins with Elderflowers & Hops N

No.5 Charred Grapefruit Tonic N

Imported from: Burlington, Vermont / Boves

B
W
Boves

Boves
The official opening of the Bove’s family restaurant dates back
to December of 1941. For over 70 years, guests lined up for a table
and to experience their famous Italian fare and family-style
service. Their signature sauce recipes can now be enjoyed in your
own kitchen. Whether piping hot on your favourite pasta or as a
special ingredient in your favourite Italian dishes, Bove’s sauces
are made with the same handcrafted care as it has been for
generations. Nourishing neighbourhoods near and far since 1941.

Top
Top

Top
Top

B1010

B1011

B1012

B1013

Sauce Marinara
Handcrafted with plum tomatoes, fresh garlic and
onions, and lovingly simmered all day long for a smooth,
delectable texture. Top your favourite cut of pasta with this
simply delicious sauce.

Sauce Tomate à la Vodka
Handcrafted with plum tomatoes, sweet cream, and a
pinch of crushed red pepper and slow-cooked for smooth,
zesty goodness. Pair with penne pasta for an instant
classic.

Sauce Tomate à l’Ail Rôti
Handcrafted with plenty of slow-roasted garlic, plum
tomatoes, and fresh onions and simmered all day long for
a sweet, delectable texture. Make your next lasagne with
this tasty garlic goodness.

Sauce Tomate au Basilic
Handcrafted with sweet, summery basil, plum tomatoes,
and fresh garlic and lovingly slow-cooked to perfection.
Spoon some of this fresh flavoured sauce over meat and
cheese ravioli.

6 x 680g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 680g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 680g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 680g | SRP: 8.99

Marinara Sauce N G

Vodka Tomato Sauce N G

Roasted Garlic Tomato Sauce N G

Basil Tomato Sauce N G

Top
Top

B1016

B1020

B1030

B1031

Sauce Tomate avec Trois Fromage
Handcrafted with sharp and tangy Asiago, Romano, and
Parmesan cheeses and sweet fresh tomatoes, then slow
simmered to savoury perfection. Baked Ziti never had
it so good.

Sauce Alfredo
Handcrafted with sharp and tangy Parmesan, Romano,
and Parmigiano Reggiano cheeses, sweet cream, and
a touch of pepper, then slow-cooked for light, creamy
goodness.

Sauce à Pizza - Basilic
Slow-simmered with fresh basil, garlic, onions, crushed
tomatoes, and Vermont maple syrup for just a hint of
sweetness. The ultimate base for your gourmet pizza
creation.

Sauce à Pizza - Poivron Rouge
Slow-simmered with tomatoes infused with red bell
peppers, and fresh garlic and onions. It’s a savoury pizza
sauce that’s a spicy twist on a classic. Turn an everyday
pizza into an experience with this sauce.

6 x 680g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 425g | SRP: 11.99

6 x 454g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 454g | SRP: 6.99

Three Cheese Tomato Sauce N G

Alfredo Sauce N G

Sweet Basil Pizza Sauce N G

Sweet Red Pepper Pizza Sauce N G
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Brew Tea Co.

B

Brew Tea Co. / Imported from: Mill Lane, England

Available

Available

2019

2019

July

Brew Tea Co.
New

“We believe that tea should be better – not complicated or weird,
but better. That’s why we produce our teas using handpicked,
rolled, whole leaf tea. So whether it’s your everyday English
Breakfast with milk, or your occasional favourite, they taste
better than ever before. And did you know, our English
Breakfast blend is the fullest tea bag in England? Each tea bag
weighs 3.75g. We got there through a long process of tasting
and testing to arrive at the perfect brew. It turns out mugs
these days are pretty big so naturally, you need more tea. We
go through this process with every blend to ensure the perfect
infusion for every time and every cup.”

New

BR250

BR251

Thé Petit Déjeuner
A blend Indian Assam, and Sri Lankan Ceylon that creates
a malty taste. Strong enough to take milk. Fresh, buttery,
and balanced. Drink with scones or biscuits. Contains 40
proper tea bags.

Thé Earl Grey
A light, fruity and delicate Ceylon with some added
bergamot, citrus and calendula. Enjoy black with lemon, or
with milk. Contains 40 proper tea bags.

6 x 150g | SRP: 19.99

6 x 120g | SRP: 19.99

BR200

BR201

BR202

BR203

Thé Petit Déjeuner
A blend Indian Assam, and Sri Lankan Ceylon that creates
a malty taste. Strong enough to take milk. Fresh, buttery,
and balanced. Drink with scones or biscuits. Contains 15
proper tea bags.

Thé Earl Grey
A light, fruity and delicate Ceylon with some added
bergamot, citrus and calendula. Enjoy black with lemon, or
with milk. Contains 15 proper tea bags.

Thé Vert
Made with Yunnan tea leaves. This is a strong blend. Hay
like, and complex, but without too must astringency. A perfect introductory green tea. Drink with creamy cheeses.
Contains 15 proper tea bags.

Thé à la Menthe Marocain
A mint & green tea. Fresh, clean & minty. Enjoy with
intense dark chocolate. Contains 15 proper tea bags.

6 x 56g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 56g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 38g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 38g | SRP: 9.99

BR204

BR205

BR206

BR207

Thé Chai
A smashing Masala Chai mix of Assam, cardamom,
cinnamon, pepper, cloves, and ginger. Robust & earthy
and perfectly dark. Serve with anything butterscotch.
Contains 15 proper tea bags.

Thé au Citron et Gingembre
A zesty blend with added apple, rosehip and hibiscus. The
longer it brews, the spicier it gets. Try it as a caipirinha
cocktail. You’ll never have it any other way again. Contains
15 proper tea bags.

Thé aux Fruits
Brilliant herbs, and whole chunks of fruit make this the
biggest fruit tea you’ll ever get your face to. Great as
an iced tea. Absolutely stunning with good strong soft
cheeses. Contains 15 proper tea bags.

Thé Décaféiné
An easy-drinking black tea without any caffeine in it.
It’s a bit fruitier than you might expect. Enjoy with your
favourite digestive biscuit.

6 x 50g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 53g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 53g | SRP: 9.99

English Breakfast Tea - 40 Proper Tea Bags N

English Breakfast Tea - 15 Proper Tea Bags N

Chai Tea - 15 Proper Tea Bags N
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July

Earl Grey Tea - 40 Proper Tea Bags N

Earl Grey Tea - 15 Proper Tea Bags N

Lemon & Ginger - 15 Proper Tea Bags N
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Green Tea - 15 Proper Tea Bags N

Fruit Punch - 15 Proper Tea Bags N

Moroccan Mint - 15 Proper Tea Bags N

CO2 Decaffeinated Tea - 15 Proper Tea
Bags N

6 x 56g | SRP: 9.99

Imported from: Etten-Leur, Netherlands / Buiteman

B
W
Buiteman

Buiteman
The Buiteman family bakery has been baking delicacies in
Etten-Leur, the Netherlands, since 1958. “We love real food,
straightforward and pure. Good is just never good enough, we
thrive on perfection. You can clearly smell and taste the flavours of
authentic cheese in our twists and biscuits. That is why we differ
deeply from industrial mass production.”

New

Available

July
2019

What’s in a Crumble?
A good crumble is crisp at the first bite,
then crumbly, slowly releasing the fullbodied flavour of the aged cheese that
lingers on the palate for quite a long
time. Adding extra cheese on top of the
crumble enhances the flavour, adding an
extra dimension to the Buiteman range
of biscuits.

B1137

B1133

Biscuits au Fromage Parmigiano Reggiano
Parmigiano Reggiano is mixed through the dough and
then the biscuits are richly sprinkled with grated Parmigiano Reggiano. Crumbly and rich!

Biscuits au Fromage de Chèvre
Made largely by hand with 38% goat’s cheese, aged 10
months. Serve with Sauvignon Blanc.

6 x 75g | SRP: 4.99

6 x 75g | SRP: 4.99

Parmigiano Reggiano Crumbles N

Goat’s Cheese Biscuits N

Top
Top

Top
Top

B1130

B1131

B1134

Biscuits au Fromage Gruyère
Made largely by hand using A.O.C. Swiss Gruyere cheese,
aged 5 months. Enjoy these with an glass of Pinot Noir.

Biscuits au Fromage à la Gouda et Ciboulette
Made largely by hand with 22% Gouda cheese, aged 18
months. Pair this with a chilled glass of Chardonnay.

Cheddar Cheese Biscuits N
Biscuits au Fromage Cheddar
Made largely by hand with 22% Cheddar cheese, aged 12
months. Serve this beautiful biscuit with a premium port
for a heightened taste experience.

6 x 75g | SRP: 3.99

6 x 75g | SRP: 3.99

6 x 75g | SRP: 3.99

Gruyere Cheese Biscuits N

Gouda & Chive Biscuits N
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Cartwright & Butler / Imported from: Brough, England

Cartwright & Butler

C

Cartwright & Butler
The story of Cartwright and Butler is a story of family, primarily
the Arnett family, and their love of baking that spans over five
generations. A woven history with many incredible twists and
turns, whatever the next chapter holds for the Arnett family of
bakers you can be sure of one thing, their passion for making
only the finest products will remain at the heart of who they are
and have been for generations to come.

Available

Available

Available

2019

2019

2019

July

July

July

New

New

New

CB104

CB105

CB106

Biscuits Triple Chocolat
A classic chocolate chip cookie recipe, taken to a whole
new level. The chocolate chips become chocolate chunks
and the double becomes a triple; white chocolate, milk
chocolate and a chocolate cookie.

Biscuits au Caramel Salé
Salted caramel biscuit baked to buttery, crumbly
perfection.

Biscuits aux Canneberges
A deliciously, oaty, crumbly biscuit with whole dried cranberries. Together with sugar and butter, they are baked to
a wonderfully open crumb with a slightly chewy texture.

6 x 200g | SRP: 12.99

6 x 200g | SRP: 12.99

6 x 200g | SRP: 9.99

CB103

Triple Chocolate Chunk Biscuits N

Salted Caramel Biscuits N

Cranberry Crumbles N

Top
Top

CB100

CB101

CB102

Biscuits à l’Avoine et Chocolat
A buttery oat biscuit covered generously on one side with
smooth and creamy milk chocolate. Great alone or with
your favourite coffee or tea.

Biscuits Caramel de Beurre
A rich shortbread biscuit loaded with chunks of sweet
butterscotch. Try crumbling these sweet treats to use as a
topping for cheesecake.

Biscuits aux Gingembre
Handmade with fresh stem ginger, these biscuits have a
gorgeous and buttery taste. Pair with your favourite tea for
the perfect afternoon snack.

6 x 200g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 200g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 200g | SRP: 9.99

Chocolate Oat Crumbles N
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Butterscotch Crunch N
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Stem Ginger Biscuits N

Butter Oat Crumbles N
Biscuit à l’Avoine
A rich and buttery oat crumble biscuit. For a decadent
treat, crumble and serve over ice cream.

6 x 200g | SRP: 9.99

Imported from: Brough, England / Cartwright & Butler

C
W
Cartwright & Butler

Exceptional , Luxury, Sweet
Biscuits
“One of the great pleasures, and
challenges, in biscuit baking is the
pursuit of the perfect texture. One
that’s not too brittle nor too chewy,
neither too dense nor too airy, but
crumbly and rich. Once you have
achieved that perfect balance you
have a biscuit crumb that sits above
all others. Here is our range of such
biscuits, exceptionally crunchy,
delectably crumbly.”

CB120

Triple Chocolate Chunk Biscuit Tin N

CB121

Biscuits Triple Chocolat
Decadent handmade triple chocolate chunk biscuits
made with real butter. Perfect to gift your friends, or just
for yourself.

Chocolate Chunk Biscuit Tin N
Biscuits aux Morceaux de Chocolat
Indulgent, luxury handmade chocolate chunk biscuits
made with real butter. Serve alongside your favourite
ice cream.

6 x 200g | SRP: 19.99

6 x 200g | SRP: 19.99

Available

July
2019

Top
Top

CB122

CB123

Biscuits aux Fraises et au Chocolat Blanc
A scrumptious biscuit made with 10% white chocolate and
6% strawberry pieces. Surprise and delight your guests
with this delicious biscuit.

Biscuits au Caramel Salé
Decadent handmade salty and sweet biscuits made with
real butter. Perfect to gift your friends, or just for yourself.

6 x 200g | SRP: 19.99

6 x 200g | SRP: 19.99

Strawberry & White Chocolate Biscuit Tin N

Salted Caramel Biscuit Tin N

Available

July
2019

New

New

CB126

CB124

Biscuits aux Gingembre
Both ground and stem ginger are used to spice the
dough, which is then baked to a crisp, light snap.

Rounds de Sablé Demerara
Made using traditional methods with flour, sugar and lots
of real butter. Pair these special biscuits with a spot of tea
to warm your day.

6 x 200g | SRP: 19.99

6 x 200g | SRP: 19.99

Stem Ginger Tin N

Demerara Shortbread Rounds Tin N

CB125

Cranberry Crumbles Tin N
Biscuits aux Canneberges
A deliciously, oaty, crumbly biscuit with whole dried
cranberries in a gorgeous gift giving tin.

6 x 200g | SRP: 19.99
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Cartwright & Butler / Imported from: Brough, England

Cartwright & Butler

C

CB200

CB201

Thé Petit Déjeuner
A robust and flavourful tea perfect to start your day with.
Makes a great gift for any tea lover. Caddy contains 15
tea bags.

Thé Earl Grey
A classic and complex tea full of flavour. Pair with a crumbly butter oat biscuit. Caddy contains 15 tea bags.

6 x 90g | SRP: 17.99

6 x 90g | SRP: 17.99

English Breakfast Tea Bags in Caddy N

Earl Grey Tea Bags in Caddy N

A Traditional English Cup
Cartwright & Butler’s traditional English
Breakfast tea is at first sip robust and
full-bodied before giving way to the deep,
malty undertones and rich finish that is
characteristic of Ceylon’s finest tea plants.
Enjoy this traditional black tea all on its own
or with a splash of milk, a drizzle of honey
and a slice of lemon.

Top
Top

CB240

CB241

Sachets de thé Pyramid Petit-Déjeuner
A robust and flavourful tea perfect to start your day with.
An everyday essential. Contains 15 pyramid tea bags.

Sachets de thé Pyramid Earl Grey
A classic and complex tea full of flavour. An everyday
essential. Contains 15 pyramid tea bags.

6 x 45g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 45g | SRP: 9.99

CB242

CB243

Sachets de thé Pyramid Vert
A bittersweet, floral and slightly vegetal profile. Contains
15 pyramid tea bags.

Sachets de Thé Pyramid Chai
Warm spice flavours with a hint of sweetness. Contains 15
pyramid tea bags.

6 x 45g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 45g | SRP: 9.99

English Breakfast Pyramid Bags in Carton N

Green Pyramid Bags in Carton N
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Earl Grey Pyramid Bags in Carton N

Chai Pyramid Bag in Carton N

Imported from: Brough, England / Cartwright & Butler

C
W
Cartwright & Butler

CB265

CB266

Caramel au Beurre
Rich, delicious and creamy traditional chewy toffee. A
sweet treat you can have on the go.

Caramel au Sel de Mer
Deliciously creamy and chewy toffee with added sea salt.
A new classic.

6 x 150g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 150g | SRP: 7.99

Original Toffees N

Salted Caramel Toffees N

Available

July
2019

New

CB267

CB268

CB269

Fudge au Beurre
A traditional Scottish fudge made with real butter for an
irresistible flavour. An everyday essential.

Fudge au Caramel Salé
A divine caramel fudge infused with sea salt. An everyday
essential.

Fudge au Chocolat
Classic fudge is taken a step further towards the sublime
by adding rich Belgian chocolate to the mix. Creamy,
chocolatey and absolutely melt-in-the-mouth. An
everyday essential.

6 x 175g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 175g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 175g | SRP: 7.99

Butter Fudge N

Salted Caramel Fudge N

Belgian Chocolate Fudge N

Available

July
2019

New

Top
Top

CB260

Butter Fudge in Tin N
Fudge au Beurre
A traditional Scottish fudge made with real butter for an
irresistible flavour. Great for gifting.

6 x 175g | SRP: 19.99

CB261

Salted Caramel Fudge in Tin N
Fudge au Caramel Salé
A divine caramel fudge infused with sea salt. Perfect to
satisfy any sweet tooth.

6 x 175g | SRP: 19.99

Classic, Crumbly Fudge

CB262

Belgian Chocolate Fudge in Tin N
Fudge au Chocolat
Classic fudge, made with real butter to a traditional
Scottish recipe, taken a step further towards the sublime
by adding rich Belgian chocolate to the mix. Creamy,
chocolatey and absolutely melt-in-the-mouth.

6 x 175g | SRP: 19.99

“Here is one of the truly great
confections, made to recipes
we spent many, many happy
hours perfecting. A good,
old-fashioned and very creamy
fudge made just the way it
should be, with real butter from
an age-old Scottish recipe.”
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Cartwright & Butler

C

Top
Top

CB300

CB301

Gelées de Fruit Mou
These soft fruit jellies are made from real fruit and then
delicately dusted with sugar. Totally delicious!

Bonbons en Forme de Fruit
Rest assured this assortment of pretty pastel-coloured
hard-boiled sweets are not just eye-candy. Oh no, they
pack quite the fruity punch too. Just a little word of
warning, they’re addictive.

6 x 190g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 180g | SRP: 6.99

CB302

CB303

Pépins de Sorbet Bonbons Durs
Tiny, sugary little gems that seem to pop in your mouth
with a tingle of sherbet hit.

Pommes Sûres Bonbons Durs
Hard-boiled sweets with a sweet apple flavour, that gives
way to a pleasantly sharp sour finish, it’s like having two
sweets in one.

6 x 190g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 170g | SRP: 6.99

Soft Fruit Jellies

Sherbet Pips Sweets

Pattern Fruit Candies

Sour Apple Sweets

CB304

CB305

CB306

CB308

Rhubarbe et Crème Anglaise Bonbons Durs
Whoever thought to take one of life’s great desserts and
turn it into a sweet deserves a standing ovation. These
boiled-sweets are bursting with tangy rhubarb and sweet,
creamy custard flavour.

Mélange de Tranches de Citron et Mandarine Bonbons Durs
One for the citrus fruit lovers amongst you. A mix of hardboiled sweets, shaped as fruit segments and flavoured
with lemon and tangerine.

Bonbons Menthe Impériale
The classic of all mints! These Imperial Mints are
covered in a crisp sugar coating that yields to a crumbly,
centre flavoured with the clean, sharp refreshing taste of
peppermint oil.

Bètises Anisées Bonbons Durs
An unashamedly old-fashioned sweet that’s been around
since the 19th century. Based on the original North
England recipe, where they were first created, these hard
candies are the real thing!

6 x 190g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 190g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 190g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 190g | SRP: 6.99

Rhubarb & Custard Sweets
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Top

Lemon & Tangerine Slice Mix Sweets
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Mint Imperials

Aniseed Humbugs

Imported from: Brough, England / Cartwright & Butler

Cartwright & Butler

Charm Your Cheese

“The right chutney can transform a wedge of cheese or a slice of
ham into something altogether more memorable. Its delicately
balanced piquant taste, enhanced with any number of spice combinations makes chutney a store cupboard essential.”

CB183

Sweet Apple Chutney N

CB184

Chutney de Pomme
A rich, and slightly spiced chutney. Great served with
cheddar or crumbly cheeses.

Real Ale Chutney N
Chutney Avec Bière
A traditional chutney made with real ale, Bramley apples
and cider vinegar. Pair with mature cheddar and savoury
biscuits.

6 x 250g | SRP: 12.99

6 x 250g | SRP: 12.99

CB180

CB181

Chutney d’Oignon Caramélisé
A mixture of sweet and sour flavours blended with the
crunch of onion. Spoon generously over mozzarella tarts
or warmed up with goat cheese.

Chutney de Tomate Épicé
This chunky tomato chutney, with a fiery blend of spices
is the perfect condiment to add a kick to any cheeseboard
or quiche.

6 x 260g | SRP: 12.99

6 x 260g | SRP: 12.99

Caramelized Onion Chutney N

C
W

Spicy Tomato Chutney N
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Casa Pons / Imported from: Lleida, Spain

Casa Pons
In the Catalonia region of Spain, four generations of the Pons
family have harvested the special olives in this region. To
protect the integrity and preserve the natural oils of every olive,
the Pons family harvest their groves all by hand. Stone ground
on the original family wheels and presses, the harvested olives
are pressed within 24 hours for freshness.

The Pons Family Selection

This extensive range of extra virgin olive oils by Casa Pons is
representative of the most important Spanish olive varieties and
hand-selected by the Pons family. Each bottle provides information about the unique flavour and aroma properties of the oils
to help educate and guide the purchasing decision. Offering the
Casa Pons range of oils is a great way to help customers begin
their journey into mono-varietal oils and to ensure they leave
with the best profile for their palate.

Top
Top

C3020

Traditional EVOO N
Huile d’Olive Traditionnel
A unique blend of cornicabra and arbequina olives. This
oil is well balanced with a fresh aroma and a slightly
peppery finish. Perfect for everyday salads, and light
fish dishes.

6 x 500ml | SRP: 16.99

Top
Top

Hojiblanca EVOO N
Huile d’Olive Hojiblanca
A fruity and fresh aroma with a mild flavour and light peppery finish. Use this oil to dress salads or as a finishing
touch over cooked rice.

6 x 500ml | SRP: 17.99

Top
Top

C3024

C3025

C3026

C3100A

Huile d’Olive Picual
This is an intensely aromatic oil with full flavour and a
robust and piquant finish. Great for frying or to add depth
to stews.

Huile d’Olive Arbequina
A fruity aroma from apples to bananas with a medium
body and nutty taste. This EVOO is recommended for use
in salads, on fish or drizzled on roasted vegetables.

Huile d’Olive Bio
This EVOO has a genuine freshness with a fruity flavour
profile. Best when used to dress salads, in pastas or rice.

Vinaigre Balsamique
A well-balanced taste with marked acidity and a caramelized fruit sugar aroma. Does not contain any colorants.
Use on salads, grilled meats or fish.

6 x 500ml | SRP: 17.99

6 x 500ml | SRP: 19.99

6 x 500ml | SRP: 19.99

12 x 500ml | SRP: 9.99

Picual EVOO N
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C3023

Arbequina EVOO N
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Organic EVOO O

Balsamic Vinegar N

Imported from: Lleida, Spain / Casa Pons
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C3110

Sherry Vinegar N

C3111

Vinaigre de Xérès
Aged for 8 years in American Oak barrels, with a 7%
acidity, this stunning vinegar made with Palomino grapes
had delicate and fine aroma and a dry taste. Use to dress
salads or add depth to soups.

Aged Sherry Vinegar N
Vinaigre de Xérès Age
From Jerez, Spain and made with Palomino grapes, this
vinegar has an 8% acidity and is aged 50 years using a
traditional method of ‘soleras and criaderas’ giving it style
and consistency.

12 x 375ml | SRP: 14.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 24.99

Caperberries
A Spanish Pantry Essential.
Casa Pons’ caperberries have been
hand selected by the Pons family
as a representation of the finest
products coming from their region
in Spain. Local farmers grow and
mature these caperberries under
the Spanish sun with a passion and
respect for ancestral traditions.

C3207

Caperberries N
Caprons
Hand-picked and naturally fermented, these green jewels
of the kitchen have a unique flavour and crispy texture.
Slice finely and add to any Mediterranean dish for a burst
of flavour.

12 x 240g | SRP: 12.99

Available

Available

2019

2019

June

New

June

New

C3220

C3221

Paprika Doux
Oak wood contributes to the necessary amount of heat
and smoke to dehydrate and provide the smoked flavor
to the peppers. This is a main ingredient of sausages and
chorizos.

Paprika Épicé
Oak wood contributes to the necessary amount of heat
and smoke to dehydrate and provide the smoked flavor
to the peppers. This is a main ingredient of sausages and
chorizos.

12 x 70g | SRP: 7.99

12 x 70g | SRP: 7.99

Sweet Paprika N

Hot Paprika N
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Cawston Press / Imported from: Berkshire, England

NO

Shipping
in freezing weather

Cawston Press
Cawston Press is made by people who have a love and
understanding for creating delicious tasting drinks
that you can feel good about drinking. Their journey of
pressing fruit began over 30 years ago with the humble
apple and has grown from there. “We use only the finest
ingredients inspired by British kitchen gardens, which
are picked at harvest time so they are brimming with
flavour. Simple, clean and trusted ingredients with
absolutely no artificial nasties added.”

Pressed Fruit & Sparkle
Inspired by ingredients from the kitchen garden and using
our knowledge of pressed juice we created sparkling drinks
that taste of real fruit. Perfectly balanced – not too sweet
and with a gentle fizz.

Top
Top

C4010

Sparkling Apple Presse N

C4011

Jus Pétillant de Pomme
60% pressed apple juice and sparkling water come
together to bring you an apple orchard in a can. Serve
over ice and enjoy.

Sparkling Apple & Rhubarb Presse N
Jus Pétillant de Pomme et Rhubarbe
Made with pressed rhubarb, grapes, apples and sparkling
water. Combine with orange juice, mango puree and
strawberry puree to create a delicious summer punch.

24 x 330ml | SRP: 2.49

24 x 330ml | SRP: 2.49

Top
Top

C4012

Ginger Beer N
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C4013

Bière de Gingembre
Made with ginger extract, pressed apples and sparkling
water. This is a fiery tribute to a timeless classic. Add a
shot of rum and a lime garnish for a fresh tasting cocktail.

Elderflower Lemonade N
Limonade de Sureau
Made with elderflower infusion, squeezed lemons, pressed
apples and sparkling water. Its a summer’s walk down a
country lane, in a can. Combine with sloe gin and a twist
for an elegant taste.

24 x 330ml | SRP: 2.49

24 x 330ml | SRP: 2.49

Imported from: Berkshire, England / Cawston Press

C
W
Cawston Press

“We use only the finest
ingredients inspired by British
kitchen gardens, which are
picked at harvest time so they
are brimming with flavour.
Simple, clean and trusted
ingredients with absolutely no
artificial nasties added.”

C4000

Cloudy Apple Juice N
Jus de Pomme Pur
A delicious not from concentrate juice made by artfully
blending the finest apples to create a perfectly balanced
juice.

6 x 1L | SRP: 5.99

Top
Top

C4001

C4002

Jus de Pomme et Gingembre
99% pressed apple juice and 1% ginger extract blended
together to create a finely balanced and refreshing juice.
For a fun twist, turn this juice into a Hot Toddy.

Jus de Pomme et de Fleurs de Sureau
Apple juice infused with fragrant elderflower. Add to cider
vinegar and extra virgin olive oil to make a lovely light
salad dressing.

6 x 1L | SRP: 5.99

6 x 1L | SRP: 5.99

Apple & Ginger Juice N

Apple & Elderflower Juice N

Top
Top

C4003

Apple & Rhubarb Juice N

C4004

Jus de Pomme et Rhubarbe
A blend of the best tasting apples with deliciously tart
rhubarb. Blend equal parts chopped fresh strawberries
and Apple Rhubarb juice, pour into a popsicle maker and
freeze for a cool summer treat.

Brilliant Beetroot Juice N
Jus de Betterave
90% pressed beetroot juice and 10% pressed apple juice.
Whisk together with your favourite barbecue sauce and a
dash of spice and you have a delicious ‘red’ slaw dressing
or a marinade for meat.

6 x 1L | SRP: 5.99

6 x 1L | SRP: 5.99
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Choc Stars / Imported from: Perth, Scotland

Choc Stars

C

Choc Stars
With a famous face to suit everyone, these fun-loving chocolate
bars make a fabulous gift for family, friends and colleagues.
Designed for giving with a ‘To: and From:’ label on the back of
their box, not only are they irresistible on the outside but they
are just as delicious on the inside! Using all-natural, non-GMO
ingredients to make a rich and smooth chocolate bar, Choc Stars
are guaranteed to make you smile.

Top
Top

CL1000

Breakfast 50% Bar N

Choc Stars / Everyday Items / Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019

CL1001

Tablette ‘Breakfast’
Premium Ecuadorian cacao with a complex flavour profile.
The images on the packaging features pets dressed up as
humans resembling celebrities. Have a treat, and a laugh.
Great for gifting.

Pop 50% Bar N
Tablette ‘Pop’
Premium Ecuadorian cacao with a complex flavour profile.
The images on the packaging features pets dressed up as
humans resembling celebrities. Have a treat, and a laugh.
Great for gifting.

10 x 100g | SRP: 6.99

10 x 100g | SRP: 6.99

CL1003

CL1006

GG 50% Bar N
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Top
Top

Tablette ‘GG’
Premium Ecuadorian cacao with a complex flavour profile.
The images on the packaging features pets dressed up as
humans resembling celebrities. Have a treat, and a laugh.
Great for gifting.

Rap 50% Bar N
Tablette ‘Rap’
Made from: Premium cacao from Ecuador. Why?: Ecuador’s cacao is more complex because Arriba beans vary
hugely in taste and size according to the area in which
they are grown.

10 x 100g | SRP: 6.99

10 x 100g | SRP: 6.99

Imported from: Perth, Scotland / Choc Stars

C
W
Choc Stars

CL1007

CL1011

HRH 50% Bar N
Tablette ‘HRH’
Premium Ecuadorian cacao with a complex flavour profile.
The images on the packaging features pets dressed up as
humans resembling celebrities. Have a treat, and a laugh.
Great for gifting.

Vegas 50% Bar N
Tablette ‘Vegas’
Premium Ecuadorian cacao with a complex flavour profile.
The images on the packaging features pets dressed up as
humans resembling celebrities. Have a treat, and a laugh.
Great for gifting.

10 x 100g | SRP: 6.99

10 x 100g | SRP: 6.99

CL1013

CL1014

Tablette ‘Tattoo’
Premium Ecuadorian cacao with a complex flavour profile.
The images on the packaging features pets dressed up as
humans resembling celebrities. Have a treat, and a laugh.
Great for gifting.

Tablette ‘Waterloo’
Premium Ecuadorian cacao with a complex flavour profile.
The images on the packaging features pets dressed up as
humans resembling celebrities. Have a treat, and a laugh.
Great for gifting.

10 x 100g | SRP: 6.99

10 x 100g | SRP: 6.99

CL1015

CL1016

Chocolate Bar Display
With a number of great reasons to
celebrate with Choc Stars, we highly
recommend you consider one of their
custom display units. It conveniently
holds 30 bars and provides an excellent
visual at any cash point.

Tattoo 50% Bar N

CL1010

6 slot x 5 bars per slot Choc Stars Table
Display
6 slot x 5 bars per slot Choc Stars

6 x 1ea | SRP: 0.00

Waterloo 50% Bar N

Napoleon 50% Bar N
Tablette ‘Napoleon’
Premium Ecuadorian cacao with a complex flavour profile.
The images on the packaging features pets dressed up as
humans resembling celebrities. Have a treat, and a laugh.
Great for gifting.

Catbeard 50% Bar N
Tablette ‘Catbeard’
Premium Ecuadorian cacao with a complex flavour profile.
The images on the packaging features pets dressed up as
humans resembling celebrities. Have a treat, and a laugh.
Great for gifting.

10 x 100g | SRP: 6.99

10 x 100g | SRP: 6.99
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Conservas de Cambados / Imported from: Barrantes, Spain

Available

Conservas de Cambados

July
2019

Conservas de Cambados
In the northwest of Spain in Galicia lies the famous ‘Ria de
Arousa’, known for its incredible seaside and rich marine life.
A long history of cultivating exceptional clams, mussels and
cockles from this area has made it a sought-after destination
for experiencing some of the best seafood in Spain. Conservas
de Cambados has committed itself to preserving these bounties
from their local waters. They use traditional techniques and
careful preservation methods to ensure a respectful and natural
cultivation. The reputation of these products already precedes
itself in Canada with food writers and chefs praising the
remarkable quality of Conservas de Cambados products.

Top
Top

New

CC800

CC817

Moules Méditerranéennes à l’Escabèche
Steamed mussels lightly pickled in olive oil, wine vinegar
and spices such as peppercorns, paprika and bay leaves.
A complimentary accompaniment to any charcuterie
board.

Moules en Sauce Galicienne
Mussels packed in olive oil, flavoured with Spanish paprika. Serve with crusty bread and your favourite wine.

12 x 111g | SRP: 9.99

12 x 111g | SRP: 9.99

Mussels from Galicia in Marinade N G

Mussels in Galician Sauce N G

CC804

CC805

CC806

CC812

Calamars à l’Huile d’Olive
These super tender tiny squid make a great ‘tapa’. Simply
place the can in hot water for 5 minutes and serve with
crusty bread and a glass of Albarino.

Calamars à l’Encre
The texture of these squid is as perfect as if you had ordered them in a restaurant. Serve this classic tapa of squid
in ink sauce warm, with some bread to soak up the sauce.

Poulpe à l’Huile d’Olive
Galicia is famous for its pulpo, or Galician octopus and is a
favorite tapa. The pulpo is tender and delicious. Serve hot,
sprinkled with a touch of smoked paprika. Perfect with a
crisp white wine.

Poulpe en Sauce Galicienne
This is the iconic dish of Galicia. Tender octopus in olive
oil, flavored with Spanish paprika. Serve warm, either by
itself or on a bed of sliced boiled potatoes.

12 x 111g | SRP: 16.99

12 x 111g | SRP: 16.99

12 x 111g | SRP: 14.99

Squid in Olive Oil N G

Squid in Ink N G

Octopus in Olive Oil N G

Octopus in Galician Sauce N G

12 x 111g | SRP: 14.99

Available

July
2019

New

Top
Top

CC801

Tuna in Olive Oil N G
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CC810

Tuna Belly in Olive Oil N G

CC816

CC809

Thon Germon Blanc à l’Huile d’Olive
Line caught by hand and quickly preserved in olive oil.
Enjoy on its own, in pasta or tossed into a salad.

Ventre de Thon à l’Huile d’Olive
The tuna belly, or ventresca de bonito, has long be
considered the best tasting part of any tuna. These fillets
are extremely tender with a mild buttery flavour and are
best served on a freshly sliced baguette.

Saumon à l’Huile d’Olive
Enjoy on its own, in pasta or tossed into a salad.

Razor Clams in Brine N G
Couteaux de l’Atlantique en Saumure
Long, slender clams with a wonderfully rich flavour and
firm texture. Chop and sauté with olive oil, garlic and
white wine and toss with spaghetti.

12 x 111g | SRP: 9.99

12 x 111g | SRP: 16.99

12 x 111g | SRP: 14.99

12 x 111g | SRP: 15.99
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Salmon in Olive Oil N G

Imported from: Barrantes, Spain / Conservas de Cambados

C
W
Conservas de Cambados

CC807

Cockles from Galicia in Brine N G

CC811

Coques Europeennes en Saumure
These tiny, delicious little heart cockles (also called heart
clams) are hand selected, hand washed and placed one
by one into the can for perfect presentation. They typically
taste of the sea.

Mackerel in Olive Oil N G
Maquereau à l’Huile d’Olive
Slow roasted fillets, hand packed and bathed in olive
oil. Blitz these fillets in the blender with English mustard,
crème fraiche, cayenne and lemon juice to make a
delicious spread for crusty bread.

12 x 111g | SRP: 29.99

12 x 111g | SRP: 9.99

Top
Top

CC803

CC813

Petites Sardines à l’Huile d’Olive
Harvested in small batches from the cool waters of Northern Spain, these are tender and mild sardines splashed
in good olive oil. Sauté with shallots, butter and eggs to
create an elegant omelet.

Small Sardines in Tomato Sauce N G
Petites Sardines à la Sauce Tomate
Harvested in small batches from the cool waters of Northern Spain, these are tender and mild sardines marinating
in tomato sauce. Add some hot sauce and serve on a
cracker for a quick appetizer.

12 x 111g | SRP: 9.99

12 x 111g | SRP: 9.99

CC814

CC815

Small Sardines in Olive Oil N G

Small Sardines in Spicy Oil N G
Petites Sardines à l’Huile Tournesol Piquante
Harvested in small batches from the cool waters of Northern Spain, these are tender and mild sardines marinating
in a spicy oil for a bit of bite. Serve with crusty bread or
stir into a simple pasta dish.

12 x 111g | SRP: 9.99

Small Sardines in Marinade N G
Petites Sardines à l’Escabèche
Harvested in small batches from the cool waters of Northern Spain, these are tender and mild sardines marinating
in traditional herbs and spices. Serve with crusty bread
and your favourite wine.

12 x 111g | SRP: 9.99
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Coops / Imported from: South Boston, Massachusetts

Coops

C

Coops
Coop’s dessert sauces are all natural, non-GMO and made using
nothing but the best (and creamiest!) of ingredients. If you want
to have the top products available for offer in your shop, you
simply must make Coop’s a part of your selection. Underneath
the iconic drippy lid is a decadent, hand-crafted, ooey-gooey
sauce just waiting to pour over your favourite ice cream, cake or
spoon.

Coop’s Hot Fudge Sauce

Coop’s Salted Caramel Sauce

Coop’s Hot Fudge is an over-the-top
chocolate experience. Made with
only the finest European Chocolate
and local dairy ingredients, Coop’s
sauces are made in small batches and
contain absolutely no corn syrup!
Their Hot Fudge Sauce is made with
fresh cream, cane sugar, salted butter,
pure unsweetened chocolate, natural
cocoa powder and brown cane sugar
– that’s it!

Coop’s Salted Caramel Sauce is the
proud recipient of the Gold Chef
award presented by the Specialty
Food Association. One of only 33
winners amongst 2700 entries, it’s
no wonder it’s a winner when each
jar is slow-cooked to perfection
with Coop’s signature blend of
caramelized cane sugar, cream and
salted butter.

Top
Top

CM100

Hot Fudge Sauce N
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CM101

Sauce au Chocolat
Made in small batches with only the finest European
Chocolate and local dairy ingredients. COOP’S Hot Fudge
Sauce is an all-natural treat perfect for ice cream sundaes.

Salted Caramel Sauce N
Sauce Caramel Salé
Made in small batches with only the finest and local dairy
ingredients. COOP’S Caramel Sauce is an all-natural treat
perfect for every occasion.

12 x 300g | SRP: 17.99

12 x 300g | SRP: 17.99

Imported from: South Boston, Massachusetts / Coops

C
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Coops

That’s right. It’s finally here. Coops Cold Brew
Mocha Sauce is the ultimate drizzle for any
specialty coffee, ice cream, cake or a truly
unforgettable Espresso Martini.
For an unique gastronomic experience, partner
Coop’s Cold Brew Mocha Sauce with a French
triple cream cheese, such as Brillat Savarin or a
Chateau de Bourgogne.

“Chocolate, meet coffee. Coops’ customers and friends had
long been asking for a coffee-infused sauce, so they set off
on a journey to get this one just right. They experimented
with dozens of formulas, finding the perfect Arabica blend
that not only adds the smooth, non-bitter characteristic of
cold brew coffee, but enhances the chocolate flavor. And they
made sure the sauce isn’t too sweet, keeping the integrity of
both key ingredients. “

CM102

Cold Brew Mocha Sauce N
Sauce Moka à Infusion Froid
This mocha is the perfect Arabica blend that not only adds
the smooth, non-bitter characteristic of cold brew coffee,
but enhances the chocolate flavor.

12 x 300g | SRP: 17.99
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Damien's

D

Damien's / From: Toronto, Canada

Damien’s
Growing up on a farm in Trinidad, for Damien, food
was at the center of life in every respect. There was
no such thing as a non-fresh ingredient, and no such
thing as a bland meal. Having moved to Canada as a
teenager, Damien was encouraged to share some of
this history which can now be enjoyed in his range
of hot sauces. Both sauces are influenced by their
Caribbean roots but have been taken to another level
by their creator. The sauces are simple yet complex,
and mellow nicely with age - just like Damien.

Lima Zulu 60 Second Salsa
2 vine-ripened or Roma tomatoes
1/4 cup diced red onion
1 Tbsp chopped cilantro
1 Tbsp Lima Zulu
Dice up the tomatoes and mix with
the red onion. Add the cilantro and
stir in the Lima Zulu. Season with
a pinch or two of salt, and you’re
ready to go!

Top
Top

DS100

HOTEL OSCAR TANGO Habanero Hot Sauce N
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DS101

Sauce Piquante Habanero
A true “goes everywhere” habanero hot sauce made from
only fresh ingredients. No salt or sugar added. With a
lovely depth courtesy of garlic and fresh herbs, it is the
epitome of delicious-hot.

LIMA ZULU Fresh Lime Hot Sauce N
Sauce Piquante Citron Vert
The milder, lime-based cousin of the red sauce. With 2-3
fresh squeezed limes in every bottle, it tastes incredibly
bright and zesty. Best uses: on seafood (tacos), guacamole
or salsa, Caesar’s.

12 x 200ml | SRP: 9.99

12 x 200ml | SRP: 9.99

Imported from: Manhattan, New York / Delmonico's

At 56 Beaver St. in Manhattan, New York, the story of
an iconic restaurant was started by the Delmonico
family. With a multi-century reputation as one of the
top (and first) fine dining establishments in the United
States, the Delmonico restaurant was the birthplace
of the universally imitated Delmonico steak, a special
cut and preparation that brings patrons world-wide
to experience its legend of flavour. Of these patrons,
such notable names flocked to Delmonico’s restaurant
as Theodore Roosevelt, Charles Dickens, Oscar Wilde,
J.P. Morgan, Edward VII and Napoleon III of France.
Today, Delmonico’s signature recipes can now be
enjoyed at home in their special collection of sauces
and dressings.

Delmonico's

Delmonico’s

D
W

Classic Steak & Caesar
Two such perfect partners
deserve no less than to be
dressed in the very best.
Delmonico’s signature steak
sauce, famous the world over, is
an exclusive recipe made with
molasses, honey, red peppers
and a secret bundle of aromatic
spices. Couple that with their
extra creamy and peppery Caesar
dressing and you’ll be taking a
page of this iconic restaurant’s
history wherever you go.

Top
Top

D8000

D8001

Sauce à Steak Classique de 1837
From the same famous NYC restaurant opened in 1837, you
can now enjoy Delmonico’s Classic 1837 Steak Sauce in
your own home.

Sauce à Steak au Chipotle
From the same famous NYC restaurant opened in 1837, and
made with sherry vinegar, wine, chipotle pepper, garlic
puree, tomato puree, honey, molasses and spices, this is a
savoury sauce with a smoky heat.

6 x 312g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 312g | SRP: 9.99

D8010

D8011

D8012

Vinaigrette César
From the same famous restaurant opened in 1837, you can
now enjoy Delmonico’s Signature Caesar Dressing in your
own home. A blend of rich ingredients to dress up a bowl
of tossed Romaine and croutons

Vinaigrette Champêtre
From the same famous restaurant opened in 1837, you can
now enjoy Delmonico’s Peppermill Ranch Dressing in your
own home. A blend of rich ingredients to dress up a bowl
of mixed greens and veg.

Balsamic Vinaigrette Dressing N G
Vinaigrette Balsamique
From the same famous restaurant opened in 1837, you can
now enjoy Delmonico’s Balsamic Vinaigrette in your own
home. A blend of rich ingredients to dress up avocado or
caprese salad.

6 x 340g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 340g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 340g | SRP: 9.99

Classic 1837 Steak Sauce N G

Chipotle Steak Sauce N G

Top
Top

Caesar Salad Dressing N G

Peppermill Ranch Dressing N G
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DeSiam / Imported from: Bangkok, Thailand

DeSiam
de Siam brings the taste of Thailand right to your home
kitchen with its exceptional collection of traditional Thai
recipes. deSiam’s complete collection of pastes, sauces,
kits and special Thai ingredients are now available at top
gourmet markets in 37 countries, bringing the flavours of
Thailand to kitchens around the globe.

Top
Top

D2003

Peanut & Coconut Grilling Sauce N
Sauce Cacahuète et Coco
A blend of roasted peanuts infused with coconut cream
and a hint of red curry paste. Great with all grilled meat
and barbequed chicken.

12 x 250ml | SRP: 4.99

D2001

Pineapple & Sweet Chilli Dipping Sauce N
Sauce à l’Ananas et Piment Doux
A sweet blend of pineapple chunks and chillies. Great
with grilled chicken and prawn cakes.

Sweet Chili Dipping Sauce N
Sauce au Piment Doux
Made with crushed Thai red chillies and garlic. Use for
dipping with spring rolls, crackers and all your favourite
appetizers.

12 x 250ml | SRP: 4.99

12 x 250ml | SRP: 4.99

D2004

D2007

Lemongrass & Basil Salad Dressing N
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D2000

Vinaigrette à la Citronnelle
Made with lemongrass, galangal and sweet basil. Great
with sliced tomatoes and mixed greens.

Chilli & Tamarind Sauce N
Sauce Piment et Tamarin
Made with red chillies and tamarind paste. Luscious with
meat and rice dishes. A spicy and sour table sauce.

12 x 250ml | SRP: 4.99

12 x 250ml | SRP: 4.99

Imported from: Bangkok, Thailand / DeSiam

D
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DeSiam

Top
Top

Top
Top

D2022

D2023

D2024

Pâte de Curry Verte
A hot spicy blend of green chillies, fragrant lemongrass
and fresh Thai spices. Stir fry curry paste to release
the aroma, mix with coconut milk then add meat and
vegetables.

Pâte de Curry Rouge
A spicy blend of dried red chillies, fragrant lemongrass and
fresh Thai spices. Stir fry curry paste to release the aroma,
mix with coconut milk then add meat and vegetables.

Pâte de Curry Jaune
A mild blend of red chillies, ginger and aromatic spices.
Stir fry curry paste to release the aroma, mix with coconut
milk then add meat and vegetables.

Massaman Curry Paste N
Pâte de Curry Massaman
A mild blend of red chillies, fragrant lemongrass and
roasted aromatic spices. Stir fry curry paste to release
the aroma, mix with coconut milk then add meat and
vegetables.

6 x 70g | SRP: 3.99

6 x 70g | SRP: 3.99

6 x 70g | SRP: 3.99

6 x 70g | SRP: 3.99

D2034

D2040

D2041

Pâte de Curry Panang
A milder version of red curry with the added taste of cumin
seeds. Stir fry curry paste to release the aroma, mix with
coconut milk then add meat and vegetables.

Pâte de Soupe Tom Yam
A hot blend of dried red chillies, tamarind juice and fresh
Thai spices. Add Tom Yam chilli paste in soups and stocks
to release hot and sour flavours.

Pâte de Soupe Tom Kha
A mild blend of tamarind, galangal and lemongrass.
Add Tom Kha paste in soups and stocks to release Thai
flavours.

6 x 70g | SRP: 3.99

6 x 70g | SRP: 3.99

6 x 70g | SRP: 3.99

Green Curry Paste N

Panang Curry Paste N

Red Curry Paste N

Tom Yam Soup Paste

D2025

Yellow Curry Paste N

Tom Kha Soup Paste

Tom Kha Soup
DeSiam’s range of cooking pastes are full of flavour to
bring authentic Thai cuisine to your home kitchen. This
silky smooth, sweet and sour Thai soup is incredibly
aromatic and completely delicious! Spiced with galangal
roots, lemongrass, coriander, chilli and kaffir lime
leaves. Just add coconut milk, your favourite veggies,
chicken or shrimp and enjoy!
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DeSiam / Imported from: Bangkok, Thailand

Available

Aug

DeSiam

D

2019

New

D2080

D2081

D2082

Mélange de Piment et Basilic
A spicy stir-fry sauce with the Thai holy basil as the star
flavour of the show. Stir-fry sirloin steak and pour in Wok
Sauce and some cut-up vegetables.

Mélange de Piment et Sucre de Coco
A sweet stir-fry sauce with chilli and coconut sugar. Stirfry 200g chicken breast and pour in Wok Sauce and some
cut-up vegetables.

Mélange de Coco et Tamarin
A mild stir-fry sauce with creamy coconut and tangy
tamarind. Stir-fry prawns and pour in Wok Sauce and
some cut-up vegetables.

Pad Thai Stir Fry Sauce N
Pâte de Pad Thai
Combine this tangy sweet and sour sauce with rice
noodles for a delicious Pad Thai dish. Make a delicious and
easy stir-fry with vegetables or tofu.

6 x 100g | SRP: 3.99

6 x 100g | SRP: 3.99

6 x 100g | SRP: 3.99

6 x 100g | SRP: 4.99

Chilli & Thai Basil Wok Sauce N

Chilli & Coconut Sugar Wok Sauce N

Coconut & Tamarind Wok Sauce N

D2088

Top
Top

D2029

D2030

D2031

D2032

Pâte de Citronnelle
Made from fresh lemongrass. For stir fries, marinade or
soups. Goes well with beef and fish.

Pâte de Tamarin
Made from fresh tamarind. For stir fries. Goes well with
prawn. Use in Massaman curry to add a bit of tang.

Pâte de Gingembre
Made from fresh ginger. Use in stir fries. Goes well with
chicken.

Pâte de Piment
Made from fresh Thai chillies. Use in stir fries or marinade.
Goes well with beef.

12 x 30g | SRP: 3.99

12 x 30g | SRP: 3.99

12 x 30g | SRP: 3.99

12 x 30g | SRP: 3.99

Lemongrass Stir Fry Paste N

Tamarind Stir Fry Paste N

Ginger Stir Fry Paste N

Red Chilli Stir Fry Paste N

Top
Top

D2033

D2035

D2052

D2053

Pâte de Galangal
Made from fresh galangal. Use to flavour Thai soups.

Pâte de Citronnier
Made from fresh kaffir leaves. Add freshness and
fragrance to Thai curries and soups.

Piment Rouge Thaïlandaises Séché
Thai red chillies. Crumble straight into curries and soups.

Feuilles de Citronnier Séché
Thai kaffir lime leaves. Adds zest to curries, soups and
coconut dishes.

12 x 30g | SRP: 3.99

12 x 30g | SRP: 3.99

6 x 6g | SRP: 2.99

6 x 3g | SRP: 2.99

Galangal Stir Fry Paste N
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Kaffir Leaves Stir Fry Paste N
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Dried Red Chilli N

Dried Kaffir Lime Leaves N

Imported from: Bangkok, Thailand / DeSiam

D
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DeSiam

D2026

D2027

D2028A

Sauce au Curry Vert et Coco Thaïlandaises
Fresh coconut milk combined with curry paste. Contains
pea aubergines, straw mushrooms and sweet basil.
Stir-fry chicken breast. Add Curry Sauce and simmer until
cooked through.

Sauce au Curry Rouge et Coco Thaïlandaises
Fresh coconut milk combined with curry paste. Contains
pea aubergines, baby corns and sweet basil. Stir-fry
chicken breast or beef. Add Curry Sauce and simmer until
cooked through.

Sauce au Curry Jaune et Coco Thaïlandaises
Fresh coconut milk combined with curry paste. Contains
baby corns, potatoes and coriander. Stir-fry chicken
breast or thigh meat. Add Yellow Curry Sauce and simmer
until cooked through.

6 x 200g | SRP: 4.99

6 x 200g | SRP: 4.99

6 x 200g | SRP: 4.99

D2020

D2021

D2083

Crème de Coco
Made by steeping grated coconut flesh in hot water. Much
thicker than coconut milk. Use as an ingredient for Thai
curries, stir-fries, desserts & cocktails.

Lait de Coco
Made by steeping grated coconut flesh in hot water. Use
as a cooking basis for Thai and Oriental dishes including
curries, desserts and marinades.

12 x 400ml | SRP: 4.99

12 x 400ml | SRP: 3.99

Green Curry Sauce N

Red Curry Sauce N

Yellow Curry Sauce N

Top
Top

Coconut Cream N

Coconut Milk N

Coconut Milk Pouch N
Lait de Coco
Made by steeping grated coconut flesh in hot water. Great
for curries. Packed in handy one serving pouch.

6 x 180ml | SRP: 3.49

Available

Aug
2019

New

D2087

Coconut Sugar
Prized by top chefs as an essential ingredient for
adding balance and sweetness to Thai recipes,
coconut sugar can also be used as a substitute in
many recipes for white sugar. Made from the sap of
flower buds from the coconut, this special ingredient
is a must have in creating authentic Thai cuisine.

Coconut Sugar N
Sucre de Coco
An essential for Thai cuisine, it has a smooth, complex and
caramelized taste. Use in Thai curries to balance flavours.

6 x 110g | SRP: 11.99
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Available

Aug
2019

New

D2086

D2070A

D2072

Nouilles Sautées Pad Thai
Fantastic for stir-fries or Pad Thai. A great and original side
dish. Use as an alternative to rice or pasta.

Nouilles Sautées Pad Thai
Rice Noodles and Pad Thai sauce (tamarind, shallot, soy
sauce, spices). Easy-to-use authentic meal kits to prepare
noodles.

Vermicelles
Mung bean vermicelli and Dressing (chilli, fish sauce, garlic, lime). Soak noodles in boiled water. Boil meat/seafood
with noodles. Mix with veggies and add dressing.

Thai Chicken BBQ Cooking Set N
Brochettes de Poulet Satay
A blend of coconut milk, lemongrass and Thai herbs.
Mix sliced meat with marinade. Thread up on bamboo
skewers. Grill in oven or pan.

6 x 270g | SRP: 3.99

6 x 300g | SRP: 5.99

6 x 160g | SRP: 5.99

6 x 100g | SRP: 5.99

D2073

D2074

D2076

D2077

Mélange de Curry Vert
The hottest of Thai curries. Contains: 180ml coconut milk
and 70g green curry paste and 10ml fish sauce and Thai
spices. Stir fry curry paste, mix with coconut milk then
add meat and vegetables. Serve with jasmine rice.

Mélange de Curry Rouge
A spicy and fragrant option. Contains: 180ml coconut milk
and 70g red curry paste and 10ml fish sauce and Thai
spices. Stir fry curry paste, mix with coconut milk then
add meat and vegetables. Serve with jasmine rice.

Mélange de Curry Jaune
A mild and aromatic curry. Contains: 180ml coconut milk
and 70g yellow curry paste and 10ml fish sauce and Thai
spices. Stir fry curry paste, mix with coconut milk then
add meat and vegetables. Serve with jasmine rice.

Mélange de Curry Massaman
Flavour from the South of Thailand. 180ml coconut milk
and 70g Massaman paste and 15g tamarind paste and Thai
spices. Stir fry curry paste, mix with coconut milk then
add meat and vegetables.

6 x 260g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 260g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 260g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 260g | SRP: 7.99

Pad Thai Rice Noodles N G

Green Curry Cooking Set N

Red Curry Cooking Set N

Available

Available

2019

2019

Aug

New

Vermicelli Noodles Kit

Yellow Curry Cooking Set N

D2071

Massaman Curry Cooking Set N

Aug

New

D2084

D2085

Mélange de Soupes Tom Yam
A street food classic to make at home! Just add protein
and veggies. Contains rice noodles, Tom Yam paste, fish
sauce, coconut sugar and Thai herbs.

Mélange de Rouleaux de Printemps
This kit makes 20 rolls. Fill with your choice of vegetables,
meat or seafood. Contains rice paper, mung bean vermicelli and Thai dressing.

6 x 240g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 260g | SRP: 7.99

Tom Yam Soup Kit N
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Pad Thai Cooking Set N

Spring Roll Kit N G
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D2075

Spring Roll Wrappers N G
Galettes Pour Rouleaux de Printemps
Made with rice flour, tapioca flour, water, salt. Delicious
filled with your choice of vegetables, meat or seafood.

12 x 100g | SRP: 3.99

Spring Roll Wrappers
“Thanks to our straightforward
recipes, everyone can enjoy
their own Thai food at home,
easily and affordably. deSiam
brings the taste of Thailand
right to your home kitchen with
its exceptional collection of
traditional Thai recipes.”

Imported from: Arberlour, Scotland / Duchy

D
W
Duchy

Duchy
Is good. Does good. Tastes good. Established over 20 years ago
by HRH The Prince of Wales, Duchy was built from a visionary
dream to help the earth and to create a wider platform for
organic farming. This important philosophy behind Duchy
forms a strong standard for quality and contribution that is
evident in every product they produce.

Top
Top

Top
Top

Top
Top

D3702

D3703

D3704

Sablés Écossais Bio au Beurre
Baked following a traditional recipe in the heart of the
Scottish Highlands, these are all butter shortbread biscuits
that melt in your mouth. Serve with your favourite cup of
coffee or tea.

Biscuits Bio au Beurre et au Gingembre
Baked in the heart of the Scottish Highlands, these
melt-in-the-mouth all butter shortbread biscuits use
chunks of crystallized Australian stem ginger. Enjoy with
tea and honey.

Biscuits Bio au Beurre et au Citron
Baked in the heart of the Scottish Highlands, these all
butter shortbread biscuits use crystallized Sicilian lemon
peel selected for its zesty citrus taste. Enjoy with lemon
ginger tea.

Chocolate with Vanilla Shortbread O K
Biscuits Bio au Beurre et au Chocolat à la Vanille
Baked in the heart of the Scottish Highlands, these all
butter shortbread biscuits use Madagascan vanilla and
chunks of rich dark chocolate. A perfect partner for an
afternoon coffee.

12 x 150g | SRP: 6.99

12 x 150g | SRP: 6.99

12 x 150g | SRP: 6.99

12 x 150g | SRP: 6.99

D3710

D3706

D3707

Biscuits Bio à l’Avoine et au Beurre
Made With: Stoneground oats harvested from Duchy
Home Farm at Highgrove, the family home of HRH The
Prince of Wales. Serve With: A traditional ploughman’s
lunch.

Biscuits Bio au Beurre à l’Orange Enrobées de Chocolat
These crunchy biscuits are made with the crystallised peel
of Mediterranean oranges, churned British butter and oats
and coated with dark chocolate. Enjoy with a fruit plate.

Biscuits Bio au Gingembre Enrobées de Chocolat
These crisp, tangy biscuits are made with the crystallized
Australian stem ginger, churned British butter and British
wheat flour. For a decadent finish, they are coated in dark
chocolate. An elegant snack on its own.

12 x 150g | SRP: 6.99

12 x 100g | SRP: 6.99

12 x 100g | SRP: 6.99

Highland Shortbread O K

Stem Ginger Shortbread O K

D3705

Sicilian Lemon Shortbread O K

The Duchy Promise
Duchy Originals was founded
on a belief that every product
we sell “is good, does good and
tastes good”. This ethos is set
out in our Charter, a series of
commitments that underpins
everything we do.

Oaten Biscuits O K

Chocolate Covered Orange Biscuits O K

Chocolate Covered Ginger Biscuits O K
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Escuminac / Imported from: Escuminac, Canada

Escuminac

Escuminac

E

Érablière Escuminac came into being in 1998 when Martin
Malenfant decided to set up his Sugarwood on a centuries-old
maple-growing area at Escuminac in the Baie-des-Chaleurs on
the Gaspé Peninsula. This land has a particular characteristic
that lends itself to producing some of the best maple syrups
in Canada. This bay is protected from the winds and enjoys
a favourable climate for maple growing with long, very cold
winters, combined with late springs that guarantee a production
of the highest quality. Located less than 5 km from the sea, the
soil is swept by the salty air of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, which
brings a subtle saltiness to the syrups produced by Érablière
Escuminac. The vision for this exceptional range has always
been to produce a high-quality syrup while respecting the
environment and working in harmony with nature.

Available

Available

2019

2019

June

Birch Syrup
A nectar produced in very
small quantities by the rare and
sought-after Bouleau-Jaune or
Yellow Birch, Escuminac Birch
Syrup is a complex and versatile
syrup, unique and delicious in
taste. Interchangeable with an
extra aged balsamic vinegar, this
special syrup offers a perfect
balance of acidity and sugar.
With it’s rich and unctuous
flavour, a little is enough to set
off an intense and unforgettable
explosion of flavour.

New

New

EC130

EC131

Sirop de Merisier (Bouleau Jaune) Biologique
It can be used instead of very aged balsamic vinegar. A
perfect balance of acidity and sugar, it is embracing, rich
and unctuous.

Sirop de Merisier (Bouleau Jaune) Biologique
The yellow birch is a big tree which is mainly found in
mature, centuries-old forests. Unique and rare, birch syrup
has a strong flavour, a little is enough to set off an intense
explosion of flavours!

12 x 50ml | SRP: 12.99

6 x 200ml | SRP: 34.99

Organic Yellow Birch Syrup O
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Organic Yellow Birch Syrup O

Available

Available

2019

2019

June

June

New

New

EC141

EC140

Organic Maple Sugar O
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June

Sucre d’Érable Biologique
Add a little maple flavour to your coffee and tea! Use in
baking for a maple boost to muffins and scones.

Organic Maple Spread O
Tartinade Érable Biologique
A delicious maple spread that can be spread onto muffins
or into oatmeal. Use as a filling for eclairs and crepes.

12 x 85g | SRP: 7.99

12 x 150g | SRP: 9.99

Imported from: Escuminac, Canada / Escuminac
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Top
Top

EC100

EC110

EC120

Sirop d’Érable Biologique - Extra Rare
Golden color with bright reflections and the most delicate
of the line. Fine and complex nose, with lightness and
concentration.

Sirop d’Érable Biologique - Extra Rare
Characterized by a light-body with subtle accents of
caramel, honeysuckle and a hint of cinnamon. Use in a
light cocktail or to pour directly over waffles.

Sirop d’Érable Biologique - Extra Rare
Golden color with bright reflections and the most delicate
of the line. Fine and complex nose, with lightness and
concentration.

12 x 50ml | SRP: 4.99

6 x 200ml | SRP: 14.99

6 x 500ml | SRP: 19.99

Organic Maple Syrup - Extra Rare O

Organic Maple Syrup - Extra Rare O

Organic Maple Syrup - Extra Rare O

Top
Top

EC101

EC111

Sirop d’Érable Biologique - Grande Recolte
Intense and deep golden colour, with brown sugar,
butter, date puree, caramel, aniseed on the nose. Dense,
full-bodied and textured, with a very long finish which
literally lines the palate.

Sirop d’Érable Biologique - Grande Recolte
Dense, full-bodied and textured, with a very long finish
which literally lines the palate. Great with pancakes or as
a sweet touch to salad dressings.

Organic Maple Syrup - Great Harvest O
Sirop d’Érable Biologique - Grande Recolte
Intense and deep golden colour, with brown sugar,
butter, date puree, caramel, aniseed on the nose. Dense,
full-bodied and textured and with a very long finish which
literally lines the palate.

12 x 50ml | SRP: 4.99

6 x 200ml | SRP: 14.99

6 x 500ml | SRP: 19.99

EC102

EC112

EC122

Sirop d’Érable Biologique - Recolte Tardive
Intense dark gold colour with aromatic notes of caramel
and brown sugar. Flavours of rye, caramel and roasted
sugar create a thick and long palate. Try glazing salmon
with this dark and robust syrup.

Sirop d’Érable Biologique - Recolte Tardive
Intense dark gold colour with aromatic notes of caramel
and brown sugar. Flavours of rye, caramel and roasted
sugar create a thick and long palate. Try glazing salmon
with this dark and robust syrup.

Sirop d’Érable Biologique - Recolte Tardive
Intense dark gold colour with aromatic notes of caramel
and brown sugar. Flavours of rye, caramel and roasted
sugar create a thick and long palate. Try glazing salmon
with this dark and robust syrup.

12 x 50ml | SRP: 4.99

6 x 200ml | SRP: 14.99

6 x 500ml | SRP: 19.99

Organic Maple Syrup - Great Harvest O

Organic Maple Syrup - Late Harvest O

Organic Maple Syrup - Great Harvest O

Organic Maple Syrup - Late Harvest O

EC121

Organic Maple Syrup - Late Harvest O
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The Fine Cheese Co. / Imported from: Bath, England

The Fine Cheese Co.
The Fine Cheese Co. began as a maturer, wholesaler, retailer and
exporter of artisan British cheeses, all of which are traditionally
made. The Fine Cheese Co. has been owned and run from the
beginning by Ann-Marie Dyas. A judge at both the British and
World Cheese Awards, Ann-Marie’s commitment to the survival
of traditional cheese-making and farmhouse production, led her
to becoming a producer herself. She would settle for only the
very best compliments to accompany her cheeses and so evolved
her incredible story.

Top
Top

F3060

Extra Virgin Olive Oil & Sea Salt Crackers N
Craquelins à l’Huile d’Olive Extra Vierge et au Sel Marin
Intentionally subtle to never overwhelm the cheese.
Flavoured with extra virgin olive oil and sprinkled with sea
salt. Serve with Pecorino or any hard cheese.

12 x 125g | SRP: 6.99

F3061

Rosemary & Extra Virgin Olive Oil Crackers N
Craquelins à l’Huile d’Olive Extra Vierge et au Romarin
Intentionally subtle to never overwhelm the cheese.
Flavoured with fragrant rosemary. Serve with Valençay or
any goats’ milk cheese.

12 x 125g | SRP: 6.99

F3062

Chilli & Extra Virgin Olive Oil Crackers N

F3063

Craquelins à l’Huile d’Olive Extra Vierge et au Piment Fort
Intentionally subtle to never overwhelm the cheese.
Flavoured with chilli for a little kick. Serve with English
Cheddar or any strong cheese.

Chive & Extra Virgin Olive Oil Crackers N
Craquelins à l’Huile d’Olive Extra Vierge et à la Ciboulette
Intentionally subtle to never overwhelm the cheese.
Flavoured with dried chive. Serve with Brie, Camembert,
or any soft cheese.

12 x 125g | SRP: 6.99

12 x 125g | SRP: 6.99

F3066

F3067

Top
Top

F3064

Basil & Extra Virgin Olive Oil Crackers N
Craquelins à l’Huile d’Olive Extra Vierge et au Basilic
Intentionally subtle to never overwhelm the cheese.
Flavoured with aromatic basil. Serve with Mozzarella or
any mild cheese.

12 x 125g | SRP: 6.99
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F3065

Fig, Honey & Extra Virgin Olive Oil Crackers N

Walnut, Honey & Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Crackers N

Craquelins à l’Huile d’Olive Extra Vierge, Miel et aux Figues
Intentionally subtle to never overwhelm the cheese.
Flavoured with fig and a drizzle of honey. Serve with
Manchego or any ewes’ milk cheese.

Lemon, Sea Salt & Extra Virgin Olive Oil Crackers N
Craquelins à l’Huile d’Olive Extra Vierge, Sel Marin et au
Citron
Intentionally subtle to never overwhelm the cheese.
Flavoured with a squeeze of lemon and a sprinkle of sea
salt. Serve with Ricotta or any fresh cheese.

Craquelins à l’Huile d’Olive Extra Vierge, Miel et de Noix
Intentionally subtle to never overwhelm the cheese.
Flavoured with ground walnuts and a drizzle of honey.
Serve with Stilton or any blue cheese.

12 x 125g | SRP: 6.99

12 x 125g | SRP: 6.99

12 x 125g | SRP: 6.99
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Top
Top

Top
Top

F3370

F3371

F3372

F3373

Biscottes Pour Fromage Cerise et Amande
Thin, light and crisp toast (baked twice like biscotti). 60%
of the cracker is composed of fruits, nuts and seeds. For
Rich Blue Cheeses such as Stilton and Gorgonzola Dolce.

Biscottes Pour Fromage Date et Noisette
Thin, light and crisp toast (baked twice like biscotti). 60%
of the cracker is composed of fruits, nuts and seeds. For
lush creamy cheeses such as Brillat-Savarin and Brie de
Meaux.

Biscottes Pour Fromage Abricot et Pistache
Thin, light and crisp toast (baked twice like biscotti). 60%
of the cracker is composed of fruits, nuts and seeds.
For delicate goats’ milk cheeses such as Valençay and
Ragstone.

Biscottes Pour Fromage Coing, Noix de Pécan etGraines de Pavot

6 x 100g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 100g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 100g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 100g | SRP: 8.99

Cherry Almond Toast for Cheese N

Date & Hazelnut Toast for Cheese N

Apricot Pistachio Toast for Cheese N

Quince, Pecan & Poppy Seed Toast for Cheese N
Thin, light and crisp toast (baked twice like biscotti). 60%
of the cracker is composed of fruits, nuts and seeds. Delicious with soft, creamy ewes’ milk cheeses like Pecorino
Dolce or Wigmore.

The Fine Cheese Co. Bath & Belgravia

Top
Top

Top
Top

F3014

F3015

Fine English Water Crackers N
Craquelins Eau
As tradition dictates only flour and water are used to
make these crackers baked by toasting under flames for 1
minute. The result is an ultra-crisp, dark, nutty tasting bite.
Serve with your favourite cheese or spread.

Fine English Gluten Free Water Crackers N G
Craquelins Eau Sans-Gluten
Made from maize flour, soya bran and tapioca, it is wheat
free, gluten free and dairy free. It has a toasty flavour and
is thin and crunchy. Serve with your favourite cheese
or spread.

12 x 100g | SRP: 4.99

12 x 170g | SRP: 6.99

The Fine Cheese Co. has always been a
strong supporter of the independent retailer.
After all, they are an independent retailer
themselves. It’s this unique understanding
and appreciation for the importance of
small boutiques that continues to drive
the expansion of their range and their
unwavering commitment to providing
superior quality you too can be proud to
recommend in your shop.

Top
Top

F3010

F3011

F3012

Bâtonnets de Blé
Sweet, crumbly, and butter-rich. Pair with tangy Ticklemore
or Wensleydale Blue.

Craquelins Ronds à l’Avoine
100% English rolled oats and butter. Pair with creamy
Camembert or Brie.

Craquelins Ovales de Bath
All-butter, large, crisp, neutral biscuit for cheese. Pair with
English Cheddars or Stilton.

12 x 150g | SRP: 8.99

12 x 150g | SRP: 8.99

12 x 150g | SRP: 8.99

Fine English Digestive Fingers N

Fine English Oatcake Rounds N

Fine English Bath Ovals N
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Top
Top

F3210

F3212

F3213

F3214

Coing à Pâte Molle
A sweet accompaniment for smooth, hard-pressed cheeses. Perfect with Cheddar, Manchego or Pecorino.

Figues à Pâte Molle
A sweet accompaniment for mild, delicate cheeses.
Perfect with goats’ milk, or young ewes’ milk cheeses.

Prune Damson à Pâte Molle
A sweet accompaniment for powerful, soft cheeses.
Damson is a variety of plum. It is delicious with Brie de
Meaux, or Camembert.

Groseille à Maquereau à Pâte Molle
A sweet yet tart accompaniment for crumbly cheeses
such as Cheshire, Lancashire and Wensleydale.

6 x 113g | SRP: 12.99

6 x 113g | SRP: 12.99

6 x 113g | SRP: 12.99

6 x 113g | SRP: 12.99

F3224

F3225

Quince Fruit Puree for Cheese N

Pickled Onions N

Fig Fruit Puree for Cheese N

Oignons Marinés
Hot & Crunchy. Packed in sweetened vinegar to flatter
cheese. Add crunch to a ploughman’s lunch, or class to a
cheeseboard. Great for hard cheeses.

Pickled Shallots N
Échalotes Marinées
Sweet & Crunchy. Packed in sweetened vinegar to flatter
cheese. Add crunch to a ploughman’s lunch, or class to a
cheeseboard. Good with crumbly cheeses.

6 x 370g | SRP: 12.99

6 x 370g | SRP: 12.99

Damson Fruit Puree for Cheese N

Gooseberry Fruit Puree for Cheese N

Partners for Cheese
“Throughout our history, The Fine Cheese
Co. has sought, cared for and loved handmade cheese. We have also made it our
business to know what flatters it and
makes it a new experience. Our dedicated
and unique ranges of Crackers, Fruits,
Whole Fruits, Chutneys, and English
Pickles for Cheese are the result.”

F3070

Classic Cracker Assortment N
Assortiment Classique
Contains: Olive Oil & Sea Salt for all types of cheeses,
alongside Wholemeal for stronger cheeses, and Natural
crackers for soft and mild cheeses.

4 x 450g | SRP: 21.99
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Fireworks / Imported from: Port Washington, Wisconsin

Fireworks
In the rich corn belt of Wisconsin, USA, Fireworks grows its
exceptional kernels. Fireworks’ long-standing reputation and
appreciation for farming in the area has many of their partners
growing unique heritage varientals, just for them. These special
relationships allow Fireworks to offer an exclusive range of nonGMO, single varietal kernels. The result is a diverse collection
of small-production blends that are characterized by unique
flavours and textures, just like nature intended.

F5100

F5101

Maïs Soufflé Wisconsin White
Delicious medium kernel, white popcorn, light and crisp
with a mild corn flavour. Drizzle with melted butter and
serve.

Maïs Soufflé Savanna Gold
Classic large yellow kernels, with a creamy texture and
mellow sweet corn flavour. Sprinkle with your favourite
popcorn seasoning and enjoy.

12 x 425g | SRP: 9.99

12 x 425g | SRP: 9.99

Wisconsin White N

Top
Top

30 Bottle Shipper Display N
Affichage Expéditeur - 30 Bouteilles
No merchandising required. Contains 10 bottles of each of
Red River, Harvest Blend and Wisconsin White.

30 x 425g | SRP: 9.99

Top
Top

Top
Top

F5112

F5103

F5104

F5106

Maïs Soufflé High Mountain Midnight
A medium, blue kernel corn with a wild and robust flavour.
Try using chilli oil when popping for an added kick.

Maïs Soufflé Red River Valley
A medium sized, deep rich red kernel known for its refined
taste and crisp texture. Great with a glass of wine.

Maïs Soufflé Orchard Blossom
Large pink kernels pop into fluffy white bites with a light
texture and mild flavour. Sprinkle with melted salted
butter.

Harvest Blend N
Maïs Soufflé Harvest Blend
A flavourful blend of High Mountain Midnight, Red River
Valley and Savanna Gold kernels come together in this
hearty whole grain goodness. Try popping with olive oil
and rosemary for added flare.

12 x 425g | SRP: 9.99

12 x 425g | SRP: 9.99

12 x 425g | SRP: 9.99

12 x 425g | SRP: 9.99

High Mountain Midnight N
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F5113

Savanna Gold N

Red River Valley N
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From: Montreal, Canada / Galerie Au Chocolat

G
W
Galerie Au Chocolat

Galerie Au Chocolat
We are very excited to partner with Galerie au Chocolat to offer a
fun and diverse selection of rich, creamy and indulgent chocolate
to enhance the selection in your shop. This creative program
offers a great assortment of flavours and chocolate types to
satisfy any desire or craving. Couple that with eye catching
packaging and we hope you’ll agree that these chocolates are
poised to be a true fan favourite.

Top
Top

Top
Top

GC200

GC201

GC202

GC203

Chocolat Noir Rayon au Miel
Delight in the delicate texture of this enchantingly rich
dark chocolate with petite pieces of oh-so-wonderful
sponge toffee dispersed throughout.

Chocolat au Lait Amandes Rôties
Full flavoured, double roasted whole almonds, swathed
in a bed of rich milk chocolate with harmonious hints
of honey.

Chocolat au Lait Croustillant à l’Érable
Pure Quebec maple syrup is poured expectantly into
generous copper kettles in our kitchen. When the syrup
has boiled off, the crunch is left. This dazzling crystalline
show is mixed into the pure Belgian milk chocolate!

Chocolat au Lait Caramel et Maïs Salé
Experience the full flavour of rich cocoa blended with the
smooth, creaminess of dairy milk, caramelized sugars, and
united with sea salt, rich caramel and roasted corn.

8 x 80g | SRP: 3.99

8 x 80g | SRP: 3.99

8 x 80g | SRP: 3.99

8 x 80g | SRP: 3.99

GC204

GC205

GC206

GC207

Chocolat Noir 72% Cacao
With a strong cocoa taste and a pleasant citrus note. Rich
in cocoa butter.

Chocolat au Lait Croquant à la Cannelle
This milk chocolate is the perfect balance between sweet,
milky and cocoa tastes with a slight honey flavour. With
an added dash of deep dark cinnamon and a capriciously
crunchy surprise!

Chocolat Noir Noix de Coco, Graines de Lin, Tournesol & Citrouille

Chocolat Blanc Matcha Riz Soufflé & Noix de Coco

Dark decadent chocolate scattered with toasted pumpkin
seeds, speckled with sunflower seeds, strewn with flax
and toasted coconut. A fabulously satisfying snack!

Decadent white chocolate with the suggestion of flowers
and dried figs and a whimsical touch of stone ground
matcha, just enough to delight.

8 x 80g | SRP: 3.99

8 x 80g | SRP: 3.99

8 x 80g | SRP: 3.99

8 x 80g | SRP: 3.99

Dark Chocolate Honeycomb N K

Dark Chocolate 72% Cacao Bar N K

Milk Chocolate Roasted Almonds N K

Milk Chocolate Cinnamon Crunch Bar N K

Milk Chocolate Maple Crunch Bar N K

Dark Chocolate Coconut, Flax, Sunflower and
Pumpkin Seeds Bar N K

Milk Chocolate Salted Caramel Corn
Bar N K

White Chocolate Matcha, Puffed Rice and Coconut N K
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Grate Britain / Imported from: Ashbourne, England

Grate Britain

G

Grate Britain
“Artisan Biscuits puts the Grate into Grate Britain, by freshly
grating real British cheese for every batch we make. Why not
enjoy these delicious, buttery, savoury mouthfuls with a very
British gin and tonic and fly the flag!”

British Cheddar Cheese
Biscuits
Made with freshly grated, real
English Cheddar, hand-made in
the West Country by Ford Farm.
The mellow, deep flavour of this
cave-aged cheese is beautifully
captured in this buttery biscuit.

British Smoked Cheese
Biscuits
Made with freshly grated Dorset
Red on the Ashley Chase Farm,
the milk for this cheese comes
from cows that look out to sea
on the Dorset coast. Smoked
traditionally over oak, this cheese
offers a smooth and lingering
flavour for the perfect evening
aperitif snack.

Top
Top

F3352

British Cheddar Cheese Biscuits N
Biscuits au Cheddar Anglaise
Made with freshly grated real English Cave-Aged Cheddar.
Savour these mellow, deep flavoured biscuits with a
full-bodied Cabernet Sauvignon.

12 x 100g | SRP: 8.99

F3351

British Smoked Cheese Biscuits N
Biscuits au Cheddar Fumé
Made with freshly grated Dorset Red from the milk of
cows that look out to sea on the Dorset coast, and smoked
traditionally over oak for the dark, mellow flavour. Enjoy
with your favourite Bordeaux.

12 x 100g | SRP: 8.99

British Stilton Biscuits
Made with freshly crumbled Long
Clawson Blue Stilton ®, this king
of British cheeses has been made
by the Long Clawson Dairy for
almost 100 years. Full in body,
rich and robust in flavour, this
particular biscuit is perfectly
paired with a 10 year old Tawny
Port.
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F3350

British Stilton Biscuits N
Biscuits au Stilton Anglaise
Made with freshly crumbled Long Clawson Blue Stilton,
the king of British cheeses. Full in body, rich and robust in
flavour. Ideal for a night in with a glass of Riesling.

12 x 100g | SRP: 8.99

Imported from: London, England / Joe & Seph's

J
W
Joe & Seph's

Joe & Seph’s
“Joe & Seph’s is a family business with a mission to make the
best tasting popcorn in the world. Their signature caramel
sauce, used on their original caramel popcorn is what they now
proudly make available in a jar. All of their sauces are made with
delicious fresh cream and like each of their products, they only
use the best ingredients to produce the finest flavours.”

Chocolate Popcorn Bites
“Our Chocolate Popcorn Bites are handmade using
only the finest natural ingredients. Each Bite
features our indulgent Salted Caramel Popcorn. We
lovingly air-pop our “extra-large” mushroom kernels
before coating them by hand in our unique salted
caramel sauce. Finally, each piece of popcorn is
individually placed in a cup of luxurious chocolate!”

Available

Available

2019

2019

July

July

New

New

JS120

JS121

Milk Chocolate Popcorn Bites N
Maïs Soufflé de Chocolat au Lait
Salted caramel popcorn placed in an indulgent milk
chocolate cup.

Dark Chocolate Popcorn Bites N
Maïs Soufflé de Chocolat Noir
Salted caramel popcorn placed in an indulgent dark
chocolate cup.

7 x 63g | SRP: 6.99

7 x 63g | SRP: 6.99
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Kalios

Kalios / Imported from: Greece

Kalios
“Our ambition with Kalios is to make accessible what is the best in
Greece. As our family produces only one type of olive oil, we crossed
the Peleponnese in search of small producers. Spacing of the trees,
altitude, sun exposure, soil quality, all these criteria helped us to
select the best plots. From the green fruits of November to the
ripe fruits of January, each mono-varietal has been created with
a particular enjoyment in mind. Taste our products and you will
experience the flavours of the stalls of the Peloponnese markets. A
journey through the timeless tastes of Greece.”

Top
Top

KA101

KA102

KA103

Huile d’olive 01
Character. Produced from traditional Koroneiki olives
freshly harvested by hand at the beginning of the season,
Kalios olive oil “Character” reveals intense aromas and a
final touch on pepper.

Huile d’olive 02
Balance. Between green and ripe fruit, this extra virgin
olive oil is produced from traditional Koroneiki olives
harvested by hand in the middle of the season.

Huile d’olive 03
Smoothness. It is only at the very end of the season, fully
matured that the Koroneiki olives are harvested by hand
to produce this extra virgin olive oil. Kalios “Smoothness”
stands out for its lightness and delicacy in the mouth.

Organic Olive Oil O
Huile d’olive Bio
Organic. Produced from Koroneiki organic olives freshly
harvested by hand at the beginning of the season, Kalios
olive oil “Organic” reveals intense aromas and a final note
of pepper.

6 x 500ml | SRP: 29.99

6 x 500ml | SRP: 29.99

6 x 500ml | SRP: 29.99

12 x 250ml | SRP: 17.99

KA130A

KA131A

KA120

KA121

Origan Grec
This oregano is harvested in the mountains of Greece and
then dried in the shade to preserve all its essential oils. It
enhances the taste of meat or fish and can elevate your
tomato sauces, vegetables, or potatoes.

Sauge Grecque
This sage is harvested by hand in the mountains of Greece
and then dried in the shade to preserve all its aromatic
richness. Ideal with white meats, lamb and marinades.

Pistaches - Grillées et Salées
World-renowned, these Greek pistachios are harvested
at maturity in Attica in the area of Athens. Then they are
roasted and salted for a delicious snack.

Cashews - Roasted and Salted N
Noix de Cajou - Grillées et Salées
These cashew nuts were chosen for their generous size
then prepared in accordance with Greek traditions with a
twist of lemon.

12 x 40g | SRP: 6.99

12 x 40g | SRP: 6.99

16 x 100g | SRP: 8.99

16 x 100g | SRP: 8.99

Olive Oil - 01 N

Greek Oregano N
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Olive Oil - 02 N

Greek Sage N
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Olive Oil - 03 N

Pistachios - Roasted and Salted N

KA110

Imported from: Greece / Kalios

K
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Kalios
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L
Lakrids by Bülow

Lakrids by Bülow / Imported from: Hvidore, Denmark

New
Packaging

Lakrids by Bülow
Born into a family of entrepreneurial spirits, Johan
Bülow always knew that he wanted to create
something special. He threw his passion and attention
into liquorice – a Scandinavian favorite that he felt
was underappreciated and deserved to be taken
seriously. Today, over a decade later, his love of
liquorice is now being shared by top retailers and
food lovers throughout the world. Celebrated for its
exceptional quality and irresistible flavour, trying is
believing with Lakrids by BÜlow.

Top
Top

LK150A

A-The Original N G
A-L’Original
Soft liquorice coated with exclusive Belgian chocolate and
licorice powder. Instantly addictive.

10 x 125g | SRP: 14.00

Top
Top

LK151A

LK152A

LK154A

LK155A

B-Réglisse Enrobée de Chocolat au Fruit de la Passion
Sweet liquorice coated in exclusive white Belgian chocolate and passion fruit. Sweet, sour and supreme, good
when the weather is warm and delicious as a topping
on cakes.

C-Réglisse Douce Enrobée de Chocolat et Café
Lakrids C is a sweet liquorice coated in a blend of milk
chocolate and coffee collective’s coffee beans from the
small community ‘Kieni’, located in the heart of Kenya.

D-Réglisse Douce Enrobée de Chocolat au Caramel Salé
It is almost impossible to resist this combination of salted
caramel and sweet liquorice. D is the perfect sweet-salty
experience, ideal to satisfy your mid-afternoon munchies
together with a cup of tea or coffee.

E-Salmiak
A daring pairing of white chocolate and a salty liquorice
core. As the creamy white chocolate melts in your mouth,
small pockets of raw liquorice powder are revealed,
making it a perfectly balanced sweet-salty experience.

10 x 125g | SRP: 14.00

10 x 125g | SRP: 14.00

10 x 125g | SRP: 14.00

10 x 125g | SRP: 14.00

B-Passion Fruit N G

Top
Top

D-Salt & Caramel N G

E-Salmiak G

Top
Top

LK101A

LK102A

LK103A

LK104A

1-Réglisse Douce
Sweetness balanced with strength and a touch of finesse
from pure aniseed. Gluten free and fabulous.

2-Réglisse Salée
A strong, salty liquorice, evoking associations of the sea,
tar, bonfire smoke and the scent of resin. Salty Liquorice
is the absolute favourite in the Nordic countries, but the
roots come from Iran. A must try.

3-Réglisse Avec Des Fruits Rouge
Soft and chewy with fruit and juice. An exquisite taste of
blackcurrant, cranberry, lemon and strawberry, balanced
with liquorice. A European take on classic North American
licorice.

4-Réglisse Avec Piment Habanero
Liquorice combined with fresh chilli is a good example of
how two natural forces can create a new taste sensation.
Made with Mexican habanero chilli. Prepare for a hot yet
harmonious bite.

10 x 150g | SRP: 12.00

10 x 150g | SRP: 12.00

10 x 150g | SRP: 12.00

10 x 150g | SRP: 12.00

1-Sweet N G
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C-Coffee Kieni N G

2-Salty G
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3-Red N G

4-Habanero N G

Imported from: Hvidore, Denmark / Lakrids by Bülow

L
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Lakrids by Bülow

“We might have celebrated our 10 year
anniversary, but we are just getting
started. Our vision is to spread the love for
liquorice around the globe. Not only the
sweet kind, not only the salty one, but the
whole spectrum of flavours that can be
achieved when using liquorice as a spice.”
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L
London Tea Co.

London Tea Co. / Imported from: London, England

London Tea Co.

Top
Top

The London Tea Company is committed to offering Fairtrade
certified teas and herbal infusions. Through Fairtrade they help
to support growers and surrounding communities by paying a
guaranteed minimum price for their crop. They’re also just as
big on flavour! They have their very own tea experts who work
to develop their range of teas and herbal infusions. Using this
extensive knowledge and experienced tasting palate, the people
behind London Tea are confident that their Fairtrade teas and
herbal infusions are among the very best.

L4110

London Breakfast Tea N F
Thé Petit Déjeuner London
A blend of black tea from Kenya and a rich malty Assam
from Northern India. A punchy way to start your day.

6 x 60g | SRP: 6.50

Top
Top

L4111

L4112

L4113

L4114

Thé Earl Grey
A blend of two black teas from Ceylon and the Nilgiris
in Southern India. A refreshing black tea with bergamot
flavours.

Thé Vert Pur
A steamed pure green tea, renowned for its clean fresh
flavour. Goes well with fresh melon.

Thé Chai Vanille
Made by taking high quality second flush Assam and
adding vanilla and the spices traditionally used to make
and Indian Masala Chai. Enjoy with a biscuit.

Thé du Camomille Pur
A delicious, buttery, and soothing tea made from specially
selected pollen heads of the camomile flower. Sip, relax
and enjoy.

6 x 40g | SRP: 6.50

6 x 40g | SRP: 6.50

6 x 60g | SRP: 6.50

6 x 30g | SRP: 6.50

L4120

Earl Grey Tea N F

Pure Green Tea N F

Vanilla Chai Tea N F

Pure Camomile Tea N F

Top
Top

L4115

L4116

L4119

Thé de Menthe Poivrée Pur
A cup of pure minty freshness made using the finest
peppermint leaves. Try poured over ice for a cool and
refreshing twist.

Thé au Citron et Gingembre
A lively blend of ginger root, lemongrass and lemon. Pairs
well with any biscuit.

Thé Pêche et Rhubarbe
A fruity infusion of hibiscus, peach and rhubarb. Try it iced.

Raspberry Inferno Tea N F
Thé au Framboise et Piment
A raspberry tea full of flavour finished of subtle chilli kick.
Pair with fresh berries and balsamic.

6 x 40g | SRP: 6.50

6 x 40g | SRP: 6.50

6 x 50g | SRP: 6.50

6 x 60g | SRP: 6.50

Pure Peppermint Tea N F
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Zingy Lemon & Ginger Tea N F
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Peach & Rhubarb Tea N F

Imported from: Arbroath, Scotland / Mackays

M
W
Mackays

Mackays
Mackays was founded in 1938 by the Mackay Brothers. Today,
owned by the Grant family and based in Scotland, the business
has stayed true to its values of producing small authentic
batches of marmalades and preserves for a quality, homemade
taste. In fact, Mackays is the only remaining producer today
of “The Dundee Orange Marmalade” in the Dundee area of
Scotland– the original home of Marmalade.

Top
Top

M3100

M3101

Marmelade d’Orange de Seville
Traditional marmalade with fine cut peel and made in
copper pans. Slather on toast to kickstart your day.

Marmelade d’Orange Classique de Dundee
A thick cut, dark marmalade. Made with a thick cut peel.
Don’t let your scone go without.

6 x 250ml | SRP: 4.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 4.99

Seville Orange Marmalade, Thin Cut N K

Vintage Marmalade, Thick Cut N K

Top
Top

M3103

Three Fruit Marmalade N K
Marmelade d’Orange aux 3 Fruits
Bright citrus flavours of orange, grapefruit and lemon
come together in a tangy marmalade. Heat and serve
atop oatmeal.

6 x 250ml | SRP: 4.99

M3104

Orange/Lemon/Ginger Marmalade N K
Marmelade d’Orange, Citron & Gingembre
A touch of ginger adds a warming flavour to this breakfast
marmalade. Best on fresh, toasted bread.

6 x 250ml | SRP: 4.99
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Mackays

Mackays / Imported from: Arbroath, Scotland

Top
Top

M3105

M3106

M3107

Marmelade d’Orange avec Whisky
Traditional marmalade flavoured with a touch of Scottish
Whisky. Spread lightly on crepes.

Marmelade d’Orange avec Champagne
A sweet breakfast treat. Sweet marmalade with a hint of
Champagne. A lovely topper for French toast.

Marmelade d’Orange de Dundee
The original marmalade, still made in copper pans in
the Dundee area – the home of marmalade. A classic
combination with toast.

6 x 250ml | SRP: 5.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 5.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 4.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 4.99

M3109

M3110

M3111

M3150

Marmelade de Lime & Citron
Made with 13% limes and 12% lemons, this marmalade
is ideal for those who enjoy a strong citrus burst. Mix a
touch with vodka or gin and soda for a refreshing and
tart cocktail.

Marmelade de Pamplemousse
A traditional marmalade made with pink grapefruit for
an intense citrus flavour. Stir into yogurt for a tart taste
experience.

Marmelade d’Orange et Canneberge
Classic Seville Orange Marmalade studded with cranberries. Try it warm over soft, creamy cheeses.

Confiture Framboise
Made with raspberries grown in the berry fields of eastern
Scotland. Wonderful spread thickly over hot toast.

6 x 250ml | SRP: 4.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 4.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 4.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 5.99

Orange & Whisky Marmalade N

Lime & Lemon Marmalade N K

Orange & Champagne Marmalade N

Pink Grapefruit Marmalade N K

Dundee Orange Marmalade N K

Orange & Cranberry Marmalade N K

Top
Top

M3151

Scottish Strawberry Preserve N K
Confiture de Fraise
Made with the finest whole Scottish strawberries. Wonderful with afternoon tea and scones.

6 x 250ml | SRP: 5.99
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M3152

Scottish Strawberry & Champagne Preserve N
Confiture de Fraise avec Champagne
A luxury breakfast treat made with Scottish strawberries
and a touch of Champagne. Crepes never had it so good.

6 x 250ml | SRP: 6.99
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M3108

Thick Cut Orange Marmalade N K
Marmelade d’Orange Épais
Thick cut orange marmalade slowly simmered to maintain
maximum flavour. Try with pound cake.

Scottish Raspberry Preserve N K

Top
Top

M3153

M3154

Confiture de Cassis
A traditional rich preserve made with Scottish blackcurrants. Enjoy with afternoon tea and crumpets.

Confiture de Trois Baies
Made with raspberries, strawberries and blackcurrants
grown in the berry fields of Scotland. Perfect on pancakes.

6 x 250ml | SRP: 5.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 5.99

Scottish Blackcurrant Preserve N K

Scottish Three Berry Preserve N K

Imported from: Arbroath, Scotland / Mackays

M
W
Mackays

Top
Top

M3157

M3158

M3159

M3160

Confiture de Gingembre Épicé
A traditional preserve, prepared with root ginger and
spices. A great finishing touch to thumbprint cookies.

Confiture de Rhubarbe et Gingembre
Made with warm ginger and tart rhubarb. Spoon over a
warm and toasty English muffin.

Confiture de Myrtille & Cassis
A preserve made with rich fruit flavours and plenty of bite.
Place a dollop onto a lemon tart.

Confiture de Mûre
A smooth jam made with brambles, a delicious forest
berry. Seedless in taste and appearance. Macerate with
sugar and spoon over a light sorbet.

6 x 250ml | SRP: 5.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 5.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 5.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 5.99

Spiced Ginger Preserve N K

Rhubarb & Ginger Preserve N K

Blueberry & Blackcurrant Preserve N K

Brambleberry Preserve N K

Top
Top

M3161

M3162

M3163

M3164

Confiture d’Abricot
A sweet preserve made with the finest apricots. Great for
using as a cake filling.

Confiture de Figues
A delicious sweet spread which compliments strong
cheese perfectly. Made in copper pans in small batches.
Enjoy with Brie or Camembert.

Confiture de Myrtille et Grenade
Two of the world’s super-fruits mingled to create a
delicious colourful blend that makes a perfect pairing.
Compliments a toasted bagel perfectly.

Confiture de Cerises et Baies
With an infusion of sweetness from the cherries this
product is not only perfect for homemade scones and
pancakes but also excellent for basting roasted pork or try
it on a turkey sandwich.

6 x 250ml | SRP: 5.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 6.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 5.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 5.99

Apricot Preserve N K

Fig Preserve N

Blueberry & Pomegranate Preserve N K

Cherries & Berries Preserve N K

Top
Top

M3165

M3200

M3201

Confiture Framboise et Rhubarbe
This delicious combination of Rhubarb & Raspberry is
sweet and slightly tart. Spoon over freshly made waffles.

Pâte à Tartiner au Citron
A creamy Scottish curd, made with eggs and butter.
Wonderful when used as a tart filling or even spread over
hot toast.

Pâte à Tartiner au Citron Vert
A creamy, zesty Scottish curd, made with eggs and butter.
Wonderful when used as a tart filling or even spread over
hot toast.

6 x 250ml | SRP: 5.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 5.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 5.99

Raspberry & Rhubarb Preserve N

Lemon Curd N

Lime Curd N
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Mackays / Imported from: Arbroath, Scotland

Mackays

M

M3250

Chilli Jelly N

M3251

Confiture de Chilli
A savoury jelly with a slight kick! Delicious when spread
over barbecued corn, used as a glaze on fish, or smothered on a burger.

Redcurrant Jelly N
Confiture de Groseille
A traditional jelly, made in small batches in Scotland. The
perfect accompaniment to a lamb dinner or used to add
depth to gravy.

6 x 235ml | SRP: 5.99

6 x 235ml | SRP: 4.99

Top
Top

M3252

Mint and Rosemary Jelly N

M3253

Gelée de Menthe & Romarin
Traditionally made in small batches in Scotland. This
unique recipe of herbaceous mint and earthy rosemary is
a perfect accompaniment for savoury dishes. Serve with
roast lamb or mix into roasted vegetables.

Cranberry Sauce N
Sauce aux Canneberges
Mackays’ Cranberry Sauce is just the right balance of
sweetness and tartness. Perfect for complimenting
creamy, buttery cheeses like Brie or playing up the
nuttiness of a mild Swiss.

6 x 235ml | SRP: 4.99

6 x 235ml | SRP: 4.99

Top
Top

M3254

Apple & Fig Chutney N
Chutney de Pomme & Figues
A sweet and savoury condiment that combines the sweetness of apple with richness of figs. This fruit chutney is
the perfect accompaniment to any cheeseboard.

6 x 235ml | SRP: 5.99
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M3255

Sweet Beetroot & Red Onion Chutney N
Chutney aux Betterave & Oignon Rouge
An earthy flavoured chutney, rich in colour and taste. Great
to accompany goats’ cheese, red meats or salad.

6 x 235ml | SRP: 4.99

Imported from: London, England / Mighty Fine

M
W
Mighty Fine

Mighty Fine
“In 2014 we opened up a small chocolate shop in Camden,
London selling adventurously flavoured chocolate bars,
handmade truffles and bags of handmade honeycomb. When the
honeycomb started to sell out quicker than we could make it, we
both realized we were onto something special.
So we shut up shop, spent months perfecting the recipe,
travelled the country to find the perfect honey and then relaunched with the Mighty Fine Honeycomb brand.”

The Pursuit of Perfection
“We lovingly handcraft each
batch to get that special light
and crisp texture. We use
only all-natural ingredients,
dollops of honey and the best
Belgian chocolate we can find.”
Made to traditional recipes,
with small tweaks in the
pursuit of perfection, Mighty
Fine Honeycomb is the best
we’ve ever come across of
this traditional confection. A
testament both to the people
behind the business and of
course, the ‘Great British bee’.”

MF100

Milk Chocolate Honeycomb Dips N
Honeycomb Enrobé en Chocolat au Lait
A light and crisp honeycomb dipped in a creamy, Belgian
milk chocolate. A perfect Saturday night snack.

12 x 90g | SRP: 5.99

Top
Top

MF101

Dark Chocolate Honeycomb Dips N

MF102

Honeycomb Enrobé en Chocolat Noir
A light and crisp honeycomb dipped in a smooth, Belgian
dark chocolate. A delightful indulgence for a cozy night in.

Salted Caramel Honeycomb Dips N
Honeycomb au Caramel Salé
A light and crisp salted honeycomb dipped in a caramel
flavour and creamy Belgian milk chocolate. Snacking
never tasted so good.

12 x 90g | SRP: 5.99

12 x 90g | SRP: 5.99
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Miller's

Miller's / Imported from: Ashbourne, England

Miller’s
Made using only the best, carefully selected ingredients and
baking methods, the Miller’s range from Artisan Biscuits raises
the bar in how we think about these important accompaniments
to our favourite savoury selections.

Top
Top

Top
Top

F3430

F3431

F3432

F3433

Craquelins avec Bière
A savoury and textured, square cracker for cheese. Made
from de-constructed beer ingredients: hops, roasted
wheat, barley and malt, plus a generous splash of English
Ale. Pair with English Cheddars.

Craquelins de la Terre
Potatoes create the cracker base and forms a crumbly
texture. Beetroot and spinach add an earthy sweetness.
Partner to a ham terrine, or a sweet contrast to a lemony-fresh, goats’ milk cheese.

Craquelins de Feu
Smoked flour with red hot chilli. Smoky and fiery with
a coarse and crumbly texture, this cracker pairs with a
paprika-rich and smoky chorizo. But it is equally at home
with a powerful, gooey Epoisses.

Craquelins Eau
Just flour and water, no salt, no anything. Flame-baked in a
flash for a toasty finish. A versatile cracker with universal
appeal. Makes a crisp and neutral partner for any cheese.

12 x 100g | SRP: 5.99

12 x 100g | SRP: 5.99

12 x 100g | SRP: 5.99

12 x 70g | SRP: 5.99

Ale Crackers N

Earth Crackers N

Fire Crackers N

Water Crackers N

Earth. Fire. Water

Top
Top

F3440

F3441

F3442

Craquelins de Babeurre
Tangy and creamy hexagonal wafers made with buttermilk
and butter churned in England. Pair with your favourite
cheese.

Craquelins au Charbon
Dark and crisp hexagonal wafers made with stone-ground
flour, grown and milled in England. Perfect with snowy
white goats’ cheeses.

Craquelins de Blé
Crunchy and wheaty hexagonal wafers made with stoneground flour, grown and milled in England. Pair with
country-style terrines and hoppy ales.

12 x 125g | SRP: 6.99

12 x 125g | SRP: 6.99

12 x 125g | SRP: 6.99

Buttermilk Wafers N
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Charcoal Wafers N
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Wheat Wafers N

The Miller’s Elements range is
a series of carefully considered
recipes that pay homage to key
ingredients grown and created in
nature. A truly delicious range of
crackers that can be paired with
everything from your favourite
cheeses and charcuterie to savoury
dips and spreads.

Imported from: Ashbourne, England / MØR

New Brand / MØR

New
Brand

M

Available

Aug
2019

MØR
What are Snap crackers? Snap Crackers, or Knekkebrød, have
been a traditional staple of Scandinavian cuisine for hundreds,
if not thousands of years, and can be partnered with almost
anything. only natural ingredients, and authentic, traditional
recipes, MØR Hjerte Bakeri have captured the timeless appeal
of this storied Scandinavian snack and presented them in
appealing and eye-catching packaging designs that depict scenes
of stunning beauty found throughout Norway.

F3450

Cornmeal & Poppy Seed Snap Crackers N
Biscuits avec Semoule de Maïs et aux Graines de Pavot
Snap crackers have few, simple, natural ingredients and
are enjoyed for their crisp, snappable texture. Snap crackers can be enjoyed at any time and at any place.

What are Snap Crackers?

6 x 115g | SRP: 6.99

Snap Crackers, or Knekkebrød,
have been a traditional staple of
Scandinavian cuisine for hundreds,
if not thousands of years, and can
be partnered with almost anything!

F3451

F3452

Biscuits avec le Seigle et le Babeurre
Snap crackers have few, simple, natural ingredients and
are enjoyed for their crisp, snappable texture. Snap crackers can be enjoyed at any time and at any place.

Wholemeal Spelt & Sourdough Snap Crackers N
Biscuits avec Épeautre et au Levain
Snap crackers have few, simple, natural ingredients and
are enjoyed for their crisp, snappable texture. Snap crackers can be enjoyed at any time and at any place.

6 x 115g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 115g | SRP: 6.99

Rye & Buttermilk Snap Crackers N

MØR Hjerte Bakeri created a range of snap crackers that
are distinctly Norwegian in origin and attitude. Known
for their love of the outdoors and for living in harmony
with nature, there is a unique satisfaction to be found
from following the Norwegian approach to life.
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Morel Et Chantoux / Imported from: Guérande, France

Morel Et Chantoux

M

Morel et Chantoux
The salt of Guérande and the Fleur de Sel of Guérende from
Morel et Le Chantoux are harvested according to traditional
methods and the ancestral knowledge of the salt workers.
Delicately gathered on the surface of the water, the salts are
neither washed nor treated and no mechanization is a part of the
process to respect the natural structure and taste of the salt.

Fleur de Sel from Guérande
This Fleur de Sel forms delicate and
smaller crystals because the Eastern
wind is dry and bitter coming from
the continent. The crystals are refined
and more subtle on the pallet. It is
delicately skimmed off the surface of
the crystalisers in the evening, during
the summer harvest. The brilliant white
colour and pure quality is due to the fact
that they do not sink to the bottom and
mix with the clay and minerals.

MC110

MC100

Fleur de Sel de Guérande
The Fleur de Sel is delicately skimmed off the surface
of the crystallisers during the summer harvest. Their
whiteness and pure quality is because they do not sink to
the bottom and mix with the clay and minerals.

Sel Marin de Guérande aux Herbes Aromatiques
Guérande Sea Salt is mixed with thyme, rosemary, savory,
marjoram, green oregano, red oregano and hyssop (from
the mint family). This mixture is a must have in your
kitchen.

12 x 125g | SRP: 14.99

12 x 150g | SRP: 12.99

Fleur de Sel from Guérande O

Guérande Sea Salt with Aromatic Herbs O

Top
Top

MC102

MC103

MC104

Guérande Sea Salt with Fennel & Citrus O
Sel Marin de Guérande Au Fenouil & Agrumes
Guérande Sea Salt mixed with fennel grains, fennel
powder and dried orange rinds marinated in orange
concentrate.

12 x 150g | SRP: 12.99

Top
Top

MC120

Guérande Sea Salt with Pepper & Pink Pepper- Guérande Sea Salt with Bear Garlic O
corns O
Sel Marin de Guérande à l’Ail des Ours

Sel Marin de Guérande Au Piment d’Espelette
The Espelette pepper is grown in northern France. It’s
deep-red colour, mild heat and smoky-sweet flavours
makes the spice most comparable to paprika.

Sel Marin de Guérande aux Poivres & Baies Roses
Guérande Sea Salt is blended with green and black
ground pepper and sweet pink peppercorns that bring a
fruity sweetness to your cooking.

Bear garlic is also known as wild garlic. This preparation
will delicately embellish your dishes with a hint of garlic.
Great for risottos, soups, baked potatoes, polentas and
with white meats.

Guérande Sea Salt Court Bouillon O
Court Bouillon au Sel de Guérande
One tablespoon per litre will spice and flavour all dishes
cooked in water. Use it to make soup, rice, pasta, fish or
for boiling shellfish.

12 x 150g | SRP: 12.99

12 x 150g | SRP: 12.99

12 x 150g | SRP: 12.99

12 x 250g | SRP: 14.99

Guérande Sea Salt with Espelette Chili
Pepper O
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Mrs.Bridges
Mrs. Bridges’ condiments and preserves are inspired by the
garden and reflect traditional Scottish and English recipes
to suit any meal or occasion. Using fresh whole fruits and
vegetables, and classic methods, every jar of Mrs. Bridges is
packed with brightness in flavour and richness in texture.

Top
Top

Top
Top

M4000

M4001

M4006

Moutarde Anglais
A British classic. Serve with ham to liven up a sandwich, or
as part of your condiment selection at the dinner table.

Moutarde Dijon
A smooth mustard, with a strong flavour. Try stirring some
into your next salad dressing.

Moutarde Avec Miel & Champagne
A smooth mustard with the added sweetness of honey
and the luxury of champagne. Use this special mustard
as the secret ingredient to glaze a pork tenderloin before
baking.

6 x 200g | SRP: 5.99

6 x 200g | SRP: 5.99

6 x 200g | SRP: 5.99

M4041

M4040

Piccalilli

Sauce de Menthe
Made using a traditional recipe based with vinegar for
serving with lamb.

Confiture de Groseille
Perfect for cheese and charcuterie trays - a naturally
sweet and tart jelly that is always great to have on hand.

6 x 210g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 250g | SRP: 7.99

Traditional English Mustard N

Dijon Mustard N

M4054

Honey Mustard & Champagne N

Tartare Sauce with Lemon N
Sauce Tartare Avec Citron
Only the best most succulent capers pass the taste test
and make it into this gourmet sauce. A great accompaniment to fish.

6 x 180g | SRP: 6.99

Top
Top

Mint Sauce N

Red Currant Jelly N

M4166

A traditional favourite,
Mrs. Bridge’s Piccalilli is
made with 52% cauliflower,
courgettes and carrots with
the added zip of malt vinegar
and mustard. A delicious
condiment with cold meats
and a vibrant addition to any
platter.

Piccalilli N
Piccalilli
A delicious, vegetable packed pickle that makes a wonderful accompaniment to cheeses and terrines.

6 x 270g | SRP: 8.99
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Top
Top

Top
Top

M4012

M4014

M4015

M4017

Chutney de Mangue Avec Citron Vert & Gingembre
Made with 46% real mango, this is a spicy and sweet
classic chutney that goes traditionally well with curry but
also transforms sandwiches into first class treats.

Chutney de Poire, Pomme & Gingembre
Made with 45% real fruit with the warmth and earthy
flavour of ginger. This best seller is a great chutney for
cheese.

Chutney d’Oignons
Rich, tangy and packed with flavour. The combination of
flavours makes this perfect with cold cuts.

Chutney aux Betterave & Orange
Made with over 40% real vegetables and fruit with a
splash of malt vinegar. A must for the table if only for its
depth of colour.

6 x 290g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 300g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 285g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 290g | SRP: 8.99

Mango Chutney w/ Lime Ginger N

Pear, Apple & Ginger Chutney N

Top
Top

Beetroot & Orange Chutney N

Top
Top

M4018

M4021

M4023

M4035

Chutney de Prune Avec Bière
Tart and lightly spiced, the addition of ale to this chutney
gives an extra richness. A wonderful accompaniment for
farmhouse cheddars and earthy cheddars.

Chutney de Date & Figues
Made with traditional recipes and methods, this is a lovely
sweet chutney with lots of tang. Your answer for turning
a boring sandwich into a feast fit for royalty or pair with
any cheeseboard.

Chutney d’Oignons & l’Ail
Made with over 45% onions and 10% garlic, this is a
chutney for those who love bold flavours. Great used as a
spread on grilled eggplant.

Confiture de Chilli
Spicy, sweet and tangy, this jam is like a red pepper jelly
but with the texture of jam. Great with creamy cheeses
and sharper hard cheese.

6 x 285g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 295g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 300g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 310g | SRP: 9.99

M4030

M4022

M4046

M4049

Chutney de Gingembre & Chilli
One of the most popular chutneys. A great ingredient to
use in Asian inspired dishes and stir fries.

Chutney Ploughmans
A traditional British pickle that compliments aged cheddars and English lagers. Enjoy with crusty sourdough
bread and slices of mature English cheddar.

Chutney du Ferme
Made with a delicious blend of spiced fruits. this chutney
is ideal to enjoy with a cheeseboard or with cold cuts
of meat.

Chutney Pour le Fromage
A mix of delicious savoury vegetables and sweet fruit
combined with traditional spices. A classic chutney to
accompany the cheeseboard at any time of year.

6 x 295g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 300g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 300g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 300g | SRP: 8.99

Plum Chutney with Ale N

Ginger & Chilli Chutney N
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Onion Marmalade, Olive, Balsamic Vinegar
Chutney N

Date and Fig Chutney N

Ploughmans Chutney N
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Caramelized Onion and Garlic Chutney N

Farmhouse Chutney N

Chilli Jam N

Chutney for Cheese N

Imported from: Arbroath, Scotland / Mrs.Bridges
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Top
Top

Top
Top

M4066

M4067

M4102

Confiture de Cerises Morello
Made with tasty Morello cherries, this is a chunky
preserve, ideal for sheep’s milk cheeses as well as triple
creams and Brie.

Confiture de Figues
Sweet and sticky, this classic fig preserve makes the
perfect pair for cheeses of all kinds.

Marmelade de Pamplemousse
The perfect mixture of tangy pink grapefruit and sweetness make up this classic combination marmalade. Spread
liberally on toast.

6 x 340g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 340g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 340g | SRP: 8.99

6 x 340g | SRP: 9.99

M4110

M4112

M4115

M4168

Confiture Luxe de Fraise Ecossaise
A luxurious preserve made with 60% Scottish strawberries
bursting with fruit flavour. Slather on scones for a superb
strawberry experience.

Confiture de Fraises & Rhubarbe
A 45% fruit combination of luscious strawberries and
rhubarb. Serve with buttery pancakes and clotted crea

Confiture de Fraise Avec Champagne
A classic strawberry preserve made even more special
with the addition of champagne. Warm and spoon over ice
cream or top freshly made waffles.

Confiture de Gingembre Avec du Whisky
A best-selling ginger preserve returns with a hint of malt
whisky. The perfect gifting preserve.

6 x 340g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 340g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 340g | SRP: 10.99

6 x 340g | SRP: 9.99

Morello Cherry Preserves N

Luxury Scottish Strawberry Preserve N

Fig Preserves N

Strawberry and Rhubarb Preserve N

Pink Grapefruit Marmalade N

Strawberry Preserve with Champagne N

M4103

Celebration Marmalade & Champagne N
Marmelade d’Orange Avec Champagne
Not your everyday marmalade, this is marmalade with fizz!
Great to use in baking, even better on toast.

Ginger Preserve with Malt Whisky N

Top
Top

M4120

Lemon Curd N
Pâte à Tartiner au Citron
A smooth and creamy spread made with eggs, butter and
lots of fresh lemons. Delicious on toast, in tarts, yogurt or
as a filling for cake.

6 x 340g | SRP: 9.99
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Olive Branch / Imported from: Ruislip, England

Olive Branch

O

Olive Branch
“In Greece, enjoying food is about so many different elements;
great ingredients, a respect for tradition, and cooking
with care to honour the very best the land has to offer. We
follow these principles for our products as our ingredients
are carefully sourced from small farmers around Greece,
complemented by the star ingredient, our own extra olive oil
from the Island of Crete.”

Available

July
2019

New

OB120

Extra Virgin Olive Oil N
Huile D’Olive Extra Verge
This is a single varietal, 100% natural Extra Virgin Olive
Oil cold-pressed solely from Koroneiki olives to produce
an intensely flavoured fruity olive oil with a hyper-fresh
grassy aroma.

6 x 250ml | SRP: 12.99

Available

July
2019

Greek Olive Oil
“The olive harvest is a special
time for us as it brings the whole
community together. Young and old
travel to the olive groves together
and we share our old customs,
passing on skills to the younger
generations so we can keep our
traditions alive.”
New

OB121

Extra Virgin Olive Oil N
Huile D’Olive Extra Verge
The flavour takes you through three distinct stages, beginning with a fresh grassy flavour – likened to freshly cut
herbs, moving onto some fruity banana like undertones
and finishing with a light spiky peppery finish.

6 x 500ml | SRP: 19.99
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Top
Top

The most authentic Greek salad
dressing outside of Greece.
Olive Branch dressings are made with
carefully selected ingredients from
the Island of Crete and the Messinia
region of Greece. The most important
ingredient, of course, being the multiaward winning extra virgin olive oil
from the family groves. Their Greek
salad dressing uses a special vinegar
made by monks at the ancient Agia
Triada monastery with wild herbs from
the mountains of Crete.

OB100

OB101

OB102

Vinaigrette Grecque
Created with vinegar made by monks at the ancient Agia
Triada monastery and wild herbs from the mountains of
Crete. Make your salad smile with this delicious dressing.

Vinaigrette Balsamique d’Orange
Made with orange juice, white balsamic cream and extra
virgin olive oil. This dressing is an ideal partner for mixed
greens, blue cheese and walnuts.

Vinaigrette Balsamique aux Figues
Made with the pulp of the fig, white balsamic cream and
extra virgin olive oil. Perfect with mixed greens, soft
cheese and cured ham.

6 x 250ml | SRP: 8.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 8.99

6 x 250ml | SRP: 8.99

Greek Salad Dressing N

Orange Balsamic Dressing N

Fig Balsamic Dressing N

Available

July
2019

New

Top
Top

OB114

OB110

OB111

OB112

Tapenade aux Poivrons et Piments
Green olives with florina peppers and chilli make the
perfect combination for this chunky tapenade. Great with
pasta, over salads, vegetables and more.

Tapenade à la Tomate, Feta et Basilic
A blend of green and Kalamata olives studded with
sundried tomatoes, feta cheese and Greek basil.

Tapenade au Fromage de Chèvre, Romarin et Piment
A savoury combination of green olives, goat cheese and
rosemary with a hint of heat. Use as a dip, in salads or to
top crostini.

Tapenade aux Figues et Menthe
A sweet and savoury blend of Kalamata olives, figs and
mint bring full flavour to this chunky tapenade. Add to prepared quinoa with feta and fresh figs or serve over mixed
greens for a simple salad.

6 x 230g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 180g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 180g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 180g | SRP: 7.99

Florina Peppers & Chilli Tapenade N

Green & Black Olive Tapenade with Tomato,
Feta, Basil N

Green Olive Tapenade with Goats Cheese,
Rosemary & Chilli N

Kalamata Olive Tapenade with Fig & Mint N

OB113

Sweet Olive, Fig & Almond Relish
A Kalamata olive reduction mixed
with fresh fig and almond, this unique
and multi-award winning relish is the
perfect partner for cheese. The thick,
caramelized flavour pairs perfectly
with strong varieties such as Stilton,
Manchego and goat cheese.

Sweet Olive, Fig & Almond Relish N
Relish d’Olive Douce, Figue et Amande
An award-winning blend with a caramelized flavour
profile. Perfect paired with blue cheeses, goat cheese and
charcuterie boards.

6 x 230g | SRP: 7.99
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Opies
The original Opies factory dates all the way back to the
1920s. Started by Bennett Opie, the business originally began
by importing fine European delicacies and producing local
specialties for the English Market.

Top
Top

OP106

OP111

OP101

OP103

Oignons Marinés au Vinaigre Balsamique
This special variety of onions are pickled in matured balsamic vinegar from Modena, Italy. These have a wonderful
deep flavour that makes a great accompaniment to cold
meats and cheese or with quiche.

Noix Marinés à Vinaigre
Opies Pickled Walnuts are harvested before shell
formation, cooked and marinated in a special malt vinegar
recipe to bring out the qualities of the pickle. A traditional
accompaniment to cheeses, cold meats and salads.

Oignons au Vinaigre
The finest grade silverskin onions are preserved in vinegar
to make these delicious cocktail snacks. They can also
be used as a garnish for cooked meats or chopped into
salads and pizza toppings.

Cornichons Cocktail
Grown on the vine and hand picked, these delicious,
crunchy and tangy gherkins are perfect for snacking, as
an accompaniment or as an ingredient. Just imagine home
made tartar sauce or spiced herb butter.

6 x 360g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 390g | SRP: 12.99

6 x 227g | SRP: 4.99

6 x 227g | SRP: 4.99

Pickled Onions in Balsamic Vinegar N

Pickled Walnuts in Vinegar N

Cocktail Onions in Vinegar N

Top
Top

Top
Top

OP109

OP104

OP113

Câpres au Vinaigre
Finest quality capers selected for their size and deliciously
preserved. Perfect for using with black butter for skate,
in pasta dishes or for creating your own delicious Tartar
sauce accompaniment.

Cornichons et Oignons
These cornichons and onions are extremely moreish.
Perfect for that tangy accompaniment when you are
dining-al-fresco or for when you simply want a quick
nibble straight from the jar.

Olives Noir sans Noyaux
Hojiblanca olives grown mainly in the Spanish provinces
of Seville, Cordoba and northern Malaga and harvested
late in the season.

Stoneless Green Olives N
Olives Vertes sans Noyaux
The finest Spanish Manzanilla olives harvested in the
autumn and preserved in brine to deliver a high-quality
flavour. Perfect for a classic Martini, a Campari Spritz or
Astoria.

6 x 180g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 400g | SRP: 7.99

6 x 227g | SRP: 4.99

6 x 227g | SRP: 4.99

Capers in Spirit Vinegar N
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Cocktail Gherkins N

Cornichons and Onions N
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Stoneless Black Olives N

OP112

Imported from: Sittingbourne, England / Opies
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OP114

Pimiento Stuffed Green Olives in Brine N
Cocktail Olives

Olives Vertes Farcies’
Carefully selected olives which are de-stoned then stuffed
with pimiento paste and carefully preserved in brine to
create the finest cocktail olives.

Opies cocktail olives are de-stoned
and stuffed with pimento paste
before being brined for a lovely
texture and bite. A great addition to
any cocktail hour and an essential to
have on your shelf for home bars.

6 x 227g | SRP: 5.99

OP121A

OP100

Proviennent de Gingembre en Sirop
Stem ginger pieces stored in syrup to give the slight spice
of ginger a sweeter taste. Perfect for baking.

Cerises au Marasquin
Made with finest cherries and preserved in specially
flavoured syrup to deliver the perfect cocktail. Perfect for
a quick snack or use in home baking, ideal for adding to
a fruit salad.

6 x 280g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 225g | SRP: 6.99

OP124B

OP105

Gingembre Cristallisé
The finest young ginger carefully prepared to make a
delicious product. Crystallised Stem Ginger is ideal as a
snack or as an ingredient.

Tranches de Citron
The ever-impressive way to finish a luxurious cocktail.
With only the finest lemons used for premium quality,
this jar of preserved sliced lemons is ideal for providing a
finishing touch to Hot Toddies, Sidecars, and Pimm’s.

6 x 200g | SRP: 10.99

6 x 350g | SRP: 7.99

Stem Ginger in Syrup N

Crystallized Stem Ginger

Red Maraschino Cocktail Cherries

Sliced Lemons in Lemon Juice N
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Oryx / Imported from: Cape Town, South Africa

Oryx

O

Oryx
In July 2000 Samantha Skyring, Oryx Desert Salt’s CEO, walked
120km for 7 days through the Namib Desert from Hartmans
Valley along the Kunene River to reach the Skeleton Coast. She
had several powerful and incredible face to face encounters
with Oryx Gazella (gemsbok). When she was creating the brand
for desert salt from the Kalahari, it was her Oryx experiences
that immediately sprang to mind. Sam did some research and
discovered that the Oryx Gazella can apparently go up to two
years without water, but not 2 months without licking salt for
the sodium chloride, minerals and trace elements vital for its
survival in the harsh conditions of the Kalahari Desert.

Top
Top

Top
Top

OX100

OX101

OX102

Moulin de Sel
From a renewable source in a pristine and remote part of
the Kalahari Desert. Natural, unrefined, sundried coarse
salt, free from chemicals or additives. Perfect for everyday
use.

Moulin de Sel Fumé de Chêne
From a renewable source in a pristine and remote part of
the Kalahari Desert. Natural, unrefined, sundried coarse
salt, free from chemicals or additives. Cold smoked with
French Oak. Try atop any steak.

Moulin de Sel de Vin
From a renewable source in a pristine and remote part of
the Kalahari Desert. Natural, unrefined, sundried coarse
salt, free from chemicals or additives. Infused with Shiraz
wine. Try on grilled lamb.

12 x 100g | SRP: 11.99

12 x 100g | SRP: 11.99

12 x 100g | SRP: 11.99

12 x 250g | SRP: 11.99

OX121

OX122

OX110

OX111

Sel Fumé de Chêne Pour Le Moulin
From a renewable source in a pristine and remote part of
the Kalahari Desert. Natural, unrefined, sundried coarse
salt, free from chemicals or additives. Cold smoked with
French Oak.

Sel de Vin Pour Le Moulin
From a renewable source in a pristine and remote part of
the Kalahari Desert. Natural, unrefined, sundried coarse
salt, free from chemicals or additives. Infused with Shiraz
wine.

Gros Sel
From a renewable source in a pristine and remote part
of the Kalahari Desert. Natural, unrefined, sundried
coarse salt, free from chemicals or additives. Perfect for
everyday use.

Desert Salt - Fine N K
Sel Fin
From a renewable source in a pristine and remote part
of the Kalahari Desert. Natural, unrefined, sundried
coarse salt, free from chemicals or additives. Perfect for
everyday use.

12 x 250g | SRP: 14.99

12 x 250g | SRP: 14.99

12 x 500g | SRP: 14.99

12 x 500g | SRP: 14.99

Desert Salt Grinder N K

Oak Smoked Salt Grinder Refill N
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Oak Smoked Desert Salt Grinder N

Wine Salt Grinder Refill N
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Wine Infused Desert Salt Grinder N

Desert Salt - Coarse N K

OX120

Coarse Salt Grinder Refill N K
Gros Sel Pour Le Moulin
From a renewable source in a pristine and remote part of
the Kalahari Desert. Natural, unrefined, sundried coarse
salt, free from chemicals or additives.

Imported from: Brigg, England / Pipers

July

Pipers

Available

Short

2019

P
W

Shelf Life
2 MONTHS

New

Pipers

PC206

Jalapeno & Dill Crisps N

“We work with carefully selected flavour partners who care
as much about their products as we do about ours. We are all
passionate people driven by one thing and that is to deliver the
best taste and quality possible.”

Croustilles de Jalapeno et Aneth
Jalapeno peppers are combined with aromatic dill to
create a unique fusion of tastes for these crisps.

15 x 150g | SRP: 4.29

Top
Top

PC200

Anglesey Sea Salt Crisps N
Croustilles de Sel de Mer
Hand-cooked potato crisps seasoned with just the right
amount of pure Anglesey Sea Salt, the ultimate salty
snack.

Top
Top

PC201

Burrow Hill Cider Vinegar and Sea Salt
Crisps N
Croustilles de Vinaigre de Cidre et de Sel de Mer
Hand-cooked crisps seasoned with delicious apple cider
vinegar and UK sea salt for a classic English flavor profile.
Great alongside a sandwich.

Top
Top

PC202

Lye Cross Cheddar and Onion Crisps N
Croustilles de Cheddar et l’Oignon
Hand-cooked potato crisps flavoured with distinctive West
Country farmhouse Cheddar. Enjoy on their own or with a
pint of your favourite ale.

15 x 150g | SRP: 4.29

15 x 150g | SRP: 4.29

15 x 150g | SRP: 4.29

PC203

PC204

PC205

Croustilles de Thym et de Romarin
Hand-cooked using wild herbs sourced from the Atlas
Mountains where over 100,000 acres of wild herbs grow. A
unique savoury snack.

Croustilles de Piment Doux
Hand-cooked and seasoned using a local cayenne and
jalapeno pepper varieties. These are slightly sweet with a
small kick. Perfect for any party.

15 x 150g | SRP: 4.29

15 x 150g | SRP: 4.29

Karnataka Black Pepper and Sea Salt
Crisps N
Croustilles de Poivre Noir et le Sel de Mer
Tellicherry peppercorns are left on the vine and picked
only just before they ripen to develop the distinctively
deep, rich and robust flavour. Pair with a bold Syrah.

15 x 150g | SRP: 4.29

Wild Thyme & Rosemary Crisps N

PC250

Biggleswade Sweet Chilli Crisps N

Display Stand
This merchandising unit holds 24 units of 150g crisps.

1 x 0g | SRP: 0.00
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Rude Health / Imported from: London, England

Rude Health
Eat right, stay brilliant.
“At Rude Health we only use the kind of ingredients you’d have
in your own kitchen – nothing artificial, nothing refined. We
source our ingredients from fields, orchards and vines – not
laboratories. We think food should be made out of food – not
thickeners, preservatives, colourings, flavourings and other
additives. The proof is in the taste, try it for yourself.”

Top
Top

R3073

R3070

R3071

Barres de Santé Patate Douce et Cacao
Made with dates, cashew nuts, sunflower seeds, sweet
potato, cacao powder, cacao butter and vanilla. High in
fibre, gluten-free and made with no refined sugar.

Barres de Santé de Citrouille
A snack full of fruit & veg in a fudgy bar with seeds & nuts
thrown in for good measure. High in fibre, gluten-free and
made with no refined sugar.

Barres de Santé Betteraves
A vegetable powerhouse in your pocket. High in fibre,
gluten-free and made with no refined sugar.

Peanut Bars N K G
Barres de Santé d’Arachide
Made with dates, peanuts, sunflower seeds, pumpkin
seeds and sea salt. High in fibre, gluten-free and made
with no refined sugar.

18 x 35g | SRP: 2.99

18 x 35g | SRP: 2.99

18 x 35g | SRP: 2.99

18 x 35g | SRP: 2.99

Sweet Potato & Cacao Bars N K G

Available

July
2019

New

Pumpkin Bars N K G

R3072

Snack Bars
Rude Health’s snack bars are
an allotment full of fruit &
veg in a fudgy bar with seeds
& nuts thrown in for good
measure. And if that isn’t
enough they are high in fibre,
gluten-free and made with no
refined sugar.

Top
Top

R3074

R3021

Barres de Santé Noix de Coco
Made with dates, cashews, date syrup, coconut, cashew
butter and sunflower seeds. This bar is a tropical holiday
for your mouth!

Muesli aux Fruits
Multigrain blend with apples, raisins, dates and apricots.
Grate an apple over it, make it with fruit juice rather than
milk.

18 x 35g | SRP: 2.99

5 x 500g | SRP: 9.99

Coconut Bars N K G
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Beetroot Bars N K G
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Super Fruity Muesli N K

R3024

No Flamin’ Raisins Muesli N K
Muesli ‘Pas de Raisins’
Unique no-raisin recipe with mango, apricots, dates and
apple. Stir in a dollop of coconut yogurt.

5 x 500g | SRP: 9.99

Imported from: Ibiza, Spain / Sal de Ibiza

S
W
Sal de Ibiza

Sal de Ibiza
Sal de Ibiza is harvested exclusively in the nature reserve “Parc
Natural de ses Salines d’Eivissa”. It contains no additives or
preservatives, nor does it undergo any form of refinement other
than slow drying under the sun and gentle grinding in ancient
stone mills, enabling Sal de Ibiza to retain more than 80 vital
minerals and trace-elements.

Top
Top

S9000

Fleur de Sel, Ceramic Pot N
Fleur de Sel, Pot en Céramique
Harvested using traditional methods originating from the
ancient salt makers on the French Atlantic coast. A musthave in every kitchen.

6 x 150g | SRP: 26.99

S9010

Fleur de Sel (blossom of salt) is the purest of all
table salts. It is obtained solely by traditional
harvesting methods originating from the ancient
salt makers on the French Atlantic coast. This type
of salt is 100% natural. It is not altered in any way,
from the moment it is gathered by hand to the
time it reaches the palate.

S9001

S9003

Sel Marin Fin
Sel Marin Gros
Natural sea salt, harvested on the island of Ibiza. Does not A coarse, natural sea salt harvested on the island of Ibiza.
contain anti-caking agent or any other additives. Ideal for Does not contain anti-caking agent or any other additives.
everyday use in natural and healthy cooking.
Ideal for everyday use in natural and healthy cooking.

Recharge de la Fleur de Sel
Refill your ceramic pot and never run out of this kitchen
staple.

Molino Gros Sel Pour Les Moulins
A delicious and unusually mild salt that is harvested after
drying in the sun and breaking into smaller crystals. A
must-try for a curious culinarian.

6 x 1kg | SRP: 11.99

12 x 150g | SRP: 13.99

12 x 500g | SRP: 12.99

Fine Sea Salt N

S9011

Sal de Ibiza Fleur de Sel

Coarse Sea Salt N

6 x 1kg | SRP: 11.99

Fleur de Sel, Refill Pack N

Molino, coarse salt for mills N
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Seed and Bean / Imported from: Corby, England

New Brand / Seed and Bean

S

New
Brand

Available

July
2019

Seed and Bean
Seed and Bean, the chocolate that cares. The creators behind
Seed & Bean chocolate set out from the beginning to create
a special brand that’s entirely routed on ethical, sustainable
and delicious pursuits. With both Fairtrade and Organic
certification, they’re amongst the first in their industry to create
compostable packaging which makes for a flavour-packed
chocolate that’s entirely good, both inside and out.

Cornish Sea Salt Extra Dark Chocolate 70% Bar O
Chocolat Noir 70% Avec du Sel de Mer
A seductively salty dark chocolate that epitomises the best
of British. Made from beautifully smoked sea salt that is
harvested from Cornwall’s ‘Grade A’ classified waters, this
classic combination makes it a must-have.

SB101

Coconut & Raspberry Extra Dark Chocolate 66% Bar O

Chocolat Noir 66% Aux Framboise et Noix de Coco
The combination of crushed raspberries and coconut oils
all the way from the Philippines makes this a flavourful
favourite that will give you that summertime feeling all
year round.

8 x 85g | SRP: 6.99

8 x 85g | SRP: 6.99

SB103

SB104

SB105

Chocolat Noir 58% aux Noisettes
Made from the finest Hazelnuts grown in the Italian mountains. Rich in flavour and smooth in texture, each mouth
melting bite is sure to whisk you away to a nutty nirvana.

Chocolat au Lait 37% Avec du Sel de Mer & Citron Vert
Plunge into this creamy, fruity, sweet, and slightly salty,
rich milk chocolate. This ultimate organic milk bar mixes
two unusual flavour combinations for an utterly irresistible
experience.

Chocolat Noir 72% au Mandarine et Gingembre
It’s citrus meets trendy ginger. With organically sourced,
Italian Mandarin oils and a hint of Sri Lanka’s gorgeous
ginger, it’s the perfect punchy treat.

8 x 85g | SRP: 6.99

8 x 85g | SRP: 6.99

8 x 85g | SRP: 6.99

8 x 85g | SRP: 6.99

SB106

SB107

SB108

SB109

SB102

Coffee Espresso Dark Chocolate 58% Bar O F
Chocolat Noir 58% Avec Espresso
For true coffee connoisseurs, this bar uses a medium
roast that works wonderfully in this all enticing caffeine
creation. Rich in flavour with a subtle crunch, coffee
breaks have never tasted so good.

Lemon & Cardamom Dark Chocolate 58%
Bar O F
Chocolat Noir 58% au Citron et Cardamome
Made with sweet Italian lemon oil and a hint of Sri Lankan
ground cardamom, this worldly, wild wonder offers the
perfect combination of citrus and spice.

8 x 85g | SRP: 6.99
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SB100

Hazelnut Dark Chocolate 58% Bar O F

Dark Chocolate 72% Bar O F

Cornish Sea Salt & Lime Milk Chocolate 37% Bar O F

Mandarin & Ginger Dark Chocolate 72%
Bar O F

Chocolat Noir 72%
Made from the finest Dominican cocoa beans, this is a
timeless classic with all the Seed and Bean goodness
making it the dark chocolate to rival all dark chocolates.

Hazelnut & Almond Milk Chocolate 37% Bar O F
Chocolat au Lait 37% Avec Noisettes et Amandes
Velvety rich milk chocolate is combined with Sicilian
mountain grown hazelnuts and almonds to create this
seductively smooth bar.

Lavender Dark Chocolate 72% Bar O F
Chocolat Noir 72% De Lavande
The ultimate relaxation chocolate to help you de-stress
and unwind. Infused with aromatic French lavender oil,
this dark delight is sure to help melt away the hustle and
bustle of daily life with each bite.

8 x 85g | SRP: 6.99

8 x 85g | SRP: 6.99

8 x 85g | SRP: 6.99
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Imported from: Corby, England / Seed and Bean

S
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New Brand / Seed and Bean

“First and foremost we pride
ourselves on our flavours. We have
always made sure to be challenging
with our flavour combinations,
to create flavours that no one
else is doing, and that you might
have never seen or tried before.
Live on the wild side of taste with
our English, botanically inspired
adventurous and unique flavours.”
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Seedlip / Imported from: London, England

The art of distillation

Seedlip

S

In the 1600’s Apothecaries were
using small copper stills to make
non-alcoholic herbal remedies.
This alchemy was documented in
The Art of Distillation published
in London in the year 1651 & is now
re-purposed for the modern day.

Seedlip

The art of nature

The world’s first distilled non-alcoholic beverage. Solving the
dilemma of ‘what to drink when you’re not drinking®’. Served
in some of the world’s best Michelin rated restaurants, bars and
luxury hotels.

Mother Earth is gracious, precious
& ingenious. In honour of this
wild & natural world, the finest
ingredients are harvested &
individually cold macerated,
distilled & then blended to capture
nature’s true spirit.

“Seedlip is a Nature company on a mission to change the way the
world drinks with the highest quality non-alcoholic options.
Three unique & complex blends - Spice 94, Garden 108 & Grove
42 - simply served with tonic or mixed to create sophisticated
non-alcoholic cocktails.”

The legacy
Founded by Ben in his kitchen
in the woods, wth a copper still
& copy of The Art of Distillation
to continue his family’s 300 year
farming ancestry & change the
way the world drinks.

Top
Top

SL100

SL101

Spiritueux Non Alcoolisés - “Garden 108”
A bright layered blend of individually distilled homegrown
hay, hand-picked sweet peas and garden herb distillates.
It’s what to drink when you’re not drinking.

Spiritueux Non Alcoolisés - “Spice 94”
A complex aromatic blend of allspice, cardamom, barks,
spices and citrus peels. It’s what to drink when you’re
not drinking.

6 x 700ml | SRP: 45.00

6 x 700ml | SRP: 45.00

Garden 108 Non-Alcoholic Spirits
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Spice 94 Non-Alcoholic Spirits
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SL102

Grove 42 Non-Alcoholic Spirits
Spiritueux Non Alcoolisés - “Grove 42”
A zesty & complex, citrus-forward blend of three types of
orange & uplifting spice distillates. It’s what to drink when
you’re not drinking.

6 x 700ml | SRP: 45.00

Imported from: London, England / Seedlip

S
W
Seedlip

Garden 104

A floral blend of hand-picked Peas &
homegrown Hay from founder Ben Branson’s
Farm, with traditional garden herb distillates
in celebration of the English countryside.
Simply serve with tonic & a sugar snap pea to
garnish.

Peas

Hay
GARDEN BOOCH

GARDEN SOUR

INGREDIENTS
Seedlip Garden: 50ml/1.8oz
Top wth Passion Fruit Kombucha
GLASS & GARNISH
Rocks wth Mint

INGREDIENTS
Seedlip Garden: 50ml/1.8oz
Cloudy Apple Juice 35 ml/1.2oz
Lemon Juice 15ml/0.5oz
Cider Vinegar 5ml/0.2oz
Spring of Rosemary & Thyme

METHOD
Build over ice

GLASS & GARNISH
Coupe with Rosemary Needles
METHOD
Shake

Spearmint

Rosemary

Thyme

Hops
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Seedlip / Imported from: London, England

Seedlip

S

Spice 94

A complex blend of aromatic Jamaican
Allspice berry & Cardamom, distillates with
two barks & a bright citrus finish. Simply
serve with tonic and a red grapefruit peel
garnish.

Allspice

Cardamom

American Oak
Cascarilla Bark

Lemon

Grapefruit
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SPICE & GINGER ALE

SPICE & TONIC

INGREDIENTS
Seedlip Spice: 50ml/1.8oz
Ginger Ale 125ml/4.4oz

INGREDIENTS
Seedlip Spice: 50ml/1.8oz
Indian Tonic 125ml/4.4oz

GLASS & GARNISH
Rocks & Orange Full Moon

GLASS & GARNISH
Highball with a Red Grapefruit Twist

METHOD
Build over ice

METHOD
Build over ice

Imported from: London, England / Seedlip

S
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Seedlip

Grove 42

A zesty & complex, citrus-forward blend
of three types of orange & uplifting spice
distillates. Simple serve with tonic & a twist
of orange peel for a delicious non-alcholic
drink.

Bitter Orange

Mandarin

GROVE & TONIC

GROVE & SODA

INGREDIENTS
Seedlip Grove: 50ml/1.8oz
Indian Tonic 125ml/4.4oz

INGREDIENTS
Seedlip Grove: 50ml/1.8oz
Soda: Top

Blood Orange

GLASS & GARNISH
Highball with Orange Peel

GLASS & GARNISH
Highball with Orange Wheel

Lemon Grass

METHOD
Build in Highball over cubed ice &
garnish with Orange Peel

METHOD
Build in Highball over cubed ice &
garnish with Orange Wheel

Ginger

Lemon
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Seggiano / Imported from: Seggiano, Italy

Seggiano

S

Seggiano
Seggiano is the name of the small hilltop village on Monte
Amiata in southern Tuscany, where Peri Eagleton and David
Harrison have farmed organic olives since 1985. Twenty years
ago they started selling their local Olivastra Seggianese extra
virgin olive oil and a selection of wonderful artisan foods from
small family food producers. Their brand is Seggiano, named
in honour of the village where the story started. Grown with
an uncompromising commitment to ethical ingredients and
food production, healthy delicious eating and a love of simple,
genuine Italian food.

Top
Top

S3010

S3000

S3212

Vinaigre Balsamique Bio
Made using natural methods from organic grapes, to
achieve a very pleasing matured vinegar. No added
caramel colouring. Perfect for everyday use.

Huile D’Olive Extra Verge Bio
A distinctive yet delicate flavour, creamy texture, buttery
nutty taste & a balanced hint of pepperiness. Delicious
with cooked fish, chicken with rice or potatoes.

Passata de Tomate
Made with organically grown tomatoes on an azienda in
Maremma, southern Tuscany and harvested in August
for bottling.

12 x 250ml | SRP: 9.99

12 x 500ml | SRP: 34.99

12 x 690g | SRP: 8.99

Organic Matured Balsamic Vinegar 25cl O

Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil O

Organic Tomato Passata O

EVOO & IGP Balsamic
Seggiano’s award-winning Extra
Virgin Olive Oil is prepared by
hand picking the olives and slowly
pressing them in small batches. This
exceptional oil has truly earned its
place as one of the most respected
farms and producers in its category.
The perfect pair for such a special
olive oil? The Seggiano IGP four
leaves balsamic vinegars. Matured
and aged in Modena from organic
grapes, these vinegars are balanced,
harmonious and most of all,
completely delicious.
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Top
Top

S3214

Wild Fennel Tomato Pesto O
Pesto à la Tomate et Fenouil
Wild fennel leaf lends its aromatic flavour to many sauces
and cured meats of the Monti Iblei region in southeast
Sicily, where it grows in natural abundance. Spoon over
swordfish.

6 x 220g | SRP: 14.99

S3210

Raw Basil Pesto N
Pesto au Basilic
Made from fresh Ligurian basil, this is a fabulous, raw,
unpasteurized pesto packed with fresh, aromatic flavours.

12 x 200g | SRP: 16.99

Imported from: Seggiano, Italy / Seggiano

S
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Seggiano

Top
Top

S3201

S3202

S3204

Fusilli Bio
Made in Southern Tuscany, using premium high density,
100% Tuscan organic durum wheat. Seggiano pasta is
bronze drawn, which gives it a rough, matte texture that
binds with sauces.

Toscani Bio
Made in Southern Tuscany, using premium high density,
100% Tuscan organic durum wheat. Seggiano pasta is
bronze drawn, which gives it a rough, matte texture that
binds with sauces.

Linguini Bio
Made in Southern Tuscany, using premium high density,
100% Tuscan organic durum wheat. Seggiano pasta is
bronze drawn, which gives it a rough, matte texture that
binds with sauces.

Organic Tagliatelle O
Tagliatelle Bio
Made in Southern Tuscany, using premium high density,
100% Tuscan organic durum wheat. Seggiano pasta is
bronze drawn, which gives it a rough, matte texture that
binds with sauces.

12 x 500g | SRP: 12.99

12 x 375g | SRP: 9.99

12 x 250g | SRP: 7.99

12 x 375g | SRP: 9.99

Organic Fusilli O

Organic Toscani Pasta O

S3205

Organic Linguine O

Available

Available

Available

Available

2019

2019

2019

2019

July

July

July

July

New

New

New

New

S3310

S3311

S3312

S3313

Fusilli de Lentille Rouge Bio
This gluten free organic pasta is made with 100% legume
flour. Red lentil pasta is high in protein and fibre, with a
good consistency and delicious flavour. It can be enjoyed
simply with just a drizzle of excellent extra virgin olive oil.

Fusilli de Pois Vert Bio
This gluten free organic pasta is made with 100% legume
flour. Green pea pasta is high in protein and fibre, with a
good consistency and delicious flavour. It can be enjoyed
simply with just a drizzle of excellent extra virgin olive oil.

Fettucine au Sarrasin et au Maïs Bio
A gluten free organic pasta for true pasta lovers. Buckwheat & corn pasta has good consistency and delicious
flavour. It can be enjoyed simply with just a drizzle of
excellent extra virgin oil. olive oil.

Organic Rice & Quinoa Tagliatelle O G
Tagliatelle de Riz et Quinoa Bio
A gluten free organic pasta for true pasta lovers. Rice &
quinoa pasta has good consistency and delicious flavour.
It can be enjoyed simply with just a drizzle of excellent
extra virgin olive oil.

6 x 250g | SRP: 12.99

6 x 250g | SRP: 12.99

6 x 250g | SRP: 12.99

6 x 250g | SRP: 12.99

S3300

S3301

Riz Carnaroli
Traditionally stone husked keeping the nutrients of each
grain intact. Carnaroli rice is slightly creamier than Arborio
rice.

Riz Arborio
Traditionally stone husked, which guarantees the lightest
shelling, thus maintaining the nutrients contained in the
outermost layer of each grain intact.

6 x 500g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 500g | SRP: 9.99

Organic Red Lentil Fusilli O G

Organic Green Pea Fusilli O G

Organic Buckwheat & Corn Fettuccine O G

Fig Ball for Cheese

S3102A

Fig Ball for Cheese N
Balle des Figues pour Fromage
Serve this fig ball with soft dolce Pecorino cheese. From
Cosenza, Calabria, the figs are picked from the tree when
they are well matured, dried and slowly cooked in their
own juices.

12 x 200g | SRP: 19.99

Fig ball with soft dolce pecorino
cheese is a marriage made in heaven.
From Cosenza, Calabria, in southern
Italy, the fig ball is a traditional and
ingenious way of preserving the
juicy Dottato variety of figs that
are unique to this region. The figs
are picked from the tree when they
are well matured, dried and slowly
cooked in their own juices. They are
then shaped into balls, wrapped in
green fig leaves and slow baked.

Carnaroli Rice

Arborio Rice
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Shortbread House / Imported from: Edinburgh, Scotland

Shortbread House

Shortbread House

S

Modesty often forbids Anthony Laing to discuss the matter, but
there is no denying the fact that the family behind the success
of Shortbread House of Edinburgh is one with a strong baking
tradition. Anthony’s father was Lord Laing who was chairman
of United Biscuits. Which is why the family has been referred to
more than once as a baking dynasty. In 1989 Anthony & his wife
Fiona decided to make the most of the Laing family’s generations
of baking experience by buying an existing one-woman business
based in Scotland’s historic capital city of Edinburgh. The rest of
course is the delicious history, and history still to be made, of the
Shortbread House of Edinburgh.

Top
Top

SE137A

Box of Original Shortbread Fingers N

Box of Stem Ginger Shortbread Fingers N
Boîte de Bâtonnets de Sablé au Gingembre
Shortbread House’s Stem Ginger Shortbread has been a
worthy winner of Gold and Silver Great Taste Awards on
many occasions. A best seller. Serve with a fragrant and
warm ginger tea.

12 x 170g | SRP: 7.99

12 x 170g | SRP: 7.99

SE139A

SE140A

Boîte de Bâtonnets de Sablé au Chocolat
Shortbread fingers with chocolate chips. These biscuits
are irresistible with satisfyingly rich dark chocolate
chunks, a treat for everyone. Enjoy as a snack anytime.

12 x 170g | SRP: 7.99
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SE138A

Boîte de Bâtonnets de Sablé
Made with a recipe that has been passed down through
many generations from the founder of Shortbread House.
Using best quality butter and a little ground rice gives a
delicious flavour and a light crisp texture.

Box of Chocolate Chip Shortbread Fingers N
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Top
Top

Box of Chocolate & Orange Shortbread
Fingers N
Boîte de Bâtonnets de Sablé au Chocolat et Orange
Shortbread fingers made with dark chocolate and orange.
The zingy orange and rich chocolate make for the perfect
combination of flavours.

12 x 170g | SRP: 7.99

Imported from: Penrith, England / Silver & Green

These big green olives are hand stuffed
with piri piri chillis for an extra fiery
bite! Use the piri piri chilli as a spear for
the olive unless you want the full three
alarm experience! Pair these beauties
with a savoury cocktail like a Caesar.

Silver & Green

SG109

Piri Piri Stuffed Green Olives (Pitted) N
Olives “Piri Piri”
Pitted green Halkidiki olives, handpicked and cured using
traditional Mediterranean methods. Hand stuffed with a
fiery Piri Piri pepper in extra virgin olive oil. Delicious as an
addition to a delicious Caesar.

Silver & Green is truly a business developed from a passion.
The joy that owners Dan and Rachel have for great food and
Mediterranean cuisine has led to a treasure hunt for the best
delicacies along the coast. Their philosophy is as simple and as
pure as their products: top quality goods and top quality people
behind them.

Top
Top

6 x 220g | SRP: 6.99

Top
Top

SG102

SG103

SG104

SG105

Olives Avec le Paprika et le Piment
Pitted green Halkidiki and Kalamata olives, handpicked
and cured using traditional Mediterranean methods. The
perfect blend of smoky paprika and the spiciness of the
chilli flakes.

Olives au Romarin et à l’Ail
Whole green Halkidiki and Kalamata olives, handpicked
and cured using traditional Mediterranean methods and
marinated in extra virgin olive oil, rosemary and garlic.

Olives Avec le Thym et le Laurier
Whole green Halkidiki olives, handpicked and cured using
traditional Mediterranean methods and marinated in extra
virgin olive oil, thyme and bay leaves.

Olives de Kalamata
Large, pitted purple olives with a smooth, meaty texture,
handpicked and cured using traditional Mediterranean
methods.

6 x 220g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 220g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 220g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 220g | SRP: 6.99

Paprika Chilli Mixed Olives (Pitted) N

Silver & Green

Piri Piri Stuffed Green Olives

S
W

Rosemary Garlic Mixed Olives N

Thyme Bay Green Olives N

Kalamata Olives (Pitted) N

Top
Top

SG107

SG108

SG101

Olives Avec Feuilles de Lime Kaffir et le Piment
Whole green Halkidiki olives, handpicked and cured using
traditional Mediterranean methods and marinated with
kaffir lime and a dash of chilli.

Olives Farcies à l’Ail
Pitted green Halkidiki olives, handpicked and cured using
traditional Mediterranean methods. Hand stuffed with a
garlic clove in extra virgin olive oil. Delicious as an aperitif
with cocktails.

Olives avec Basilic
Pitted green Halkidiki olives from Greece cured with water
and sea salt, bathed to reduce saltiness, and marinated in
extra virgin olive oil gently flavoured with sweet basil.

Chilli Ginger Black Olives N
Olives Avec Gingembre et le Piment
Whole Kalamata olives, handpicked and cured using
traditional Mediterranean methods and marinated in extra
virgin olive oil, chilli and ginger.

6 x 220g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 220g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 220g | SRP: 6.99

6 x 220g | SRP: 6.99

Kaffir Lime Chilli Green Olives N

Garlic Stuffed Green Olives (Pitted) N

Sweet Basil Green Olives (Pitted) N

SG110
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Split Tree

Split Tree / From: Ottawa, Canada

Split Tree
Social inspiration and a background in beverages led to
this impressive range of cocktail mixers created by Steve
Morrier. An exceptional role model for the quality of Canadian
craftsmanship in food and beverage, Steve’s mixers are all
handcrafted in small batches with great attention to detail using
only the highest quality fresh and dry whole ingredients. With
the burgeoning industry of premium spirits taking rise, Split
Tree Cocktail Co. provides the ability to elevate your drinks with
mixers that are as carefully considered as every pour from a top
shelf spirit.

Top
Top

Top
Top

ST100

ST101

ST102

Rhubarbe & Elderflower Coridale
Fresh rhubarb, lemons, and elderflower combine with
sugar to produce a sweet and tart syrup with subtle
floral notes. Mix with soda water to create a delicate soda
reminiscent of summer.

Coridale Pamplemousse
Freshly squeezed ruby red grapefruit juice, grapefruit zest,
and sugar mixed together to produce an authentic and
natural cordial with a bright zing.

Tonique No.3
This craft tonic is citrus forward with an authentic bitter
finish. Made with fresh lemon and lime juice and zest,
whole lemongrass, sugar and cinchona bark.

Raspberry Mint N
Framboise & Menthe
Created by combining whole raspberries, fresh mint, fresh
lime juice, and sugar. This extremely versatile mix makes a
refreshing soda and pairs beautifully with vodka, gin, rum
and bourbon.

12 x 250ml | SRP: 14.00

12 x 250ml | SRP: 14.00

12 x 250ml | SRP: 14.00

12 x 250ml | SRP: 14.00

ST107

Rhubarb & Elderflower Cordial N

Grapefruit Cordial N

Tonic No.3 N

ST106

Top
Top

ST104

ST105

ST103

Sirop de Gingembre Vanille
Using only fresh white ginger, whole vanilla beans and
sugar, this delicious syrup is great with gin, rye, bourbon
or vodka. Mix with soda water to make a soothing ginger
ale.

Lavande Citron
Freshly squeezed lemon juice, lavender flowers, and
sugar produce a truly authentic and natural cordial with
the floral taste of lavender and a fresh lemon finish. Pairs
beautifully with vodka or gin.

Mélange Soure
Made from freshly squeezed and zested lemons and limes,
and yuzu juice. This sour mix is bright, crisp and full of
natural citrus flavour.

Black Berry & Currant Cordial N
Cordial aux Mûres et Cassis
Bursting with the flavour of fresh berries, this natural
cordial has a fresh lemon finish. Add to champagne and
black berries for the perfect Kir Royale. Make a Cardinal by
substituting red wine for the champagne.

12 x 250ml | SRP: 14.00

12 x 250ml | SRP: 14.00

12 x 250ml | SRP: 16.00

12 x 250ml | SRP: 16.00

Vanilla Ginger Syrup N
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Lavender Lemon N
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Sour Mix Syrup N

Imported from: London, England / SugarSin

S
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SugarSin

SugarSin
SugarSin was born from a lifelong passion for all things sweet
and a dream to create a modern Willy Wonka Factory filled with
the world’s most fabulous sweets. Travelling the globe with a
mission to source and produce the most unique and delicious
gourmet sweets, their signature shop in Covent Garden, London
is a whimsical experience being named as one of the world’s
most beautiful candy shops by Architectural Digest. Winning
the world over with their innovative look and taste, we are
happy to now introduce SugarSin to Canada.

Top
Top

Top
Top

SN100

SN101

SN102

Gommeux Classique Prosecco
Infused with real Prosecco and blended with a light touch
of raspberry and pineapple, these alcohol-free gummies
will quickly become a household favourite.

Gommeux Pétillant Prosecco
Infused with real Prosecco, blended with a light touch
of raspberry and pineapple, and sprinkled with sour
sugar crystals. These alcohol-free gummies are great for
snacking.

Gommeux Pétillant Rosé
Infused with real Rose, blended with a hint of strawberry
and sprinkles with sour sugar crystals. These alcohol-free
gummies are a lovely snack on the go.

Dry Gin Fizz Gummies N
Gommeux Pétillant Gin
Infused with real Gin, blended with lemon and topped with
sour sugar fizz. These alcohol-free gummies are great for
snacking anytime.

7 x 100g | SRP: 5.99

7 x 100g | SRP: 5.99

7 x 100g | SRP: 5.99

7 x 100g | SRP: 5.99

SN104

SN120

SN121

Gommeux Daiquiri Fraise
Juicy strawberry flavoured gummies, with a punch of
white rum flavour, a gentle touch of lime and sprinkled
with fizzy sugar crystals.

Gommeux Melon d’Eau - Végétalien
These vegan alcohol-free watermelon flavoured gummies
are sprinkled with sugary fizz.

Gommeux Pétillant Tropical - Végétalien
This is a vegan alcohol-free sour tropical mix of kiwi,
mango, pineapple and passion fruit flavoured gummies.

7 x 100g | SRP: 5.99

15 x 80g | SRP: 5.99

15 x 80g | SRP: 5.99

Classic Prosecco Gummies

Strawberry Daiquiri Gummies

Fizzy Prosecco Gummies

SN103

Sparkling Rosé Gummies N

Juicy Watermelon Gummies - Vegan

Fizzy Tropical Gummies - Vegan
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S
SugarSin

SugarSin / Imported from: London, England

SugarSin Bulk
Each 3kg bag contains approx 600 gummies.

Available

Available

Available

Available

2019

2019

2019

2019

July

New

New

July

New

July

New

SN201

SN202

SN203

SN200

Gommeux Pétillant Prosecco
Infused with real Prosecco, blended with a light touch
of raspberry and pineapple, and sprinkled with sour
sugar crystals. These alcohol-free gummies are great for
snacking.

Gommeux Pétillant Rosé
Infused with real Rose, blended with a hint of strawberry
and sprinkles with sour sugar crystals. These alcohol-free
gummies are a lovely snack on the go.

Gommeux Pétillant Gin
Infused with real Gin, blended with lemon and topped with
sour sugar fizz. These alcohol-free gummies are great for
snacking anytime.

Gommeux Classique Prosecco
Infused with real Prosecco and blended with a light touch
of raspberry and pineapple, these alcohol-free gummies
will quickly become a household favourite.

1 x 3kg | SRP:

1 x 3kg | SRP:

1 x 3kg | SRP:

1 x 3kg | SRP:

Fizzy Prosecco Gummies - BULK
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July

Sparkling Rosé Gummies - BULK N
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Dry Gin Fizz Gummies - BULK N

Classic Prosecco Gummies - BULK

Imported from: Basingstoke, England / Summerdown

S
W
Summerdown

Summerdown
“We felt the food industry was selling its customers short by
offering cheap peppermint oil blends that feature harsh-tasting
imports from China and India and we were sure that once people
experienced the clean, intense taste of pure English mint, they
would appreciate the difference.”
-Sir Michael Colman

Top
Top

S6000

Chocolate Peppermint Creams N
Crèmes au Chocolat à la Menthe
Made using rare, single estate English peppermint oil,
grown and distilled on the farm in Hampshire. The
combination of a cool, creamy fondant centre and rich
dark chocolate is a traditional treat revived.

8 x 200g | SRP: 15.99

Top
Top

S6000A

S6001

S6004

Mini Barres de Crème au Chocolat à la Menthe
Made with the distinctive, single-estate English peppermint oil, these treats offer the same combination of cool,
creamy fondant centre and rich dark chocolate as our
peppermint creams in a slim, bite-size piece.

Chocolat à la Menthe Croquant
Luxuriously thin, crispy mints made with rich, dark chocolate and the same distinctive pure English peppermint
oil. Perfectly scrumptious on their own crumbled over
ice cream.

Rondelle de Chocolat à la Menthe
20 delicious discs of rich dark chocolate laced with pure
English peppermint oil. Makes a great gift.

8 x 200g | SRP: 15.99

8 x 200g | SRP: 15.99

8 x 150g | SRP: 15.99

Chocolate Peppermint Cream Dominos N

Chocolate Peppermint Crisps N

Chocolate Peppermint Thins N

S6006

English Peppermint Tea N
Thé à la Menthe Anglaise
Made using leaves and oil from the same Black Mitcham
mint. The leaves are dried and then infused with oil from
the distillery before being made up into tea bags. Fresh,
aromatic and bright, this is an outstanding everyday tea.

6 x 24g | SRP: 6.99
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Sussex Valley

Sussex Valley / Imported from: Chichester, England

Sussex Valley
Sussex Valley mayonnaises and sauces are all made to
traditional recipes using free range eggs from well cared for
chickens in the UK. We think this adds a special touch to their
products that makes them stand out from the flock!
Their fantastic range of condiments can be used for making
the most indulgent sandwiches and canapés or can be used to
elaborate dressings and sauces when you need an extra creamy
and flavourful punch.

Top
Top

Bernaise Sauce
What’s the main difference between
a Bearnaise and Hollandaise sauce?
It’s the lovely addition of herbs and a
slightly more tangy flavour which in
the case of Sussex Valley comes from
tarragon and white wine spirit vinegar.
This extra creamy sauce is a wonderful
accompaniment to meat like grilled
steak but also makes an excellent dip for
crudite and is a great way to sample this
delicious sauce.

Top
Top

Hollandaise Sauce
It’s difficult to find a traditionally
made Hollandaise sauce as natural and
delicious as the one from Sussex Valley.
Merchandise this sauce close to eggs,
vegetables, such as asparagus, or on
top of a fresh counter to create an easy
reference point for customers. It’s one of
our top sellers for good reason, simply
open and enjoy or heat and pour for a
decadent and easy to prepare sauce.

100

SV106

SV108

Sauce Béarnaise
Rich butter with the most delicious tarragon, together
forming the most delicious Bearnaise Sauce imaginable.
Created as a sauce for steak, Bearnaise can be enjoyed on
cold meats too.

Sauce au Raifort
Made with 75% grated horseradish, this sauce is perfect
with hot or cold beef or why not pep up a Bloody Mary.

6 x 235g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 255g | SRP: 9.99

Bearnaise Sauce N

Top
Top

Hot Horseradish Sauce

Top
Top

SV105

SV100

SV101

Sauce Hollandaise
Rich and buttery with a hint of lemon, this Hollandaise
Sauce is great for making the perfect Eggs Benedict,
served with warm fresh asparagus or with freshly cooked
Salmon fillets.

Mayonnaise Classique
Made by hand in small batches using only the finest
ingredients and free-range eggs. Use this to make the
most delicious potato salad.

Mayonnaise à l’Ail
Mayonnaise with a rich, creamy texture and the perfect
blend of garlic, not too strong, not too weak, just perfect.
Add to any burger for more flavour.

6 x 235g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 235g | SRP: 9.99

Hollandaise Sauce N
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Classic Mayonnaise N

Garlic Mayonnaise N

6 x 235g | SRP: 9.99
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Imported from: Seville, Spain / Tapas Sauces

Tapas Sauces

Tapas Sauces
With more than 50 years of experience, The Tapas Sauces
company is a family business offering traditional Spanish
recipes to be enjoyed in your very own kitchen. Preserving
the flavours and traditions of their own family over the years,
these delicious recipes provide and easy way to enjoy authentic
Spanish cooking.

Chimichurri Pepper & Chili Sauce
Chimichurri sauce is traditionally used
as an accompaniment to roast meats.
The main ingredients are olive oil,
sunflower oil, garlic, lemon, honey, red
bell pepper, chili, salt and other spices.
This spicy sauce is also delicious when
used to dress salads or as a marinade for
poultry or fish.
Top
Top

TS101

Chimichurri Sauce N
Sauce Chimichurri
Chilli and pepper sauce. This spicy sauce is a wonderful
accompaniment for roast meats, dress salads or marinate
poultry meat and fish.

Patatas Alioli
If you are a garlic lover, alioli potatoes
are made for you! These lightly fried
potatoes covered in a warm, garlicky
mayonnaise sauce is on almost every
Spanish tapas menu and is a perfect
appetizer that is easy to make.

9 x 180g | SRP: 4.99

Top
Top

TS100

TS102

TS103

TS104

Sauce Alioli
Garlic and lemon sauce. Alioli is an essential condiment
in the Spanish gastronomy. This sauce is a perfect ally for
fish, rice or for the genuine delicacy Arroz a Banda, a fish
and rice dish typical of the Spanish Mediterranean coast.

Sauce Mojo Picón
Pepper and tomato sauce. Mojo picón is perfect for dressing roasts and grilled meats. Moreover, it is a great dip for
nachos and fries. For true Spanish cuisine, serve Papas
Arrugás (boiled salted potatoes) with mojo picón.

Sauce Sevillana
Lemon, wine, and potato sauce. Use this bright sauce on
any grilled meats or spread generously on sandwiches.
Prepare an authentic Serranito, a warm sandwich made of
pork loin, sautéed green pepper, tomato & Serrano ham.

Sauce Verde
Parsley and garlic sauce. Salsa verde is fantastic dressing
for fish and poultry. Make a wonderfully authentic Merluza
Verde (hake fish with salsa verde) or Chipirones Plancha
(grilled squid with salsa verde).

9 x 180g | SRP: 4.99

9 x 180g | SRP: 4.99

9 x 180g | SRP: 4.99

9 x 180g | SRP: 4.99

Alioli Sauce

Mojo Picón Sauce N

Sevillana Sauce

Verde Sauce
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Templeman's Toffee / From: Port Perry, Canada

New Brand / Templeman's Toffee

New
Brand

Available

June
2019

Templeman’s Toffee
“Templeman’s Toffee is an award-winning toffee company from
Port Perry, Ontario. We hand make all of our products in small
batches, for an authentic artisanal taste and quality that is
second to none!
We use local products when seasonally possible, and only
the finest ingredients, with no added preservatives. Quality
ingredients and a dedication to flavour combine to make
Templeman’s Toffees a truly gourmet treat!”

TT100

Cashew Crunch N
Croquant de Caramel - Noix de Cajou
Rich, hand-made buttercrunch toffee with roasted, salted
cashews cooked within, smothered in a creamy milk
chocolate and topped with even more chopped cashews!

12 x 150g | SRP: 7.50

TT101

TT102

TT103

TT104

Croquant de Caramel - Mer de Sel
Hand-made buttercrunch toffee with nothing added.
Smothered in a luxurious dark chocolate and topped with
coarse sea salt.

Croquant de Caramel - Amande
Rich, hand-made buttercrunch toffee with roasted
almonds cooked within. Smothered in a luxurious dark
chocolate and topped with even more chopped almonds!

Croquant de Caramel - Noix de Pécan d’Erable
Rich, hand-made buttercrunch toffee with Canadian maple
syrup and chopped pecans cooked within, smothered in
white chocolate, and topped with even more chopped
pecans!

Croquant de Caramel - Canadien
Buttercrunch toffee infused with real Canadian Maple
syrup and chopped walnuts, smothered in a creamy milk
chocolate, and topped with even more chopped walnuts!

12 x 150g | SRP: 7.50

12 x 150g | SRP: 7.50

12 x 150g | SRP: 7.50

12 x 150g | SRP: 7.50

Sea Salt Crunch N
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Almond Crunch N
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Maple Pecan Crunch N

Canadian Crunch N

Imported from: Moerkapelle, Netherlands / Van Den Berg

V
W
Van Den Berg

Van Den Berg
Van den Berg’s all-butter family recipe makes for a nostalgic
flavour experience reminiscent of traditional Dutch specialties.
“Our production process is dedicated to crafting hand-made
artisanal bakery products at a larger scale. The dough is the
critical element, and here we allow no concessions. We make it in
lots of small batches and allow just the right time to let it proof.
The machinery does all the adapting to ensure that the final
product has the taste and texture of the original hand-made
recipe.”

Top
Top

Top
Top

VA100A

VA101A

Biscuits au Beurre et Sucre
The signature product of Van den Berg. Made with a yeasted dough that is unique to their sweet biscuits. The knot
shape derives from the product’s traditional association
with wedding parties. Serve with afternoon tea.

Biscuits au Cannelle et Sucre
Made with the same special dough as the signature All
Butter Sugar Biscuits, this crispy treat is a shape and
taste variation baked with cinnamon. Pair with a smooth
Assam tea.

10 x 200g | SRP: 4.99

10 x 200g | SRP: 4.99

All Butter Sugar Biscuits N

Cinnamon & Sugar Fingers N

Top
Top

VA102A

Caramel Sugar Twists N
Biscuits de Caramel et Beurre
Made with the special yeasted dough with the added
deliciousness of caramel. Try with a dark roast coffee with
a nutty flavour.

10 x 200g | SRP: 4.99
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New Brand / Verduijn's

Verduijn's / Imported from: Breskens, Netherlands

New
Brand

Available

July
2019

Verduijn’s
Since 1953, the Verdujn’s name has been known throughout
Holland for their traditionally made biscuits. A cracker, crisp
and biscuit for every occasion, their complete assortment offers
a special presence and story for your shelves.

VR110

VR111

VR112

Gaufrettes au fromage avec miel et moutarde
Fine, crunchy waffle style wafer with cheese and the
addition of honey and mustard. Goes well with wine and a
cheese or charcuterie platter.

Gaufrettes au fromage avec tomates et basilic
Fine, crunchy waffle style wafer with cheese and the addition of the classic combination of tomato and basil. Goes
well with wine and a cheese or charcuterie platter.

12 x 75g | SRP: 4.99

12 x 75g | SRP: 4.99

12 x 75g | SRP: 4.99

VR114

VR115

VR116

Gaufrettes avec Poivre Noir
Fine, crunchy waffle style wafer with the addition of the
classic combination of black pepper and sea salt. Goes
well with wine and a cheese or charcuterie platter.

Gaufrettes avec Romarin
Fine, crunchy waffle style wafer with the addition of rosemary. Goes well with wine and a cheese or charcuterie
platter.

Wafers with Sesame N
Gaufrettes avec Sésame
Fine, crunchy waffle style wafer with sesame seeds and
sea salt. Goes well with wine and a cheese or charcuterie
platter.

12 x 85g | SRP: 4.99

12 x 85g | SRP: 4.99

12 x 85g | SRP: 4.99

Savoury Cheese Wafers N
Gaufrettes au fromage
Fine, crunchy waffle style wafer with cheese. Goes well
with wine and a cheese or charcuterie platter.

Wafers with Black Pepper N
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Savoury Cheese Wafers with Honey &
Mustard N

Wafers with Rosemary N
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Savoury Cheese Wafers with Tomato &
Basil N

Imported from: Breskens, Netherlands / Verduijn's

V
New Brand / Verduijn's

VR100

Butter Biscuits with Almonds N
Biscuits au beurre aux amandes
A crisp biscuit baked with real butter and almonds. Great
to enjoy all year round with your favourite coffee or tea.

12 x 85g | SRP: 4.99

VR101

Butter Biscuits with Orange N
Biscuits au beurre à l’orange
A delicious super thin butter cookie with orange. Great to
enjoy all year round with coffee, tea or other desserts.

12 x 85g | SRP: 4.99

VR102

Butter Biscuits with Cranberries & Raspberry N
Biscuits au beurre avec canneberges et framboises
A delicious super thin butter cookie with cranberry and
raspberry. Great to enjoy all year round with coffee, tea or
other desserts.

12 x 85g | SRP: 4.99
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Viani

Viani / Imported from: Piedmont, Italy

Viani
From deep in the hills of the Piedmont and Umbrian regions,
these culinary delicacies have long since been celebrated as the
most luxurious gems of the food world.

Truffle Honey
We love this honey for it’s sweet and
subtle earthy flavour. Once opened,
the rich truffle aroma will permeate
the room and you’ll feel as if you’ve
been transported to your very own
truffle hunting expedition in the
hills of Northern Italy. Warm the
honey through prior to drizzling
over triple creams and aged gouda.

Top
Top

Top
Top

V4016

V4015

V4004A

V4008

Truffe Sel
Salt with 5% summer truffles. Use as a finishing salt for
meat, vegetables, crustaceans or just sprinkle on eggs.

Truffe D’Été à l’Entier
Whole summer truffles harvested at maturity preserved
in truffle juice. A very special addition to give sauces a
great flavour.

Le Miel D’Acacia à L’Arôme Truffe
Delicate Acacia honey infused with truffle aroma combine
to create a delicious and complex companion for soft
cheeses. Try drizzling over roasted root vegetables for a
new taste experience.

Tapenade à la Truffe
Fresh mushrooms, 5% summer truffles, extra virgin olive
oil, spices and salt are all combined to create this rich
paste. Try spooning this sauce over pasta like a pesto.

6 x 40g | SRP: 16.99

6 x 25g | SRP: 24.99

12 x 120g | SRP: 19.99

12 x 120g | SRP: 19.99

V4010

V4002

V4003

Huile d’Olive à la Truffe Blanche
Extra virgin olive oil with the unmistakable aroma of white
truffles. The intense scent is again underlined by the
addition of Bianchetto truffles. A few drops of it turn simple
scrambled eggs into impressive taste sensations.

Risotto aux Truffes
Carnaroli rice mixed with dried summer truffles, porcini
mushrooms and garden herbs. Top with grated Parmigiano Reggiano cheese and serve.

Polenta al Tartufo, Polenta Mix N
Polenta aux Truffes
A wonderfully easy-to-prepare polenta with summer
truffles, mushrooms and herbs. Season with butter and
serve with braised meat. Try melting a piece of Taleggio, a
creamy cow’s cheese in to the polenta for added flavour.

12 x 55ml | SRP: 16.99

6 x 300g | SRP: 14.99

6 x 300g | SRP: 12.99

Truffle Salt N

Whole, Extra Fine Summer Truffles N

Acacia Honey, with Truffle Aroma N

Top
Top

Truffle Oil, with White Truffles N
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Risotto al Tartufo with Truffles N
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La Tartufata, Truffle Sauce N

Imported from: Piedmont, Italy / Viani

V
W
Viani

The Black Summer Truffle
(Tuber Aestivum/Uniciatum) is native to northern Italy
and highly valued for its culinary uses. It can cost upwards
of $1500 per kilogram or $670 per pound. In Italy, chefs
keep it under lock and key and measure it out by the gram
when serving it to guests. At top restaurants, the amount
considered ideal for adding full truffle flavour to each dish is
a shaving of 10g per person.
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Victoria Gourmet / Imported from: Woburn, Massachusetts

Victoria Gourmet

New
Packaging

Victoria Gourmet
For over 15 years, we’ve had the pleasure of bringing Victoria’s
spices to Canadian cupboards. Over those years, we’ve received
many wonderful comments and notes of appreciation for the
quality of her products. Perhaps our favourite, and one of the
most frequent compliments that we hear, is how a number of
her spices have become such a part of how people cook that not
having it would be like the absence of salt and pepper in the
kitchen.

Easy open twist cap

V1110

Mediterranean Seasoning N
Assaisonnement Méditerranéen
A bold and versatile blend of classic Italian herbs and
spices dominated by oregano and garlic. Large pieces of
herbs and garlic add great texture and flavour to focaccia,
stuffed peppers, and potato dishes.

6 x 45g | SRP: 9.99

Spice Blends
All Victoria Gourmet seasoning blends are personally formulated by
Victoria Taylor herself. Special care and equipment is used to ensure the
highest quality and consistency in each of their product. Each blend is
carefully crafted with a low salt content and a focus on large piece size
to deliver higher volatile oil content for more flavor. It’s also why they
keep a peek-through window on the side of the tin. This way you can
see the lovely blend without exposing it to too much sunlight which can
ultimately affect the quality.

Top
Top

Top
Top

Top
Top

V1113

V1114

V1115

V1117

Herbes de Provence
Includes a blend of seven, high quality herbs with the
added brightness of lemon, unique flavour of lavender
and added punch of garlic. The complex flavour adds a
sophisticated flair to chicken, veal and fish.

Assaisonnement Tuscan
As delicious as it is beautiful. The aroma of cool rosemary
and nutty toasted sesame will make you close your eyes
and imagine a Tuscan Villa. A natural for pasta dishes and
is also great in veal and pork dishes.

Assaisonnement Marocaine
This blend of distinctive flavours including cumin, garlic
and caraway lends itself for use with lamb, couscous and
Classic Moroccan Hummus.

Assaisonnement New Orleans
Brings heat and smoky notes from cayenne pepper, paprika and cumin along with onion and garlic. Oregano and
thyme give this seasoning a well-rounded flavor balance.
and Cajun Shrimp.

6 x 57g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 65g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 79g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 76g | SRP: 9.99

Herbes de Provence N
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Tuscan Seasoning N
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Moroccan Seasoning N

New Orleans Seasoning N

V
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Imported from: Woburn, Massachusetts / Victoria Gourmet

Victoria Gourmet

V1122

V1124

V1126

Assaisonnement de Fruits de Mer
Enhances the flavour of even the freshest seafood catch.
Flavours of chives, thyme, oregano and lemon, accented
with onion and bell pepper, for a taste that’ll bring you
straight to the seashore.

Sésame Grillées Gingembre
A delicate, nutty flavour and texture from two varieties of
toasted sesame seeds which combined with the pungent
spice of ginger, garlic and a hint of red pepper to add a
distinctive, Asian flair to your meal.

Assaisonnement Gingembre et Agrumes
A blend of the warm, pungent flavour of ginger and the
tart bright taste of orange and lemon for a delicious taste
experience that’s a perfect complement to chicken, fish
or pasta.

6 x 48g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 74g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 79g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 79g | SRP: 9.99

V1128

V1129

V1130

V1131

Assaisonnement Paprika et Chipotle
A smoky mesquite flavour perfect for your favourite taco
and chili recipes. Try this blend with chicken, pork, or
shrimp, or use it to add a unique twist to fruit salsa or
cheese fondue.

Assaisonnement Pizza
The perfect combination of garlic, pepper flakes and Italian
herbs. Sprinkle it on any pizza or add to your favourite
sauce or bread recipe.

Assaisonnement Teriyaki & Sésame
This blend features great depth of flavour with distinctive
notes of soy, garlic, and sesame. Great for stir-fry dishes
featuring chicken, fish or vegetables.

Assaisonnement Miel & Poivre Aleppo
This seasoning blend is both sweet and spicy with great
flavour depth. Honey Aleppo Pepper Seasoning caramelizes as you cook to add a spicy-sweet kick to your favorite
chicken, fish, pork, and potato dishes.

6 x 79g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 68g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 79g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 108g | SRP: 9.99

Seafood Seasoning N

Toasted Sesame Ginger N

Ginger Citrus Seasoning N

V1127

Cinnamon Chile Rub N
Frottement Du Cannelle et Chile
Combines the smooth sweetness of Sumatran Korintje
cinnamon with smoky, spicy heat of chipotle and ancho
chillies for unparalleled depth of flavour.

Top
Top

Smoky Paprika Chipotle Seasoning N

Pizza Seasoning N

Sesame Teriyaki Seasoning N

Honey Aleppo Pepper Seasoning N

Top
Top

V1132

V1142

V1145

Assaisonnement Citron & Herbes
Features the bright taste of lemon complemented by a
blend of herbs and spices featuring the smoky sweetness
of Paprika and the clean flavour of Parsley. This fresh
tasting blend works perfectly on seafood & chicken.

Flocons de Piment Chipotle
Chipotles are smoked jalapenos, with a heat ranking of
7 out of 10. Imagine the flavour impact of smoky chipotle
peppers in your favourite spicy dishes. Add to chili, pizza,
Mexican dishes, soups, marinades or dips.

Poivre au Citron Sans Sel
Combines the pungent and spicy flavour of coarsely
ground premium black peppercorns with the bright flavour
of fresh lemons and a hint of garlic, onion and red bell
pepper without the salt.

Kansas City Steak Rub N
Assaisonnement Kansas City
Large pieces of black peppercorns with brown sugar,
paprika, garlic, mustard seeds and herbs to create the
perfect rub for flavouring steaks and barbecue pork. Try
with grilled steak or barbecue pork ribs.

6 x 77g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 65g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 94g | SRP: 9.99

6 x 96g | SRP: 9.99

Zesty Lemon Herb Seasoning N

Chipotle Flakes N

No Salt Lemon Pepper N

V1150
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Willies Cacao

W

Willies Cacao / Imported from: Uffculme, England

Willie’s Cacao
Bean to bar.
“My passion for chocolate was born of a love of
adventure. That spirit took me to Venezuela, led me to
buy a hacienda in the cloud forest and made my early
forays in harvesting cacao a perfect point of purpose
and excitement. It continues to take me around the
world in my quest for flavour.”

New

WC104A

Colombian 70 San Agustin Bar N

New

WC103B

Chocolat Noir ‘Colombian 70 San Agustin’
These beautiful Trinitario beans were discovered in the
ancient San Agustin district in the foothills of the Colombian Massifs. This bar evokes soft notes of honey and nuts
mingled with the red fruit of the bean.

Colombian 88 San Agustin Bar N
Chocolat Noir ‘Colombian 88 San Agustin’
These beautiful Trinitario beans were discovered in the ancient San Agustin district in the foothills of the Colombian
Massifs. This bar catches notes of dark cherry and plum
mingled with the red fruit of the bean.

12 x 50g | SRP: 4.50

12 x 50g | SRP: 4.50

Top
Top

WC100A

Indonesian 69 Javan Bar N
Chocolat Noir ‘Indonesian 69 Javan’
Delectable single estate cacao born in the volcanic soils
of Surabaya. This bar has soft caramel notes, rich caramel
and toffee flavours. Melt into a world of adventures with
this Indonesian dark chocolate.

Madagascan 71 Sambirano Bar N
Chocolat Noir ‘Madagascan 71 Sambirano’
This truly delectable Madagascan dark chocolate takes
you to the backs of the Sambirano river. This bar tastes
so astonishingly of summer fruits, it’s sometimes hard to
believe that all the flavour comes from the cacao itself.

12 x 50g | SRP: 4.50

12 x 50g | SRP: 4.50

Top
Top

WC102A

Venezuelan 72 Rio Caribe Bar N
Chocolat Noir ‘Venezuelan 72 Rio Caribe’
Delectable single estate cacao, with complex notes of nuts
and coffee. This delectable Venezuelan dark chocolate,
made from the extraordinary beans grown there is a
complex adventure in taste.

12 x 50g | SRP: 4.50
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WC101A

Top
Top

WC120

Pure 100% Gold Bar N
Chocolat Noir 100% Pur
100% cacao and completely sugar free, this bar is an
intense journey of all flavours and no sugar. Crafted to
have wonderful smoothness alongside its intensity.

12 x 40g | SRP: 4.50

W

Imported from: Uffculme, England / Willies Cacao

Willies Cacao

Top
Top

Top
Top

WC150A

WC152A

WC153A

WC155A

Chocolat Noir à la Orange
Dark chocolate with orange,that was just meant to be.
Made using the Baracoan cacao beans from Cuba, this
bar has a delicate honey flavour that is simply born to be
with orange.

Chocolat au Lait Avec du Sel de Mer
Beautiful Rio Caribe milk chocolate studded with soft
flakes of sea salt. A perfect marriage of sweet and salty
for any chocolate lover.

Chocolat au Lait
This bar is a delicious 44% milk chocolate made with
cacao from the Hacienda San Augustine estate near the
Rio Caribe, cacao butter from Barlovento, and sugar cane
from Guadeloupe.

Chocolat Noir aux Noisettes et Raisins Secs
This Hazelnut Raisin dark chocolate is crafted using a
remarkable bean from Chulucanas, a native Piura criollo.
Studded with hazelnuts and raisins, this one moreish
square of chocolate.

12 x 50g | SRP: 4.50

12 x 50g | SRP: 4.50

12 x 50g | SRP: 4.50

12 x 50g | SRP: 4.50

WC159

Luscious Orange Bar N

Top
Top

Sea Flakes Bar N

Milk of the Gods Bar N

Hazelnut Raisin Bar N

Top
Top

WC156

WC157

WC158

Chocolat au Lait
An intensely beautiful 54 milk chocolate. Close your eyes,
and as the chocolate melts taste the deep caramel notes
of this remarkable bean from Surabaya in Java.

Chocolat Blanc aux Framboises
Jewelled with raspberries and bursting with flavour, this
joyful bar of chocolate is sublimely creamy. Made from
natural cocoa butter, raw cane sugar, milk and raspberries.

Chocolat au Lait au Fruit de la Passion
Exotic passion fruit entwines luxuriantly with rich milk
chocolate in memory of the jungled hillsides where they
were both born. This juicy passion fruit milk chocolate will
brighten up any day.

Matcha Bar N
Chocolat Blanc Avec Matcha
An emerald green jewel of a chocolate. Made using the
much celebrated Kotabuki Matcha, the bar has a smooth,
pure flavour that is perfectly balanced with natural cocoa
butter, raw cane sugar and milk.

12 x 50g | SRP: 4.50

12 x 50g | SRP: 4.50

12 x 50g | SRP: 4.50

12 x 50g | SRP: 4.50

WC180

WC181

WC182

Chocolat Noir 100% avec Pistache et Datte
Made with 100% single estate Rio Maranon cacao with the
addition of pistachios and dates for natural sweetness.
This bar is a perfect selection for people wanting to eat
less sugar but not wanting to compromise on taste.

Chocolat Noir 100% aux Noisettes et Raisins Secs
Made with 100% single estate Rio Maranon cacao with the
addition of hazelnuts and raisins for natural sweetness.
This bar is a perfect selection for people wanting to eat
less sugar but not wanting to compromise on taste.

Chocolat Noir 100 % à l’Orange et Amandes
Made with 100% single estate Rio Maranon cacao with the
addition of orange and almonds for natural sweetness.
This bar is a perfect selection for people wanting to eat
less sugar but not wanting to compromise on taste.

12 x 50g | SRP: 5.50

12 x 50g | SRP: 5.50

12 x 50g | SRP: 5.50

Milk of the Stars Bar N

Raspberries & Cream Bar N

Pistaschio & Date 100% Bar N

Passion Fruit Bar N

Hazelnut Raisin 100% Bar N

Orange & Almond 100% Bar N

Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019 / Everyday Items / Willies Cacao
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St-Eval

St-Eval / Imported from: Wadebridge, England

St-Eval
“Nestled on our working farm in North Cornwall, St Eval
Candle Company was born from humble beginnings,
crafting candles by hand in the family farm house
kitchen.
Keen to keep traditional crafts alive and with our spirits
rooted in all things natural, we sought inspiration from
our beautiful surroundings in the Cornish countryside;
creating pots, candles and fragrances inspired by nature.”

EV120

EV121

12 x 1ea | SRP: 2.95

12 x 1ea | SRP: 2.95

Tapers 7/8”x10” - Ivory

Tapers 7/8”x10” - Terracotta

EV122

EV123

EV124

EV125

12 x 1ea | SRP: 2.95

12 x 1ea | SRP: 2.95

12 x 1ea | SRP: 2.95

12 x 1ea | SRP: 2.95

EV126

EV127

EV128

EV129

12 x 1ea | SRP: 2.95

12 x 1ea | SRP: 2.95

12 x 1ea | SRP: 2.95

12 x 1ea | SRP: 2.95

Tapers 7/8”x10” - Pink

Tapers 7/8”x10” - Woodland Green
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Tapers 7/8”x10” - Red

Tapers 7/8”x10” - Olive

St-Eval / Everyday Items / Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019

Tapers 7/8”x10” - Charcoal

Tapers 7/8”x10” - Green

Tapers 7/8”x10” - Blue

Tapers 7/8”x10” - Burnt Gold

Imported from: Wadebridge, England / St-Eval

S
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St-Eval

Our waxes are a combination of mineral and vegetable
waxes. We blend these together to achieve a mix that
gives superior performance, stability and reliability.
“Traditional dinner candles to complement any dining
room. St-Eval’s dinner candles are still hand drawn in
the traditional way and hand wrapped for the ultimate
luxurious gift.”

Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019 / Everyday Items / St-Eval
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HOW TO ORDER FROM
DOVETALE COLLECTIONS
1. PHONE: 1-877-746-6698
2. FAX: 613-746-2135
3. EMAIL: ORDERS@DOVETALECOLLECTIONS.COM
4. ONLINE: DOVETALECOLLECTIONS.COM*
*REQUIRES AN ONLINE ACCOUNT

DTC HOLIDAY PRE-BOOK TERMS &
CONDITIONS
Order Terms

• Merchandise from both the Holiday Pre-Book Collection and the everyday Dove Tale Collections catalogue is available for pre-book
and may be written in the same order.
• Pre-book orders when received are considered final and cannot be reduced or cancelled.
• Should you wish to add additional every day (non-seasonal) products at a later date to ship with your pre-book order, please contact
your local sales representative before September 21. Please note that although add-on orders will ship with pre-book orders, they are
considered separate orders and will be invoiced separately subject to our standard terms and conditions.
• A pre-book order must ship to one delivery address at one time and cannot be divided into multiple shipments.

Payment Terms
• Pre-book terms are available to customers who have established terms with Dovetale and are in good credit standing.
• All pre-book orders must be paid by cheque or EFT.
New customers and customers who have not yet established credit may take advantage of any pre-book free freight incentives but will be
billed by credit card at the time of shipping or on agreed COD payment terms.
Dovetale Collections Standard Terms & Conditions Apply unless otherwise stated in our Holiday Pre-book Terms & Conditions.

PRE-BOOK TERMS AND DISCOUNTS
1.

Orders greater than $1500, *Free Freight Net 30 day terms

2. Orders greater than $2500, *Free Freight Net 45 day terms
3. Orders greater than $4000, *Free Freight Net 60 day terms + Shipping Window #1
• All pre-book orders must be paid by cheque or EFT.
*Free freight shipping terms include delivery from Dove Tale Collections to the customer’s door. Due to the weight and size of some orders
over $1,000, palletized shipping may be required. For locations where a receiving dock to receive pallets is not present, palletized shipments
will be delivered to the customer’s door. Inside delivery of palletized shipments for customers without a receiving dock is available from
the delivery company for a charge of $35.00. Should you have any questions regarding these shipping terms, please contact Dove Tale
Collections or your Dove Tale salesperson.

IMPORTANT DATES:
Holiday pre-book orders must be received by: July 12 2019
Shipping window* #1: October 15 - November 8 2019
Shipping window* #2: November 12 - November 20 2019
*Due to the high volume of orders shipping during this time of year, we cannot guarantee shipping of an
order on an exact date. Orders will be shipped when available within the indicated shipping window.

Thank you for your business and we sincerely look forward to working together this season!

Intro

M

OUR HOLIDAY 2019
PRE-BOOK
COLLECTION
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Imported from: Catalonia, Spain / Alemany

Pre-Order Only / Alemany

Alemany
From the Catalonia region of Spain, Alemany was established
in 1879 as a premium confection company working with 100%
local honey and premium ingredients. Today, they use this
same expertise in small batch confections to celebrate the iconic
Marcona almond.

AL100

AL101

AL102

Amandes Salées
Considered the best of the almonds, Marcona almonds are
deeply rooted in the Mediterranean and its gastronomy.
Simply salted, these almonds will enhance any cheese or
charcuterie board.

Amandes Salées et Pelées
This is the most traditional way Marcona almonds are
served. The almonds are peeled and salted. A truly
delicious snack.

Amandes Caramélisées
Marcona almonds slowly caramelized in sweet and sticky
honey. A candied treat for a quiet night in or an afternoon
pick me up.

6 x 120g | SRP: 12.99

6 x 120g | SRP: 12.99

6 x 120g | SRP: 12.99

Salted Almonds N

Salted Peeled Almonds N

Caramelized Almonds with Honey N

AL103

Dark Chocolate Covered Almonds with
Honey N
Amandes Enrobées de Chocolat Noir
Marcona almonds gloriously enrobed in honey and
smooth dark chocolate. A special treat for you to share or
enjoy on your own.

6 x 120g | SRP: 12.99

New

New

New

New

AL104

AL105

AL106

AL107

Caramelized Hazelnuts with Honey N
Noisettes Caramélisées
Hazelnuts slowly caramelized in sweet and sticky honey.
A candied treat for a quiet night in or an afternoon pick
me up.

6 x 120g | SRP: 12.99

Dark Chocolate Covered Hazelnuts with
Honey N
Noisettes Enrobées de Chocolat Noir
Hazelnuts gloriously enrobed in honey and smooth dark
chocolate. A special treat for you to share or enjoy on
your own.

6 x 120g | SRP: 12.99

Caramelized Walnuts with Honey N
Noix de Grenoble Caramélisées
Walnuts slowly caramelized in sweet and sticky honey.
A candied treat for a quiet night in or an afternoon pick
me up.

6 x 120g | SRP: 12.99

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Top
Top

Dark Chocolate Covered Walnuts with
Honey N
Noix de Grenoble Enrobées de Chocolat Noir
Walnuts gloriously enrobed in honey and smooth dark
chocolate. A special treat for you to share or enjoy on
your own.

6 x 120g | SRP: 12.99

Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019 / Pre-Book / Alemany
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Amaretti Virginia / Imported from: Sassello, Italy

For over 150 years, Virginia has been producing the finest Italian
specialties from its Pasticceria in the Liguria region of Italy. Quality
is at the heart of their philosophy and is why since 1860, Virginia has
never ceased to seek out the best ingredients, production methods
and traditions to make their exceptional products. The centuryold experience handed down through the generations, influences
every product offered by Virginia, an intense respect for history
with a contemporary understanding of the best methods to ensure a
consistently exceptional product every time.

AV102

Traditional Pandoro - Holly Pyramid Box N
Pandoro Traditionnel - Boîte à Houx Pyramid
A traditional, naturally leavened soft and delicate cake.
Makes a beautiful gift.

6 x 750g | 24.00/144.00 | SRP: 39.99

AV100

AV101

Mini Panettone Traditionnel - Boîte à Père Noël
A traditional, naturally leavened cake with sultana raisins
and candied fruit. Enjoy with a glass of prosecco.

Panettone Traditionnel - Boîte à Père Noël
A traditional, naturally leavened cake with sultana raisins
and candied fruit. Makes a great gift.

12 x 100g | 4.15/49.80 | SRP: 6.99

12 x 500g | 11.95/143.40 | SRP: 19.99

Mini Traditional Panettone - Santa Box N
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New
Brand

Amaretti Virginia

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Pre-Order Only / Amaretti Virginia

A
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Traditional Panettone - Santa Box N

Imported from: Sassello, Italy / Amaretti Virginia

Pre-Order Only / Amaretti Virginia

AV114

Traditional Panettone - Classic Tin N
Panettone Traditionnel - Boite Métallique Classique
A traditional, naturally leavened cake with sultanas and
candied fruits presented in a vintage style tin.

Panettone
The customary way to serve Panettone is to cut it
into slices vertically and accompany it with sweet hot
beverages or a sweet wine, such as Asti or Moscato
d’Asti. In some regions of Italy, it is served with crema di
mascarpone or homemade zabaione!

6 x 750g | 25.00/150.00 | SRP: 39.99

AV109

AV110

AV123

Mini Panettone Traditionnel en Étain Métallique
A traditional naturally leavened cake with sultanas and
candied fruits presented in a stylish tin.

Mini Panettone au Chocolat en Étain Métallique
A traditional naturally leavened cake with the addition of
chocolate drops presented in a stylish tin.

Pandoro en Étain Métallique
A traditional naturally leavened soft and delicate cake
presented in a stylish tin.

Biscuits Amaretti - Boite Métallique
Traditional Soft Amaretti biscuits in a vintage “Spaghetti”
tin.

12 x 100g | 6.25/75.00 | SRP: 9.99

12 x 100g | 6.25/75.00 | SRP: 9.99

12 x 80g | 6.25/75.00 | SRP: 9.99

8 x 200g | 18.00/144.00 | SRP: 29.99

AV111

AV112

AV113

AV122

Panettone traditionnel en Étain Métallique
A traditional naturally leavened tall cake with sultanas and
candied fruits presented in a classic tin. Perfect for gifting.

Panettone au Chocolat dans une Boîte en Métal
A traditional naturally leavened tall cake studded with
chocolate in a classic tin. Perfect for gifting.

Pandoro en Étain Métallique
A traditional naturally leavened soft and delicate cake
presented in a classic tin. Perfect for gifting.

Almond Cantuccini - Tin N
Cantuccini aux Amandes - Boite Métallique
Traditional Tuscan style biscuits made with crunchy
almonds.

6 x 1kg | 30.00/180.00 | SRP: 49.99

6 x 750g | 30.00/180.00 | SRP: 49.99

6 x 1kg | 30.00/180.00 | SRP: 49.99

8 x 250g | 18.00/144.00 | SRP: 29.99

Traditional Panettone Tin N

Chocolate Panettone Mini Tin N

Chocolate Panettone Tin N

Pandoro Mini Tin N

Amaretti Biscuits - Tin N

Pandoro Tin N

Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019 / Pre-Book / Amaretti Virginia

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

AV108

Traditional Panettone Mini Tin N
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Pre-Order Only / Amaretti Virginia

Amaretti Virginia / Imported from: Sassello, Italy

Special Edition Panettone
Like the many beautiful
creations that come from Italy,
care and love are shown by
involving a great deal of hand
work and special attention to
detail.

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

These customized panettones
from Amaretti Virginia are
individually hand wrapped and
tied for the perfect, luxurious
presentation.

AV106

AV107

Panettone Amaretto et Chocolat
A traditional naturally leavened cake with the addition of
amaretto and chocolate. Enjoy with a crisp white wine.

Panettone à l’Abricot
A traditional naturally leavened cake with the sweet addition of candied apricots. Enjoy with a crisp pinot grigio.

12 x 1kg | 27.00/324.00 | SRP: 44.99

12 x 1kg | 27.00/324.00 | SRP: 44.99

AV104

AV105

Panettone aux Poires et au Chocolat
A traditional, naturally leavened cake with the sweet additions of candied pear and chocolate. Enjoy with espresso.

Panettone aux Fruits Exotique
A traditional, naturally leavened cake studded with pineapple, guava and papaya. Enjoy with coffee or tea.

Traditional Panettone N
Panettone Traditionnel
A traditional, naturally leavened cake with sultanas and
candied fruits. Enjoy with a glass of prosecco.

6 x 1kg | 27.00/162.00 | SRP: 44.99

6 x 1kg | 27.00/162.00 | SRP: 44.99

6 x 1kg | 27.00/162.00 | SRP: 44.99

Amaretto & Chocolate Panettone N

Pear & Chocolate Panettone N

120

Apricot Panettone N

Exotic Fruits Panettone N

Amaretti Virginia / Pre-Book / Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019

AV103

Imported from: Sassello, Italy / Amaretti Virginia

These mini panettone from Amaretti Virginia
are the perfect size for sharing between two and
are a great way to present this holiday classic at
your table!
For a great hostess gift idea, add a bottle of
Italian prosecco or dessert wine in a gift bag with
one of Amaretti Virginia’s 100g panettone.

Pre-Order Only / Amaretti Virginia

Mini Panettone

GA
W

AV121

Pistachio Assortment Box N
Assortiment Pistache
A stunning selection box containing white gianduiotto,
pistachio amaretto and sweet pistachio truffles.

4 x 500g | 36.00/144.00 | SRP: 59.99
Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

AV120

Gianduia Assortment Box N
Assortiment Gianduia
A gorgeous selection box containing traditional
gianduiotto, gianduia amaretto and sweet gianduia
truffles.

4 x 500g | 36.00/144.00 | SRP: 59.99

Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019 / Pre-Book / Amaretti Virginia
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Amedei / Imported from: Pisa, Italy

Pre-Order Only / Amedei

New
Brand

Amedei

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Considered to be one of the finest chocolate producers in
the world, Amedei has ultimate dedication to the pursuit of
excellence and the making of truly fine chocolate. Their bean to
bar production and the selection of the finest cocoa puts them in
a class of their own on the world stage.

Porcelana Bar

Amedei 9 Bar

Acero Bar

This extremely rare Porcelana
chocolate is intense with
a long, persistent flavour
that at the same time offers
a tantalizing delicacy and
refinement. Amedei’s Porcelana
chocolate offers a decisive
flavour of toasted almonds
which alternates with fresh
pressed olives. A one-of-a-kind
experience that goes far beyond
what you could imagine in
chocolate. This special bar is
unique to find and a luxurious
offering for lovers of truly fine
chocolate.

Known as ‘il tesoro di famiglia’
or ‘the family treasure’, this
powerful yet balanced 75%
chocolate was created by
Cecilia Tessieri using no fewer
beans than from 9 different
plantations. This extraordinary
chocolate has a decisive snap
and an aroma of citrus notes
and sweet toasted almond. It’s
no wonder it has twice won the
gold medal from The Academy
of Chocolate for it’s exceptional
composition and flavour.

Amedei challenges its philosophy
and expertise by creating a
95% dark chocolate with a bold,
sweet flavour. The absolute
innovation of this product lies
in substituting cane sugar with
maple sugar, a high quality
ingredient with a sophisticated
taste, obtained from the sap
extracted from the Canadian
maple plant.

AT200

AT201

Porcelana 70% chocolate extra noir
Made from pure Criollo cocoa, with only 3,000 kilos made
annually. Amedei has the honour of growing it, making
it into an incredible flavour, among the most aromatic,
well-rounded and harmonious bars.

“9” 75% chocolat extra noir
Combined are cacaos of 9 plantations which, over the
years, have been discovered, restored and rendered
productive again by Amedei. A powerful and balanced
dark chocolate with an unmistakable flavour.

Acero 95% Extra Dark Chocolate N K
Acero 95% chocolat extra noir
A bold, sweet flavour and a light scent that opens up
deeply once in the mouth. The bitterness of cocoa is pleasantly sweetened by maple. Experience hints of licorice,
spices and wild citrus.

12 x 50g | 15.50/186.00 | SRP: 24.99

12 x 50g | 11.00/132.00 | SRP: 16.99

12 x 50g | 11.00/132.00 | SRP: 16.99

Porcelana 70% Extra Dark Chocolate N K
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“9” 75% Extra Dark Chocolate N K

AT202

Imported from: Pisa, Italy / Amedei

GA
W
Pre-Order Only / Amedei

Amedei Crema Toscana alla Nocciola

AT203

AT204

Pâte à tartiner aux noisettes et au chocolat au lait
Amedei Gianduja Chocolate Spread is an extra special
chocolate spread from Amedei created with fine milk
chocolate and hazelnut for the ultimate gianduja.

Pâte à tartiner aux noisettes et au chocolat noir
A decadently rich, dark chocolate spread combined with
a minimum 50% of high quality hazelnuts. Use for spreading, cake and ice cream toppings or decoration.

12 x 200g | 13.00/156.00 | SRP: 19.99

12 x 200g | 13.00/156.00 | SRP: 19.99

Crema Toscana Alla Nocciola Gianduja - Milk
Chocolate N K

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Amedei Crema Toscana alla Nocciola is an indulgent blend
or 50% Piedmont hazelnuts with Amedei’s award-winning
cacao for an exceptionally rich and indulgent spread. Made
with the finest selected ingredients, even the hazelnuts
are hand-selected and toasted by Amedei to ensure the
release of the perfect sweetness and aroma. More than
just a hazelnut and chocolate spread, this signature blend
is sure to win hearts with a flavour and creaminess truly
like no other.

Crema Toscana Al Cacao - Dark Chocolate N K

Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019 / Pre-Book / Amedei
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Baru / Imported from: Diepenbeek, Belgium

Pre-Order Only / Baru

W
B

Baru

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

“We want our fans to experience a moment of amazement
and delight with each of our products. Our daily efforts are
focused on creating delicious sweets & treats, jam-packed with
wonderful, natural ingredients.”

B7032

Swirly Chocolate Powder & Figurines N
Chocolat en Poudre
Delicious Belgian hot chocolate powder with chocolate
figurines in funny shapes (star, hat, moustache). Instantly
prepared with hot milk or soy milk. Perfect for the young
at heart.

6 x 250g | 6.35/38.10 | SRP: 9.99

Top
Top
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Fluffy Marshmallow Chocolate Powder N
Chocolat en Poudre et des Guimauves
Rich chocolate powder with tiny marshmallows. Instantly
prepared with hot milk or soy milk. A quick way to warm
up!

6 x 250g | 6.35/38.10 | SRP: 9.99

Top
Top

B7035

B7037

Chocolat en Poudre au Caramel Salé
Salted chocolate powder with crunchy caramel morsels.
Instantly prepared with hot milk or soy milk. The ultimate
pairing of sweet and salty.

Chocolat Noir en Poudre
Dark and rich chocolate powder made with 64 % cocoa.
An indulgent hot drink best enjoyed in front of a crackling
fire.

6 x 250g | 6.35/38.10 | SRP: 9.99

6 x 250g | 6.35/38.10 | SRP: 9.99

Salty Caramel Hot Chocolate N
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B7033

Dark Hot Chocolate N

B
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Imported from: Diepenbeek, Belgium / Baru

Pre-Order Only / Baru

Top
Top

Keep me at the cash!

Did you know that single-serve chocolate products represent approximately 35% of all chocolate sales across all channels in Canada? With numbers like these, it’s worth looking at ways to grow
and promote a unique selection. Did you also know that Baru
was the first company to create a chocolate dipped marshmallow
bar? Their decadent and highly visual assortment makes a great
impulse purchase at any cash point.

Dark Chocolate Marshmallow Bar with Peppermint Fudge N
Tablette de Guimauve en Chocolat à la Menthe
Dark chocolate covered marshmallow bar with rich
chocolate fudge and a hint of cooling peppermint. Makes
for a fun festive snack.

18 x 30g | 1.80/32.40 | SRP: 2.99

Top
Top

Top
Top

B7016

B7017

B7085

B7086

Guimauves en Caramel et Sel de Mer
Gourmet vanilla bean marshmallows covered in dark
chocolate with a homemade sea salt caramel topping, all
individually wrapped for freshness. A decadent dessert
with coffee or tea.

Guimauves en Chocolat Noir
Gourmet vanilla bean marshmallows covered in milk
chocolate with a dark caramel topping – all individually
wrapped for freshness. Sweeten up your afternoon with
this delectable bite.

Pot Cadeau des Guimauves en Caramel de Sel de Mer
Gourmet vanilla bean marshmallows covered in dark
chocolate with a homemade sea salt caramel topping.
Contains 15 individually wrapped marshmallows.

Pot Cadeau des Guimauves en Chocolat
Gourmet vanilla bean marshmallows covered in milk
or dark chocolate in four flavours: milk, dark, sea salt
caramel and raspberry. Contains 15 individually wrapped
marshmallows.

12 x 60g | 4.20/50.40 | SRP: 6.99

12 x 54g | 4.20/50.40 | SRP: 6.99

6 x 225g | 14.00/84.00 | SRP: 21.99

6 x 208g | 14.00/84.00 | SRP: 21.99

Sea Salt Caramel Marshmallows N

Dark Chocolate Marshmallows N

Sea Salt Caramel Marshmallow Gift Jar N

Assorted Chocolate Marshmallow Gift Jar N

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Top
Top

B7073

Baru’s Assorted Marshmallow Gift Jar contains the
perfect assortment of 15, individually packaged,
all-natural Baru marshmallows! A great hostess
gift for family and friends or corporate gifting.

Top
Top

B7054

B7055

B7056

Chocolats avec Fleur de Sel
Hippo shaped dark chocolates with a homemade Sea Salt
Caramel filling, individually wrapped for freshness. Sweet
and salty gooey goodness.

Chocolats au Miel et aux Amandes
Hippo shaped milk chocolates with a Honey and Almond
Nougat filling, individually wrapped for freshness. Try with
your favourite cup of Baru Hot Chocolate.

Chocolats à la Crème de Noisette
Hippo shaped milk chocolates with a Hazelnut Truffle
filling, individually wrapped for freshness. You’ll want to
keep these dreamy hippos to yourself.

12 x 60g | 4.20/50.40 | SRP: 6.99

12 x 60g | 4.20/50.40 | SRP: 6.99

12 x 60g | 4.20/50.40 | SRP: 6.99

Fleur de Sel Chocolate Hippos N

Honey Almond Hippos N

Hazelnut Truffle Hippos N

Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019 / Pre-Book / Baru
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Pre-Order Only / Belberry

Belberry / Imported from: Marke, Belgium

Belberry
“What is the secret of our tasteful preserves? Fruits selected
worldwide for their exceptional taste, a slow cook process… not
forgetting, above all, the loving hand of our maître confiturier.”

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Preserved Lemons

A labour of love.
Belberry Moroccan Preserved Lemons are individually
handled for quality, hand cut and carefully arranged
in each glass jar. Since joining the range three years
ago, they have quickly become one of the most requested and re-ordered items for the Belberry seasonal
range. To enjoy them, simply rinse quickly under cool
water to remove excess salt and add a quarter or two
to your sauces, dressings and favourite Mediterranean dishes or slice thinly and use to garnish savoury
cocktails.

B8094

B8120

Assortiment des Confitures
A mixed display case containing 6 jars each of Strawberry
& Champagne, Apricot & Amaretto, Braeburn Apple &
Calvados and Seville Orange & Whisky Preserves.

Assortiment des Tartinades Caramel
A mixed display case containing 6 jars each of Fleur de
Sel, Peimonte Hazelnut, Belgian Chocolate and Jamaican
Rum.

24 x 130g | 5.50/132.00 | SRP: 8.99

24 x 135g | 5.60/134.40 | SRP: 8.99

Royal Preserve Display N

Royal Selection Caramel Spreads N

Belberry Royal Selection Boxes are a great way to offer
choice to your customers. After all, when it comes to creamy
caramels and fruits with champagne, why limit ourselves?

Top
Top

Top
Top

B8051

B8053

B8081

Sirop de Canneberge Canadienne
A sweet and tart syrup that will enhance an array of
cocktails, or use to flavour cream cheese icing, holiday
baked goods, yogurt or soda water.

Sirop de Sureau Doux
A deliciously fragrant syrup made with oils from pressed
elderflowers. Great as an addition to a cocktail or to
flavour a variety of foods including jellies, ice creams and
puddings.

Citrons Confits
Made by hand, every lemon is carefully cut and arranged
in each jar. It’s beautiful just sitting on your kitchen
counter, and delicious with seared scallops, fish or
seafood sauces.

6 x 200ml | 9.90/59.40 | SRP: 15.99

6 x 200ml | 13.75/82.50 | SRP: 22.99

6 x 325g | 15.00/90.00 | SRP: 22.99

Canadian Cranberry Syrup N
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Elderflower Syrup N
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Moroccan Preserved Lemons N

Imported from: Charleston, South Carolina / Bittermilk

B
W
Pre-Order Only / Bittermilk

Bittermilk
Designed for the modern day cocktail enthusiast, everything
you need to celebrate the season.

No.7 Gingerbread Old
Fashioned
Available exclusively for the
holiday season, Bittermilk’s
Gingerbread Old Fashioned
is made with sweet sorghum
molasses and gingerbread spice
for a rich and smooth drink,
complete with a peppery finish.
Just stir one part Bittermilk No.
7 with four parts aged rum and
ice— garnish with an orange peel
and look out for the mistletoe!

Top
Top

BK101

No.1 Bourbon Barrel Aged Old Fashioned N
Préparation Pour Cocktail ‘Old Fashioned’
Created by using classic bittering agents like gentian root
and cinchona bark along with burnt sugar, spices and a
bit of orange peel. Aged in Willett bourbon barrels.

12 x 251ml | 14.25/171.00 | SRP: 22.99

BK104

No.4 New Orleans Style Old Fashioned
Rouge N

BK106

Préparation Pour Cocktail ‘Old Fashioned Rouge’
Strong and bittersweet packed with licorice and spice. A
traditional coloring technique using Cochineal, a red beetle from Peru gives this Old Fashioned its “Rouge” naturally.

No.6 Oaxacan Old Fashioned N
Préparation Pour Cocktail ‘Oaxacan Old Fashioned’
No. 6 is a celebration of the flavors of Oaxaca, Mexico
using dried Mexican chilies, cocoa nibs and spices.
Sweetened with raisins and aged with cocoa husks. The
Oaxacan is best mixed with mezcal.

12 x 251ml | 14.25/171.00 | SRP: 22.99

12 x 251ml | 14.25/171.00 | SRP: 22.99

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

New

Top
Top

BK107

BK103

BK102

BK105

Préparation Pour Cocktail ‘Gingerbread Old Fashioned’
Sweet sorghum molasses, gingerbread spice, and
everything nice with a merry peppery finish. Stir one part
No. 7 with four parts aged rum and ice then garnish with
an orange peel and make a wish!

Préparation Pour Cocktail ‘Whiskey Sour’
Made by smoking honey over bourbon barrel staves. Bitter
orange peel and lemon make for a slightly tart and smoky
cocktail. Honey adds a nice frothy head when shaken
vigorously.

Préparation Pour Cocktail ‘Tom Collins’
A refreshing Collins with floral and citrus notes. Using
Centennial hops as the bittering agent prized for it’s aggressive floral characteristics. Mixes best with light spirits.

Préparation Pour Cocktail Pamplemousse Brûlée
No.5 combines lime and lemon juice with cinchona bark.
Fresh grapefruit peels are charred to bring out bitter
refreshing notes. A touch of sea salt brings out savoury
caramel notes.

12 x 251ml | 14.25/171.00 | SRP: 22.99

12 x 502ml | 14.25/171.00 | SRP: 22.99

12 x 502ml | 14.25/171.00 | SRP: 22.99

12 x 502ml | 14.25/171.00 | SRP: 22.99

No.7 Gingerbread Old Fashioned N

No.3 Smoked Honey Whiskey Sour N

No.2 Tom Collins with Elderflowers & Hops N

No.5 Charred Grapefruit Tonic N
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W
B
Pre-Order Only / Buiteman

Buiteman / Imported from: Etten-Leur, Netherlands

Baked with Love

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Buiteman biscuit’s, “Baked with Love” continue to be brought
back for the holidays with popular demand. Excellent for gift
baskets and easy delicious entertaining.

Buiteman
To get their dough to the perfect consistency, Buiteman biscuits
are made by much hand-kneading to create a deliciously buttery
and flaky biscuit every time.
“The success of our products is the result of the unique
combination of high quality raw materials, family recipes and
traditional preparation methods combined with today’s modern
techniques. All biscuits and twists are made in our own bakery,
surrounded by high commitment and lots of personal attention.”
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Top
Top

New

B1165

B1168

Biscuits au Fromage avec Gouda et Ciboulette
Made by hand with 22% Gouda Cheese (aged 18 months)
and sprinkled with chives, these rich buttery biscuits are
delicious as a snack on their own, or paired with your
favourite Riesling.

Biscuits au Cheddar
Made by hand with 22% Cheddar Cheese (aged 12
months). Try these warmed up with charcuterie and your
favourite Merlot.

6 x 75g | 2.65/15.90 | SRP: 3.99

6 x 75g | 2.65/15.90 | SRP: 3.99

Baked With Love Gouda & Chive Biscuits N

Baked With Love Cheddar Biscuits N

GC
W

Imported from: Brough, England / Cartwright & Butler

Pre-Order Only / Cartwright & Butler

Cartwright & Butler
The family behind Cartwright & Butler have a long history of
baking in England. Their biscuits, cakes and other specialties
have been enjoyed by many over their five generations in
business. Continually creating, they maintain their strong roots
of producing delicious products with premium ingredients and
care.

Ultra Thick Chocolate
Biscuits

New

New

New

New

CB130

CB131

CB132

Biscuits aux Gingembre Enrobées de Chocolat Noir
A classic ginger biscuit recipe with added stemmed ginger
for a little extra gingery zing and then super fine dark
chocolate is added.

Biscuits aux Caramel Salé Enrobées de Chocolat au Lait
A classic salted caramel biscuit thickly covered in the
finest milk chocolate.

Biscuits aux Oranges Enrobées de Chocolat Noir
An orange biscuit made with orange peel covered with
thick dark chocolate. Enjoy this very chocolatey, orangey,
biscuity indulgence!

6 x 190g | 18.00/108.00 | SRP: 29.99

6 x 190g | 18.00/108.00 | SRP: 29.99

6 x 190g | 18.00/108.00 | SRP: 29.99

Ultra Thick Dark Chocolate Ginger Tin N

New

Ultra Thick Milk Chocolate Salted Caramel
Tin N

New

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

“The starting point was our
luxury biscuit recipes to
which we then added the
chocolate -and not just any
chocolate, but a super-fine
dark chocolate. And we kept
on adding chocolate. After
all, it’s not called an ultra
thick chocolate biscuit for
nothing.”

Ultra Thick Dark Chocolate Orange Tin N

New

CB225

CB226

CB227

CB228

Thé Petit-Déjeuner en Vrac
Enjoy this robust and flavoursome English Breakfast tea. A
blend of Assam and Kenyan tea that delivers a full-bodied
tea with a light finish.

Thé Earl Grey en Vrac
A blend of Ceylon black tea and bergamot, this delightful
tea has a smooth, light taste and delicate, citrusy finish.

Thé Vert au Jasmin en Vrac
Young, delicate green tea leaves are infused with jasmine
for a sweet floral aroma.

Thé à la Menthe Poivrée en Vrac
It’s a naturally fresh, cool and comforting herbal tea. It’s
totally caffeine-free but that doesn’t mean it won’t awaken
your senses.

6 x 100g | 18.50/111.00 | SRP: 29.99

6 x 90g | 18.50/111.00 | SRP: 29.99

6 x 70g | 17.00/102.00 | SRP: 29.99

6 x 30g | 17.00/102.00 | SRP: 29.99

English Breakfast Loose Leaf in Tin N

Earl Grey Loose Leaf in Tin N

Green Tea with Jasmine Loose Leaf in Tin N

Peppermint Loose Leaf in Tin N
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Chocca Mocca / Imported from: Bourne End, England

Pre-Order Only / Chocca Mocca

New
Brand

Chocca Mocca
“We believe chocolate should be taken seriously. Our aim is to
provide refined and wholesome treats for discerning customers
seeking to satisfy their chocolate desires. Our watchword is
quality.

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

That’s why we use only the best ingredients in our range of
treats. Tangy fruits, crunchy nuts and smooth chocolate make
for the perfect combination. Whether you’re looking to impress
guests, treat the one you love or simply indulge yourself, Chocca
Mocca is the perfect choice.”

CH100

CH101

CH102

Grains de Café Espresso Enrobés de Chocolat Noir
Aromatic coffee beans are smothered in dark chocolate for
a truly classic combination.

Fraises Enrobées de Chocolat Blanc
The classic strawberries and cream in chocolate form –
the perfect combination of real strawberries and creamy
white chocolate.

Écorce d’Orange Confite Enrobées de Chocolat Noir
A decadent fusion of tangy orange peel with dark
chocolate.

6 x 110g | 9.50/57.00 | SRP: 14.99

6 x 100g | 9.50/57.00 | SRP: 14.99

6 x 100g | 9.50/57.00 | SRP: 14.99

6 x 100g | 9.50/57.00 | SRP: 14.99

CH120

CH121

CH122

CH123

Chocolat à Boire - Chocolate au Lait
100% Real Belgian Milk Chocolate.

Chocolat à Boire - Chocolate Noir
100% Real Belgian Dark Chocolate.

Chocolat à Boire - Chocolat au Lait avec Bonbons qui
Éclatent
100% Real Belgian Milk Chocolate Hot Chocolate Drink
with Chocolate Coated Popping Candy.

Chocolat à Boire - Chocolat au Lait avec Boucles de
Caramel
100% Real Belgian Milk Chocolate Hot Chocolate Drink
with Caramel Swirls.

10 x 150g | 8.50/85.00 | SRP: 14.99

10 x 150g | 8.50/85.00 | SRP: 14.99

10 x 150g | 8.80/88.00 | SRP: 14.99

10 x 150g | 8.80/88.00 | SRP: 14.99

Espresso Coffee Beans Coated in Dark
Chocolate N

Drinking Chocolate - Milk Chocolate N
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Strawberries Coated in White Chocolate N

Drinking Chocolate - Dark Chocolate N
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Orange Peel Coated in Dark Chocolate

Drinking Chocolate - Milk Chocolate with
Popping Candy

CH103

Caramelized Hazelnuts Coated in Milk Chocolate N
Noisettes Caramélisées Enrobées de Chocolat au Lait
An understated dusting of milk chocolate perfectly
complements the sweet crunchiness of the caramelised
hazelnuts.

Drinking Chocolate - Milk Chocolate with
Caramel Swirls N

Imported from: Bath, England / The Fine Cheese Co.

GF
W
Pre-Order Only / The Fine Cheese Co.

The Fine Cheese Co.
With an exceptional history of celebrating the world’s best
cheeses and the people who make them, The Fine Cheese Co.’s
dedicated and unique range of accompaniments are a delicious
result of this lifelong passion. These special selections of their
artisanal crackers are the perfect way to add to the holiday
season and to elevate any cheeseboard.

Festive Toast

Top
Top

F3095

F3096

F3097

Biscuits au Fromage Gruyère et Pistache
All-butter savouries made with freshly grated cheese,
superior nuts, butter, eggs and clotted cream. Superb in
quality and hand-baked for a real home-made taste. The
most luxurious nibble with a gin & tonic.

Biscuits au Fromage Pecorino et Noisettes
All-butter savouries made with freshly grated cheese,
superior nuts, butter, eggs and clotted cream. Superb in
quality and hand-baked for a real home-made taste. The
most luxurious nibble with a light crisp lager.

Biscuits au Fromage de Chèvre et aux Noix
All-butter savouries made with freshly grated cheese,
superior nuts, butter, eggs and clotted cream. Superb in
quality and hand-baked for a real home-made taste. The
most luxurious nibble with a crisp Sancerre.

6 x 100g | 6.35/38.10 | SRP: 9.99

6 x 100g | 6.35/38.10 | SRP: 9.99

6 x 100g | 6.35/38.10 | SRP: 9.99

Gruyere and Pistachio Savouries N

Pecorino and Hazelnut Savouries N

Goats’ Cheese and Walnut Savouries N

New

New

New

F3261

F3270

F3271

F3272

Biscottes Pour Fromage de Noël
A generous helping of pecans with warm spices added
to create the taste of Christmas cake, but with a Toast
for Cheese crunch. Perfect with crumbly cheeses like
Cheshire or Lancashire.

Cerises Marinées
Add crunch to your cheese-board. Great with blue cheese.
Intense & Tangy.

Poires Marinées
The firm, tangy and slightly floral nature of the pears are
a fabulous contrast to a soft yet powerful Brie de Meaux
or Camembert.

Figues Marinées
The ultra soft texture and underlying sweetness of the
figs are a fabulous contrast to a full - flavoured artisan
Cheddar.

6 x 100g | 6.00/36.00 | SRP: 8.99

6 x 340g | 12.15/72.90 | SRP: 19.99

6 x 350g | 12.15/72.90 | SRP: 19.99

6 x 370g | 12.15/72.90 | SRP: 19.99

Top
Top

Festive Toast for Cheese N

Pickled Cherries N

Pickled Pears N

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

This limited edition Festive
Toast from The Fine Cheese
Co. is the first of its kind,
celebrating the unique flavours
of the season with luxurious
recipes to elevate your
cheeseboard. Truly remarkable
and memorable flavours, each
bite provides a gleeful nostalgia
to the contemporary palate.

Pickled Figs N
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F
Pre-Order Only / Fudge Kitchen

Fudge Kitchen / Imported from: Folkestone, England

New
Brand

Fudge Kitchen

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

“At Fudge Kitchen we’ve been hand-crafting our original special recipe fudge for
over 35 years using traditional methods and a lot of love. You’ll find our fudge is
devilishly different to any that you have ever tasted before. It’s made with fresh
whipping cream which makes it smooth, soft, creamy and delicious. Our recipe
dates back to 1830, and we still make our fudge by hand on marble slabs.”

FG110

FG111

FG113

Fudge au Chocolat Noir et Chocolat Blanc
Sweet and creamy maple fudge with pecans. Handmade
using fresh whipping cream, natural flavours and pecans.

Fudge la à Crème Épaisse
A classic rich fudge with thick clotted cream, white and
light brown sugars and Madagascan vanilla. Drizzled with
white chocolate.

Fudge au Chocolat Noir et Chocolat Blanc
Double Trouble Chocolate is a devilishly delicious duo of
luxurious dark chocolate fudge with mouth-watering morsels of white Belgian chocolate swirled through, decorated
with a drizzle of more white Belgian chocolate.

12 x 125g | 8.50/102.00 | SRP: 13.99

12 x 125g | 8.50/102.00 | SRP: 13.99

12 x 125g | 8.50/102.00 | SRP: 13.99

FG114

FG115

FG100

FG101

Fudge Caramel et Sel Marin
Handmade and decorated, these fudge treats consist of
sweet, buttery caramel and the satisfyingly surprising
crunch of sea salt.

Fudge Butterscotch
Made with double cream, unrefined dark brown and light
brown sugars and a pinch of Madagascan vanilla. Dusted
with edible bronze glitter.

Fudge Caramel et Sel Marin
Handmade and decorated, these fudge treats consist of
sweet, buttery caramel and the satisfyingly surprising
crunch of sea salt.

Fudge au Chocolat Noir et Chocolat Blanc
Double Trouble Chocolate is a devilishly delicious duo of
luxurious dark chocolate fudge with mouth-watering morsels of white Belgian chocolate swirled through, decorated
with a drizzle of more white Belgian chocolate.

12 x 125g | 8.50/102.00 | SRP: 13.99

12 x 125g | 8.50/102.00 | SRP: 13.99

24 x 65g | 4.25/102.00 | SRP: 6.99

24 x 65g | 4.25/102.00 | SRP: 6.99

Maple Pecan Slider N

Sea Salted Caramel Slider N
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Clotted Cream Slider N

Butterscotch Slider N
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Double Trouble Chocolate Slider N

Sea Salted Caramel Trio Slider N

Double Trouble Chocolate Trio Slider N

Imported from: Folkestone, England / Fudge Kitchen

F
W
Pre-Order Only / Fudge Kitchen

FG141

Collection de Dégustation
A selection of gourmet fudge: clotted cream, double
trouble chocolate, white chocolate & raspberry, hazelnut
heaven, sticky toffee pudding, peanut butter, mocha choca
latte, sea salted caramel and chilli chocolate.

Signature Classique
A selection of 24 pieces of butter fudge in classic flavours
with a contemporary twist.

10 x 190g | 12.50/125.00 | SRP: 19.99

8 x 525g | 31.00/248.00 | SRP: 49.99

Taster Selection N

FG130

Salted Sharer N

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

FG121

Classic Signature N

FG131

Fudge Assorti au Sel Marin
A sharing box of 15 pieces of salted butter fudge. Flavours
include sea salted caramel, rich chocolate with chilli salt
and butterscotch with sea salt.

Traditional Sharer N
Fudge Assorti Traditionnel
A sharing box of 15 pieces of traditional fudge flavours.
Flavours include strawberry jam & clotted cream and
chocolate fruit & nut.

10 x 330g | 19.00/190.00 | SRP: 29.99

10 x 330g | 19.00/190.00 | SRP: 29.99

“In the time since Fudge Kitchen was created,
we’ve made thousands of batches of hundreds
of flavours of our delicious fudge. We have
tantalizing new flavour combinations and old
favourites, all handmade in small batches by
expert fudge makers using natural ingredients
and no preservatives to give a taste like
no other.” The Fudge Ktichen Sharer box
collection is a great way to enjoy a variety of
their moreish fudge and makes a memorable
gift for the holiday season.
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Fudge Kitchen / Imported from: Folkestone, England

Our Process
“A visit to Fudge Kitchen is a sensual experience
from the moment you are welcomed in by
the waft of warm fudge. Inside a traditional
copper pot bubbles aromatically with hot
fudge before being poured onto long marble
slabs and ‘creamed’ with vast spatulas, turning
flourishes of cooling fudge in the air, breaking
up any granulation and ensuring the supreme
creaminess that Fudge Kitchen is famed for.”

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Pre-Order Only / Fudge Kitchen

F

FG150

FG151

Caramels Infusés à la Rose
Rose-infused soft caramels enrobed in milk chocolate and
hand-decorated with crystallised rose petals.

Caramels Salés
Salted vanilla flavoured soft caramels enrobed in milk
chocolate and hand-decorated with pink Himalayan salt.

10 x 125g | 10.25/102.50 | SRP: 16.99

10 x 125g | 10.25/102.50 | SRP: 16.99

FG152

FG153

Rose Infused Caramels N

Rock Salted Peanut Brittle N
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Himalayan Salted Caramels N

Pot de Beurre de Cacahuete
Hand stretched crunchy caramel packed with nibbed
peanuts finished with rock salt.

Lemongrass & Chili Brittle N
Pot de Beurre de Cacahuete avec Citronnelle et Chili
Hand stretched crunchy caramel packed with nibbed
peanuts, enhanced with lemongrass and hot chilli flakes

10 x 125g | 8.75/87.50 | SRP: 14.99

10 x 125g | 8.75/87.50 | SRP: 14.99

Imported from: Folkestone, England / Fudge Kitchen

Pre-Order Only / Fudge Kitchen

Heritage Fudge
“We are firstly specialists. No one in the UK makes
fudge using an original mid-1800s recipe and traditional
production methods in full view, as we do. Our hugely
skilled artisans ‘slab and loaf’ over 25 tonnes of
exceptional, fresh fudge every year from each shop and is
literally recognized across the world.”

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

FG140

British Signature N
Signature Britannique
A selection of 24 pieces of butter fudge in iconic British
flavours.

8 x 525g | 31.00/248.00 | SRP: 49.99

FG112

FG120

Fudge Traditionnel
Contains six handmade and decorated, creamy fudge
treats with uniquely silky smoothness.

Collection Britannique
A selection of butter fudge in 9 iconic British flavours: traditional toffee, butterscotch, clotted cream, double trouble
chocolate, cherry bakewell, stem ginger, white chocolate &
raspberry, apple crumble, chocolate fruit & nut.

12 x 125g | 8.50/102.00 | SRP: 13.99

10 x 190g | 12.50/125.00 | SRP: 19.99

Traditional Slider N

F
W

Best of British Collection N
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G
Pre-Order Only / Galerie Au Chocolat

Galerie Au Chocolat / From: Montreal, Canada

Galerie Au Chocolat
We are very excited to partner with Galerie au Chocolat to offer a
fun, creative and festive selection of rich, creamy and satisfying
chocolates that will leave you wanting more. This carefully
curated program offers an optimal range of cute and whimsical
novelties to a selection of beautiful boxed chocolates that will
help to increase your holiday sales.

GC102

White Chocolate Candy Cane Pieces N K
Morceaux de Chocolat Blanc Cannes de Noël
A unique offering of decadent white chocolate with
peppermint pieces in a convenient pillow box. A satisfying
seasonal treat. Also great for gift baskets.

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

16 x 55g | 2.15/34.40 | SRP: 3.50

New

New

New

New

GC107

GC108

GC106

GC116

Morceaux de Chocolat Noir avec Espresso
Decadent dark chocolate with pure ground espresso
beans.

Morceaux de Chocolat au Lait avec Caramel & Fleur de Sel
Milk Chocolate and caramel, intensified with sea salt.

Morceaux de Chocolat au Lait
The full flavor of pure cocoa combined with soft and
creamy milk makes milk chocolate positively perfect.

16 x 55g | 2.15/34.40 | SRP: 3.50

16 x 55g | 2.15/34.40 | SRP: 3.50

16 x 55g | 2.15/34.40 | SRP: 3.50

Dark Chocolate Pieces with Espresso N K

Milk Chocolate Pieces with Caramel & Sea
Salt N K

MIlk Chocolate Pieces N K

Holiday Milk Chocolate Candy Cane Bark
Bar N K
Chocolat au Lait avec d’Écorce Peppermint
Holiday milk chocolate with candy cane bark. The candy
cane bits are swathed in a thick bed of rich milk chocolate
with hints of honey.

12 x 150g | 4.30/51.60 | SRP: 6.99

New

New

New

New

GC110

GC111

GC112

GC113

Ornement Étoile
Filled with individually wrapped, pure chocolate snowmen
in dark, milk and white chocolate. 14cm x 14cm x 14cm

Ornement d’Arbre
Filled with individually wrapped, pure chocolate trees in
dark, milk and white chocolate. 7.5cm x 9cm x 15cm

Ornement de Guirlande
Filled with individually wrapped, pure chocolate trees in
dark, milk and white chocolate. 10cm x 10cm x 5cm

Holiday Wreath Gift Box N K
Boîte Cadeau Guirlande de Chocolat au Lait
A decadent milk chocolate wreath drizzled with dark chocolate. Come in a display/shipper. 16cm x 16cm x 1.5cm

8 x 100g | 4.25/34.00 | SRP: 6.99

8 x 100g | 4.25/34.00 | SRP: 6.99

8 x 100g | 4.25/34.00 | SRP: 6.99

12 x 150g | 4.30/51.60 | SRP: 6.99

Holiday Star Ornament N K
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Holiday Tree Ornament N K
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Holiday Wreath Ornament N K

From: Montreal, Canada / Galerie Au Chocolat

New

GC109

GC115

Bonhommes de Neiges Caramel en Chocolat au Lait
5 milk chocolate snowmen, filled with decadent and rich
caramel. A great stocking stuffer or a delicious treat for
yourself!

Boîte Cadeau d’Arbre
Filled with individually wrapped, pure chocolate holiday
trees in dark, milk and white chocolate. 13cm x 13cm x
18cm

16 x 70g | 3.50/56.00 | SRP: 5.99

8 x 200g | 7.40/59.20 | SRP: 11.99

Milk Chocolate Caramel Snowmen N K

Holiday Tree Gift Box N K

Founded in Montreal in 1985, Galerie
au Chocolat is 100% Canadian
owned and operated. Galerie au
Chocolat produces their delectable
assortment of chocolates using
only all-natural, real ingredients
and the finest Belgian chocolate.
Real 35% whipping cream, premium
unsalted butter and other all-natural
ingredients form the foundation of
each delicious recipe.

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

New

GC104

Assorted Chocolate Caramel Snowmen Gift
Box N K
Boîte Cadeau de Caramels au Chocolat
Contains dark chocolate sea salt caramel snowmen,
white chocolate cinnamon caramel snowmen and milk
chocolate vanilla caramel snowmen.

12 x 135g | 6.20/74.40 | SRP: 9.99

Pre-Order Only / Galerie Au Chocolat

New

G
W

GC114

Holiday House Gift Box N K
Boîte Cadeau Maison
Filled with individually wrapped, pure chocolate snowmen
in dark, milk and white chocolate. 10cm x 10cm x 15cm

8 x 200g | 7.40/59.20 | SRP: 11.99

GC103

Assorted Chocolate Gift Box N K
Boîte Cadeau de Chocolat Assortis
24 assorted chocolates: dark chocolate, milk chocolate
cappuccino, milk chocolate praline, dark chocolate maple
syrup creams, dark chocolate sea salt, dark chocolate
caramel, milk chocolate cinnamon and hazelnut flavours.

6 x 300g | 13.00/78.00 | SRP: 19.99
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Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Pre-Order Only / Galerie Au Chocolat

Galerie Au Chocolat / From: Montreal, Canada

“In order to create the best tasting chocolates, we start with the
best ingredients. Throughout the process we ensure that only
quality ingredients are used in making our confections. When you
use the very best products, nothing extra is needed to create our
ultra premium chocolate taste . We rely on proven processes to
let the natural flavours, aromas and colours come together in our
products to make special tasting creations that define our company
and that you can be happy to share with family and friends.”

Top
Top

Top
Top

GC200

GC201

GC202

GC203

Chocolat Noir Rayon au Miel
Delight in the delicate texture of this enchantingly rich
dark chocolate with petite pieces of oh-so-wonderful
sponge toffee, dispersed throughout.

Chocolat au Lait Amandes Rôties
Full flavoured, double roasted whole almonds, swathed
in a bed of rich milk chocolate with harmonious hints
of honey.

Chocolat au Lait Croustillant à l’Érable
Pure Quebec maple syrup is poured expectantly into
generous copper kettles in our kitchen, when the syrup
has boiled off, the crunch is left. This dazzling crystalline
show is mixed into the pure Belgian milk chocolate!

Chocolat au Lait Caramel et Maïs Salé
Experience the full flavour of rich cocoa blended with the
smooth, creaminess of dairy milk and caramelized sugars
– and united with sea salt, rich caramel and roasted corn.

8 x 80g | 2.65/21.20 | SRP: 3.99

8 x 80g | 2.65/21.20 | SRP: 3.99

8 x 80g | 2.65/21.20 | SRP: 3.99

8 x 80g | 2.65/21.20 | SRP: 3.99

GC204

GC205

GC206

GC207

Chocolat Noir 72% Cacao
With a strong cocoa taste and a pleasant citrus note. Rich
in cocoa butter.

Chocolat au Lait Croquant à la Cannelle
This milk chocolate is the perfect balance between sweet,
milky and cocoa tastes with a slight honey flavour. With
an added dash of deep dark cinnamon and a capriciously
crunchy surprise!

Chocolat Noir Noix de Coco, Graines de Lin, Tournesol & Citrouille

Chocolat Blanc Matcha Riz Soufflé & Noix de Coco

Dark decadent chocolate scattered with toasted pumpkin
seeds, speckled with sunflower seeds, strewn with flax
and toasted coconut. A fabulously satisfying snack!

Decadent white chocolate with the suggestion of flowers
and dried figs and a whimsical touch of stone ground
matcha, just enough to delight.

8 x 80g | 2.65/21.20 | SRP: 3.99

8 x 80g | 2.65/21.20 | SRP: 3.99

8 x 80g | 2.65/21.20 | SRP: 3.99

8 x 80g | 2.65/21.20 | SRP: 3.99

Dark Chocolate Honeycomb N K

Dark Chocolate 72% Cacao Bar N K
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Milk Chocolate Roasted Almonds N K

Milk Chocolate Cinnamon Crunch Bar N K
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Milk Chocolate Maple Crunch Bar N K

Dark Chocolate Coconut, Flax, Sunflower and
Pumpkin Seeds Bar N K

Milk Chocolate Salted Caramel Corn
Bar N K

White Chocolate Matcha, Puffed Rice and Coconut N K

From: Montreal, Canada / Galerie Au Chocolat

G
W
Pre-Order Only / Galerie Au Chocolat

New

New

GC117

GC118

Dark Chocolate Fondue N K
Fondue Chocolat Noir
Dark chocolate fondue in ready-to-heat plastic container.

12 x 200g | 5.00/60.00 | SRP: 7.99

12 x 200g | 5.00/60.00 | SRP: 7.99

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Fondue Chocolat au Lait
Milk chocolate fondue in ready-to-heat plastic container.

Milk Chocolate Fondue N K

Box Sizes: 17cm x 9cm x 6.6cm

New

New

GC120

GC121

Green Gift Box of Assorted Chocolates N K
Boîte Cadeau Vert - Assortiment de Chocolats
Filled with 16 assorted chocolates. Dark chocolate flavours
are medallions, sea salt, caramel and maple syrup cream.
Milk chocolate flavours are cappuccino, praline with
crisped rice, cinnamon crisp and hazelnut.

Gold Gift Box of Assorted Chocolates N K
Boîte Cadeau Or- Assortiment de Chocolats
Filled with 16 assorted chocolates. Dark chocolate flavours
are medallions, sea salt, caramel and maple syrup cream.
Milk chocolate flavours are cappuccino, praline with
crisped rice, cinnamon crisp and hazelnut.

6 x 200g | 11.50/69.00 | SRP: 17.99

6 x 200g | 11.50/69.00 | SRP: 17.99

Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019 / Pre-Book / Galerie Au Chocolat
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Holdsworth / Imported from: Derbyshire, England

Holdsworth
Using only the finest ingredients, sourced both locally and from
around the world, Holdsworth is a family-run business with over
25 years experience creating unique chocolates that deliver on
taste, texture and imagination.

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Pre-Order Only / Holdsworth

H
G

HC106

Dark Chocolate Stem Ginger
Gingembre en Chocolat Noir
The finest crystallised stem ginger enrobed in dark chocolate. A spicy exotic treat coupled with the secret powers of
ginger. Serve with afternoon tea.

12 x 100g | 7.50/90.00 | SRP: 11.99

Top
Top

HC101

HC102

Truffes au Sel de Mer au Caramel
Creamy caramel centers sprinkled with natural Cornish
sea salt and hand enrobed in the finest milk chocolate
couverture. A great hostess gift.

Truffes Marc de Champagne
Hand enrobed milk chocolate shell with a hint of caramel
that gives way to a soft ganache centre delivering a
deeper richer flavour and a proper but subtle kick of
champagne. A lovely gift or personal treat.

Sea Salt Caramel Truffles

Classic Marc de Champagne Truffles

12 x 100g | 7.50/90.00 | SRP: 11.99

12 x 100g | 7.50/90.00 | SRP: 11.99

HC105

HC103

Milk Chocolate Peanut Butter & Caramel
Truffles
Truffes au Beurre d’Arachide et Caramel
Crunchy peanut butter blended with a soft caramel,
sprinkled with a little Cornish sea salt and smothered in
fine 33% milk chocolate. Absolutely irresistible.

Milk Chocolate Hazelnut Pralines
Chocolat au Lait Avec Noisettes
The perfect combination of crunchy, nutty praline encased
in smooth, creamy milk chocolate. Makes a great stocking
stuffer.

12 x 100g | 7.50/90.00 | SRP: 11.99

12 x 100g | 7.50/90.00 | SRP: 11.99

HC110

HC111

HC112

Boîte de Fenêtre de Chocolats Assortis
A collection of assorted milk and dark chocolates beautifully presented in a gorgeous gold window box. Serve to
your guests or sneak some for yourself.

Boîte de Fenêtre de Chocolats Noir
A collection of assorted dark chocolates beautifully
presented in a gorgeous gold window box. Makes an
elegant gifting option.

Boîte de Fenêtre de Chocolats au Lait
A collection of assorted milk chocolates beautifully
presented in a gorgeous gold window box. Makes an
elegant gifting option.

12 x 110g | 12.45/149.40 | SRP: 19.99

12 x 110g | 12.45/149.40 | SRP: 19.99

12 x 110g | 12.45/149.40 | SRP: 19.99

Holdsworth Designer
Assortment Boxes
Careful attention to detail is taken
at every step to ensure the best
experience. That is why Holdsworth
has a dedicated packing team to
carefully hand-pick and pack each
collection into their designer boxes.

Top
Top

Classic Milk & Dark Assortment Box
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Classic Dark Assortment Box

Classic Milk Assortment Box

Imported from: Derbyshire, England / Holdsworth

New

New

HC144

HC145

Calendrier de l’Avent Chocolat
Perfect for grown-up chocolate lovers. Includes dark
chocolate sea salt caramel cups, dark chocolate and white
chocolate truffles, milk chocolate crunchy praline and
chocolate peanut butter caramel truffles.

Boîte de Chocolats de Noël
A selection of fine English ganache truffles, creams,
marzipans & caramel. Ideal for a Festive table setting or
the perfect gift for any chocolate lover this Christmas

6 x 300g | 25.00/150.00 | SRP: 39.99

6 x 160g | 17.50/105.00 | SRP: 29.99

Chocolate Advent Calendar

Festive Chocolate Heaven

New

HC141

HC142

Strawberry Marc de Champagne and Popping
Candy Truffles

Espresso Martini Truffles

Strawberry and Marc De Champagne truffles are enrobed
in the finest pink, milk and dark chocolate then sprinkled
with popping candy. A deliciously fun and fizzy delight.

Truffes a l’Espresso Martini
A stunning assortment of milk, white & dark chocolate
ganache truffles. These truffles combined with a fine
aromatic coffee, a dash of martini and topped with a gold
dusted coffee bean, are perfect for any chocolate lover.

12 x 115g | 12.25/147.00 | SRP: 19.99

12 x 115g | 12.25/147.00 | SRP: 19.99

Truffes Fraise Marc de Champagne avec des Bonbons Éclatants

New

New

HC140

HC143

Assortiment de Truffes au Gin
These unique truffles are enrobed in milk, dark & white
chocolate with a stunning gin ganache, infused with
grapefruit & elderflower.

Collection Marc de Champagne
These handmade Marc de Champagne truffles and creams
are the ideal partner to a glass of chilled champagne.
Presented in a stunning gold embossed gift box, this
would make the perfect dinner table treat.

12 x 115g | 12.25/147.00 | SRP: 19.99

6 x 120g | 16.00/96.00 | SRP: 24.99

Assorted Locksley Gin Truffles

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

New

“Our making processes have changed
little since we started creating
chocolates. It involves the skill and
experience of our chocolatiers to mix,
form, cut, enrobe and decorate every
single one of our delicious confections.”

Pre-Order Only / Holdsworth

Holdsworth Chocolatiers

GH
W

The Marc de Champagne Collection
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Ickx / Imported from: Essen, Belgium

Pre-Order Only / Ickx

GI

New

Top
Top

IC1325

IC1314

Sucettes Renne, Bonhomme de Neige et Père Noël
Adorable reindeer, snowman and Santa pops made with
luxurious Belgian chocolate. Individually wrapped in cello.
Stuff any stocking with these fun pops.

Sucettes Renne, Bonhomme en Pain d’Épice et Père Noël
Adorable reindeer, gingerbread man and Santa pops made
with luxurious Belgian chocolate. Individually wrapped in
cello. Stuff any stocking with these fun pops.

36 x 35g | 2.50/90.00 | SRP: 3.99

36 x 30g | 2.50/90.00 | SRP: 3.99

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Chocolate Reindeer, Snowman and Santa
Pops N

Chocolate Reindeer, Gingerbread Man and
Santa Pops N

New

IC1300

Bulk Hippy Santa N

IC1324

Père Noël de Chocolat
Premium Belgian chocolate in the shape of Good ol’ Saint
Nick himself. Decorate baked goods or cookie plates with
this joyful character. Cello bag not included.

Bulk Christmas Trees N
Arbres de Noël
Premium Belgian milk chocolate in the shape of tree.
Decorate baked goods or cookie plates with this snow
ladened festive tree. Cello bag not included.

120 x 12.5g | 0.55/66.00 | SRP: 0.95

120 x 12.5g | 0.55/66.00 | SRP: 0.95

Ickx
“Now Dasher! Now Dancer! Now Prancer and Vixen! On Comet!
On Cupid! On Donner and Blitzen! To the top of the porch! To the
top of the wall! Now dash away! Dash away! Dash away all!” Clement Clarke Moore, Twas the Night Before Christmas.
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Festive Chocolate
Wreaths
These beautiful, handdecorated chocolates make
a beautiful addition to any
pastry counter or fresh
chocolate offering. Wrap
them yourself in cello
bags and they also make a
memorable, easy item to put
your logo on for the season.

IC1313

Bulk Christmas Wreaths N
Couronnes de Noël
Solid decorated wreaths in Belgian milk and dark
chocolate. Perfect for adding to your holiday table place
settings. Cello bag not included.

24 x 60g | 2.15/51.60 | SRP: 3.50

Imported from: Essen, Belgium / Ickx

GI
W
Pre-Order Only / Ickx

IC1076

Bulk 9cm Chocolate Santa N

IC1208

9cm Père Noël
These adorable 9cm milk and white chocolate Santas
are a great way to add the seasonal spirit to your shop.
Height: 9cm.

Bulk Christmas Penguins N
Pingouins de Noël
In dark or milk chocolate, this adorable 9cm high friend is
perfect for small gifts or adding holiday baking trays. Cello
bag not included.

24 x 40g | 4.75/114.00 | SRP: 7.99

12 x 50g | 4.80/57.60 | SRP: 7.99

These traditional chocolate figurines add a
true magic to the holiday season. Made with
premium Belgian couverture, they taste as
delicious as the look and are a great way to
animate your shop for the season.

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Top
Top

IC1320

Gingerbread Man N

IC1321

Bonhomme en Pain d’Épice
A playful 10cm milk chocolate gingerbread man individually wrapped in a cello bag. Great for a small gift.

Reindeer N
Renne
An adorable 13cm milk chocolate reindeer individually
wrapped in a cello bag. A perfect treat for your sweet.

10 x 60g | 4.80/48.00 | SRP: 7.99

10 x 75g | 5.50/55.00 | SRP: 8.99

IC1078

ICBAG1

Père Noël
A 13.5cm high chocolate Santa carrying gifts wrapped in a
cello bag. A great stocking stuffer.

Sac a Cellophane

10 x 75g | 5.50/55.00 | SRP: 8.99

100 x | 0.35/35.00 | SRP:

Santa with Gifts N

Cello Bag with Cardboard Bottom

Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019 / Pre-Book / Ickx
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Jacobsons / Imported from: Aberlour, Scotland

Jacobsons
In the Jacobson’s household, and for many families
across Canada and in the U.K., mince pies are
synonymous with Christmas. We are proud to offer
you this special delight for your Christmas table
as well as Jacobsons’ Spiced Orange and Cranberry
tarts and now new Rich Fruit Cake to complete the
perfect holiday tea!

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Pre-Order Only / Jacobsons

GJ

Top
Top

J1000

Luxury Mince Pies
Tartelettes de Noël
A traditional British tart filled with delicious currants, fruits
and spices and packaged in a rich, buttery, crumbly crust.
Serve warm with a cup of tea or coffee.

12 x 150g | 3.20/38.40 | SRP: 4.99

New

J1001

J1002

Tartelettes d’Orange et de Canneberge
Baked to a traditional homemade recipe, these buttery
tarts are packed full of sweet citrus, spices and cranberries. A perfect addition to any holiday sweet plate.

Gâteau aux Fruits
This classic rich fruit cake is crammed full of the most delicious ingredients including succulent sultanas, cherries
and currants. It’s rich taste and moist texture is a result of
expert Scottish baking!

12 x 200g | 5.85/70.20 | SRP: 8.99

12 x 400g | 7.50/90.00 | SRP: 12.99

Spiced Orange & Cranberry Tarts
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Rich Fruit Cake

Imported from: Aberlour, Scotland / Jacobsons

GJ
W
Pre-Order Only / Jacobsons

Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019 / Pre-Book / Jacobsons

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

“Every holiday, every home, every family has different
traditions they hold near and dear. Some are new,
some are old but most important is that they are all
cherished. For the Jacobson family, so many of our
traditions seem to start in the kitchen. It’s a place of
togetherness, a place of enjoyment. From our family
to yours, we hope you enjoy this year’s collection and
wish you the very best of the season.”
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Joe & Seph's / Imported from: London, England

Pre-Order Only / Joe & Seph's

GJ

Joe & Seph’s

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

“Joe & Seph’s is a family business with a mission to make the
best tasting popcorn in the world. Their signature caramel
sauce, used on their original caramel popcorn is what they now
proudly make available in a jar. All of their sauces are made with
delicious fresh cream and like each of their products, they only
use the best ingredients to produce the finest flavours.”

New

JS256

Madagascan Vanilla Caramel Sauce N

JS254

Sauce Caramel à la Vanille
Enjoy this unique smooth caramel sauce made with fresh
double cream and Madagascan Vanilla Bean to create a
delightfully fragrant sauce.

Prosecco Caramel Sauce N
Sauce Caramel de Prosecco
Made with 5% Prosecco and fresh double cream. Try
swirling this elegant sauce into your best cheesecake
recipe.

6 x 230g | 8.00/48.00 | SRP: 12.99

6 x 230g | 8.00/48.00 | SRP: 12.99

Top
Top

JS250

Gin & Tonic Caramel Sauce N
Sauce Caramel de Gin Tonic
This unique and smooth caramel sauce is made with fresh
double cream and infused with 5% real London Dry Gin
and 5% real Tonic. Drizzle over your favourite brownie
recipe for a truly distinct taste.

6 x 230g | 8.00/48.00 | SRP: 12.99
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JS252

Brandy Butter Caramel Sauce N
Sauce Caramel de Beurre de Brandy
Made with real Brandy this extra buttery caramel sauce
will dress up any dessert. Add as a finishing touch to a
classic Christmas pudding.

6 x 230g | 8.00/48.00 | SRP: 12.99

Imported from: London, England / Joe & Seph's

Pre-Order Only / Joe & Seph's

“We are so proud to announce the latest addition to the Joe & Seph’s
family... Chocolate Popcorn Bites! Our new Chocolate Popcorn Bites are
the first of their kind, created by Joseph after many late nights in the
kitchen experimenting. Truly tantalising, expect to bring your taste
buds a new and deliciously decadent experience: starting with silky,
melt-in-your-mouth chocolate, followed by sweet caramel, a hint of sea
salt and lastly a satisfying popcorn crunch!”

New

JS260

JS261

Décoration de Noël avec Maïs Soufflé de Chocolat Noir
Salted caramel popcorn placed in an indulgent dark
chocolate cup in a festive bauble for the tree. Size: 15cm
x 12cm x 8cm

Décoration de Noël avec Maïs Soufflé de Chocolat au Lait
Salted caramel popcorn placed in an indulgent milk
chocolate cup in a festive bauble for the tree. Size: 15cm
x 12cm x 8cm

9 x 43g | 4.45/40.05 | SRP: 6.99

9 x 43g | 4.45/40.05 | SRP: 6.99

Dark Chocolate Popcorn Bites Bauble N

Milk Chocolate Popcorn Bites Bauble N

New

New

JS120

JS121

Milk Chocolate Popcorn Bites N

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

New

Maïs Soufflé de Chocolat au Lait
Salted caramel popcorn placed in an indulgent milk
chocolate cup.

Dark Chocolate Popcorn Bites N
Maïs Soufflé de Chocolat Noir
Salted caramel popcorn placed in an indulgent dark
chocolate cup.

7 x 63g | 4.45/31.15 | SRP: 6.99

7 x 63g | 4.45/31.15 | SRP: 6.99

GJ
W
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Kirriemuir / Imported from: Shotts, Scotland

Kirriemuir
For over 80 years, the Kirriemuir bakery has been making
delicious pastries in the Lanarkshire area of Scotland.
Their special gingerbread cakes have become world famous
for their full flavour and light, moist texture.

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Pre-Order Only / Kirriemuir

K
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Imported from: Shotts, Scotland / Kirriemuir

K
W
Pre-Order Only / Kirriemuir
Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

A Cake for Every
Occasion
These delicious cakes are
made using all natural
ingredients and are the
perfect way to add a taste
of the holidays to afternoon
tea or after dinner festivities.
Great for building a seasonal
masterpiece, simply layer two
cakes on top of each other
and add your favourite icing
and decorations.

Top
Top

Top
Top

K1800

K1802

K1803

Pain d’Épice
A classic gingerbread cake steeped in tradition and
beautifully soft with hints of warming ginger and carefully
selected spices to make your mouth water.

Pain d’Épice à l’Orange Confite
A rich, sticky gingerbread, with a hint of spice and a burst
of candied orange. Fresh tasting and delicious with a
touch of cream.

Pain d’Épice Festive
A lavishly moreish, sticky gingerbread, bursting with a
fusion of festive fruits and spices. Full of flavour, this
is a perfect addition to your Christmas and New Year
celebrations.

6 x 360g | 8.00/48.00 | SRP: 12.99

6 x 360g | 8.00/48.00 | SRP: 12.99

6 x 360g | 8.00/48.00 | SRP: 12.99

Signature Gingerbread

Signature Gingerbread with Candied Orange

Signature Festive Gingerbread

Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019 / Pre-Book / Kirriemuir
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Lakrids by Bülow / Imported from: Hvidore, Denmark

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Pre-Order Only / Lakrids by Bülow

GL

Lakrids by Bülow
“At present we share our love for liquorice with the good people
in Sweden, Spain, Italy, Norway, Finland, Germany, Iceland,
Dubai and Canada…My vision for the company is to spread my
love for liquorice around the globe. Not only the sweet kind, not
only the salty one, but the whole spectrum of flavours that can
be achieved when using liquorice as a spice.”
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W

Imported from: Hvidore, Denmark / Lakrids by Bülow

New

New

New

LK223

LK224

LK225

Coffret Cadeau Noir - D/1
Stylishly packaged and ready to gift. Contains D - Salt &
Caramel 265g and 1 - Sweet 150g.

Coffret Cadeau Noir - A/B/C
Stylishly packaged and ready to gift. Contains A - The
Original 125g, B - Passion Fruit 125g and C - Coffee Kieni
125g.

Coffret Cadeau Noir - 1/2/3
Stylishly packaged and ready to gift. Contains 1 - Sweet
150g, 2 - Salty 150g and 3 - Red 150g.

8 x 415g | 21.00/168.00 | SRP: 35.00

8 x 375g | 24.00/192.00 | SRP: 40.00

8 x 450g | 21.00/168.00 | SRP: 35.00

Black Box - D/1 N G

Black Box - A/B/C N G

Black Box - 1/2/3 N G

New

New

LK216A

LK220

LK221

Coffret Cadeau Noir
Eight different taste experiences in one box! Contains slow
cooked organic, passion fruit, chocolate, salty caramel,
raspberry, dark chocolate & coffee, crispy chocolate and
salt & caramel.

Coffret Cadeau Noir - A/D
Stylishly packaged and ready to gift. Contains A - The
Original 265g and D - Salt & Caramel 265g.

Coffret Cadeau Noir - C/D
Stylishly packaged and ready to gift. Contains C - Coffee
Kieni 265g and D - Salt & Caramel 265g.

Black Box - A/2 N G
Coffret Cadeau Noir - A/2
Stylishly packaged and ready to gift. Contains A - The
Original 265g and 2 - Salty 150g.

10 x 335g | 27.00/270.00 | SRP: 45.00

8 x 530g | 27.00/216.00 | SRP: 45.00

8 x 530g | 27.00/216.00 | SRP: 45.00

8 x 415g | 21.00/168.00 | SRP: 35.00

Black Selection Gift Box N G

Black Box - A/D N G

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

New

Pre-Order Only / Lakrids by Bülow

These designer gift boxes
from Lakrids by Bulow have
elevated this impressive
brand to the next level,
offering liquorice lovers the
ultimate experience of their
sought-after confection. A
truly sophisticated and
contemporary gift for any
special occasion.

LK222

Black Box - C/D N G

New

New

New

New

LK160

LK165

LK166

LK167

Réglisse Bio Sucré
Slow-cooked for up to 4 hours, this process gives this
sweet liquorice a caramel-like texture and a concentrated
flavour.

Poudre de Réglisse Bio
Raw organic liquorice from liquorice roots – steamed,
pressed and granulated. A mild yet intense liquorice
flavour with a crispy and crunchy bite. Once it is on your
spice shelf, it will become indispensable.

Sirop de Réglisse Bio Sucré
An intense and sweet syrup created from cane sugar and
raw liquorice. Try it with ice cream, fresh fruit, smoothies or
a wide range of desserts. It also serves well in rye bread,
pastry, marinades, cocktails and with cheese.

Sirop de Réglisse Bio Salé
An intense and harmonious syrup made from cane sugar,
salt and raw liquorice. It gives ice cream, desserts and
sweet fruits a kick and can also be used for marinades
and pastries.

10 x 50g | 6.00/60.00 | SRP: 10.00

10 x 40g | 6.60/66.00 | SRP: 11.00

10 x 170g | 8.00/80.00 | SRP: 15.00

10 x 170g | 8.00/80.00 | SRP: 15.00

Organic Sweet Liquorice O G

Organic Raw Liquorice Powder O G

Organic Sweet Liquorice Syrup O G

Organic Salty Liquorice Syrup O G
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Pre-Order Only / LillyPuds

GL

LillyPuds / Imported from: Chelmsford, England

New
Brand

LillyPuds

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

“I love to cook, and for me, there is nothing more
rewarding than preparing food for others to enjoy.
My Christmas pudding recipe has been enjoyed for
many a year by friends and family and in 2015 I had
the opportunity to bring LillyPuds to market from
our home in East Anglia.

152

My foodie dream had been realised… to my delight,
my recipe was a resounding success and it’s even
been possible to convert those with a dislike for
our great British pud! I also wanted the LillyPuds
styling to symbolise the festive season – a time for
the giving and receiving of presents. So, a LillyPud
is wrapped to make an ideal foodie gift.”

LillyPuds / Pre-Book / Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019

Imported from: Chelmsford, England / LillyPuds

GL
W
Pre-Order Only / LillyPuds

So what makes a LillyPuds Christmas Pudding
so scrumptiously light and fruity? With no mixed
peel, over 50% fruit and less added sugar and flour,
a LillyPuds naturally sweet Christmas pudding is a
festive delight.
So, say goodbye to a dark, heavy Christmas
pudding and say hello to a scrumptiously light and
fruity LillyPud!

LP111

Brandy Butter N

LP100

Traditional Christmas Pudding
Pudding de Noël
A traditional Christmas pudding made with the finest vine
fruits, apples, apricots, almonds and ginger blended with
ale and brandy.

6 x 454g | 19.00/114.00 | SRP: 29.99

Sauce de Beurre de Brandy
A perfect blend of butter, sugar and brandy, the traditional
Christmas pudding accompaniment.

Sticky Toffee Sauce N
Sauce Sticky Toffee
A delicious sticky blend of butter, sugar and cream
flavoured with natural vanilla.

6 x 190g | 8.50/51.00 | SRP: 14.99

6 x 190g | 8.50/51.00 | SRP: 14.99

LP101

LP102

Sticky Toffee Pudding N
Pudding de Noël - Sticky Toffee
A traditional sticky toffee pudding made with the finest
dates and blended with butter then finished with a sticky
toffee sauce.

6 x 300g | 13.00/78.00 | SRP: 19.99

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

LP110

Saucy Lemon Pudding N
Pudding de Noël - Saucy Lemon
A delightful pudding full of fresh citrus flavours.

6 x 300g | 13.00/78.00 | SRP: 19.99

Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019 / Pre-Book / LillyPuds
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London Tea Co. / Imported from: London, England

London Tea Co.
“Blending, brewing and drinking teas since 2003, The London
Tea Company is determined to spread the word on how great
tea can be. We’ve developed an exciting range of teas and herbal
infusions that are packed with flavour.”

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Pre-Order Only / London Tea Co.

GL

New

L4203

Brew Crew Assorted 72ct Tea Gift Tin N F
Brew Crew Boîte à Thé Assortie en Étain Métallique
This ultra cool Brew Crew Tea Tin contains 8 tea bags
each of: London Breakfast, Earl Grey, Pure Rooibos, Pure
Camomile, Tropical Green Tea, Raspberry Inferno, Vanilla
Chai, Peach & Rhubarb and Zingy Lemon Ginger.

10 x 145g | 22.00/220.00 | SRP: 34.99

New

New

New

L4200

L4201

L4202

Thé Petit Déjeuner London en Etain Métallique
This ultra cool tin contains 15 London Breakfast pyramid
teabags. Easy to drink, great to gift!

Thé Earl Grey en Etain Métallique
This ultra cool tin contains 15 Earl Grey pyramid teabags.
Easy to drink, great to gift!

Thé Vert Jasmine en Etain Métallique
This ultra cool tin contains 15 Jasmine Green pyramid
teabags. Easy to drink, great to gift!

12 x 45g | 10.50/126.00 | SRP: 16.99

12 x 30g | 10.50/126.00 | SRP: 16.99

12 x 30g | 10.50/126.00 | SRP: 16.99

The Early Bird London Breakfast Pyramid Bag
Tea Tin N F
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The Guvnor Earl Grey Pyramid Bag Tea
Tin N F

The Tea-Totaller Jasmine Green Pyramid Bag
Tea Tin N F

Imported from: London, England / London Tea Co.

Quality – dedicated tea and blend specialists source
and create trend-led, quality, vibrant teas that appeal
to the growing number of fruit and herbal consumers.

Pre-Order Only / London Tea Co.

The London Tea Co. Commitment

GL
W

Authenticity – we source all our teas honestly and
know where it’s been from bush to cup. On top of
that we’re fully Fairtrade and free from artificial
flavourings, colourings and preservatives.
Humility – we truly believe that feedback is a gift and
are constantly looking to improve in all we do so we
are always listening to new ideas from our consumers.
Choice – we know diversity is part of the excitement of
life and that no two people are the same. Our extensive
range means you can pick the blends that suit your
business best.

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019
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Pre-Order Only / Mackays

Mackays / Imported from: Arbroath, Scotland

Mackays
Located in Arbroath, Scotland Mackays is just a short drive from
the rich berry growing soil that provides all the fruit for their
special jams. As for their marmalades, they bring only the best
Seville oranges in from Spain. Cooking from fresh fruits, never
frozen, they honour the traditions and the recipes native to the
Mackays name and the special history of their region.

Top
Top

Top
Top

Top
Top

M3500

M3400

M3501

M3401

Marmelade de Noël
Oranges, cranberries and spices are combined to create a
seasonal citrusy marmalade. Perfect for basting hams or
roasting seasonal vegetables. Wonderful for serving with
a meat platter.

Marmelade de Noël
Oranges, cranberries and spices are combined to create a
seasonal citrusy marmalade. Perfect for basting hams or
roasting seasonal vegetables. Wonderful for serving with
a meat platter.

Confiture de Noël
A little note of warm wine with fruity and sugary scents of
raspberries, strawberries, blackcurrant and redcurrant. A
great alternative to traditional jam over the festive period.

Confiture de Noël
A little note of warm wine with fruity and sugary scents of
raspberries, strawberries, blackcurrant and redcurrant. A
great alternative to traditional jam over the festive period.

8 x 113g | 1.85/14.80 | SRP: 2.99

6 x 340g | 3.75/22.50 | SRP: 5.99

8 x 113g | 1.85/14.80 | SRP: 2.99

6 x 340g | 3.75/22.50 | SRP: 5.99

Christmas Marmalade N

Christmas Marmalade N

Christmas Preserve N

Christmas Preserve N

Lemon Curd

Top
Top

M3502

M3504

M3503

Marmelade d’Orange Avec Champagne
A sweet breakfast treat. Sweet marmalade with a hint of
Champagne. A lovely topper for French toast.

Confiture de Fraise avec Champagne
A luxury breakfast treat made with Scottish strawberries
and a touch of Champagne. Crepes never had it so good.

Pâte à Tartiner au Citron
A creamy Scottish curd, made with eggs and butter.
Wonderful when used as a tart filling or even spread over
hot toast.

8 x 113g | 1.85/14.80 | SRP: 2.99

8 x 113g | 1.85/14.80 | SRP: 2.99

8 x 113g | 1.85/14.80 | SRP: 2.99

Orange Marmalade with Champagne N
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Strawberry Preserve with Champagne N
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Lemon Curd N

A creamy Scottish curd made
with whole eggs, butter and
lemon juice. This wonderful
when spread makes for a
delicious spread on hot toast or
as a filling for cakes and pastries.

Imported from: Arbroath, Scotland / Mackays

M
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Pre-Order Only / Mackays

M3250

Chilli Jelly N

M3251

Confiture de Chilli
A savoury jelly with a slight kick! Delicious when spread
over barbecued corn, used as a glaze on fish, or smothered on a burger.

Redcurrant Jelly N
Confiture de Groseille
A traditional jelly, made in small batches in Scotland. The
perfect accompaniment to a lamb dinner or used to add
depth to gravy.

6 x 235ml | 3.85/23.10 | SRP: 5.99

6 x 235ml | 3.15/18.90 | SRP: 4.99

Top
Top

M3252

Mint and Rosemary Jelly N

M3253

Gelée de Menthe & Romarin
Traditionally made in small batches in Scotland. This
unique recipe of herbaceous mint and earthy rosemary is
a perfect accompaniment for savoury dishes. Serve with
roast lamb or mix into roasted vegetables.

Cranberry Sauce N
Sauce aux Canneberges
Mackays’ Cranberry Sauce is just the right balance of
sweetness and tartness. Perfect for complimenting
creamy, buttery cheeses like Brie or playing up the
nuttiness of a mild Swiss.

6 x 235ml | 3.15/18.90 | SRP: 4.99

6 x 235ml | 3.15/18.90 | SRP: 4.99

These miniature gifting sets are a great way to tour the
flavours of Scotland. Don’t forget to also visit the rest
of the Mackays collection in our everyday section to
pre-book their full range of Marmalades and Preserves
and to be guaranteed stock for Christmas.

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

The Tasting Collection

Top
Top

M3300

M3301

Sélection Classique (3x42g)
A selection of Mackays 42g preserves with a Scottish
theme. Contains: 1 x Lemon Curd, 1 x Scottish Raspberry
Preserves, 1 x Dundee Orange Marmalade.

Écossais Favoris (5x42g)
Contains 42g preserves: 1 x Scottish Strawberry Preserve,
1 x Scottish Blackberry Preserve, 1 x Dundee Orange
Marmalade, 1 x Three Berry Preserve, 1 x Scottish Raspberry
Preserve

12 x 126g | 4.50/54.00 | SRP: 6.99

12 x 210g | 6.50/78.00 | SRP: 9.99

Classic Gift Selection (3x42g) N

Scottish Favourites (5x42g) N

M3302

Tasting Collection (6x42g) N
Collection Dégustation (6x42g)
Contains 42g preserves: Strawberry Preserve with
Champagne, Dundee Orange Marmalade, Three Berry
Preserve, Scottish Raspberry Preserve, Orange Marmalade
with Whisky, Orange Marmalade with Champagne.

6 x 252g | 9.40/56.40 | SRP: 14.99
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Mallow Puffs / Imported from: Diepenbeek, Belgium

New
Brand

Pre-Order Only / Mallow Puffs

M

Mallow Puffs

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

“Here at Mallow Puffs we don’t take life too seriously. We never
preach, we just focus on making super-puffy mallows that
happen to be vegan!”
There’s no huff, just puff.

B7200

B7201

B7202

Guimauves à la Vanille au Chocolat Noir
It’s a yummy super-puffy vanilla bean marshmallow
dunked in Belgian dark chocolate that happens to be
vegan!

Guimauves à la Framboise au Chocolat Noir
It’s a yummy super-puffy raspberry marshmallow dunked
in Belgian dark chocolate that happens to be vegan!

Guimauves au Caramel Salé au Chocolat Noir
It’s a yummy super-puffy salted caramel marshmallow
dunked in Belgian dark chocolate that happens to be
vegan!

8 x 100g | 4.50/36.00 | SRP: 6.99

8 x 100g | 4.50/36.00 | SRP: 6.99

8 x 100g | 4.50/36.00 | SRP: 6.99

Vanilla Bean & Dark Chocolate N
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Raspberry & Dark Chocolate N

Salted Caramel & Dark Chocolate N
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Imported from: Chianciano Terme, Italy / Marabissi

Pre-Order Only / Marabissi

Marabissi
Throughout Italy, traditional fruit cakes are eaten during the
Christmas season, however in Siena, the province where these
cakes were created, they are enjoyed all year round. The town
of Siena itself even carries the pleasing aroma of Panforte
Margherita, originating from the town’s bakeries, such as
Marabissi. For over 60 years, Marabissi has been sourcing the
finest ingredients, using the best traditional methods and
producing Siena’s most exceptional panforte and tortas. We are
thrilled to now welcome them to Canada.

MB100

MB101

Panforte Margherita
The bittersweet flavour of almonds is combined honey,
spices, candied lemon and orange and dusted with
powdered sugar. A perfect addition to any holiday
cheeseboard.

Panforte Nero avec Cocao
The bittersweet flavour of almonds is combined honey,
spices, candied lemon and orange and dusted with cocoa.
A perfect pairing with Vin Santo del Chianti.

Panforte Panpepato N
Panforte Panpepato
Candied fruit, almonds, honey and strong autumnal spices
combine to create this country-style dessert. Pair with
your favourite cheese and charcuterie.

15 x 100g | 7.50/112.50 | SRP: 12.99

15 x 100g | 7.50/112.50 | SRP: 12.99

15 x 100g | 7.50/112.50 | SRP: 12.99

Panforte Margherita N

MB102

Panforte Nero with Cocoa N

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Top
Top

Panforte
Panforte can be enjoyed with
an after dinner spirit or as an
accompaniment to an artisanal
cheese plate. All Marabissi
panforte & torta’s are shipped
with easy to assemble displays
for simple purchases at your
cash or cheese counters.

Top
Top

Top
Top

MB103

MB104

MB105

Torta avec Chocolat
A rich chocolate cake with the luxurious flavours of
candied cherry, chocolate, cinnamon and nutmeg, blended
with citrus and then coated with a chocolate glaze. Enjoy
with coffee, tea, ice cream or your favourite dessert wine.

Torta avec Figues et Noix
Made with southern Italian figs, northern Italian walnuts,
honey, cinnamon and spices. Pair with mature or blue
cheeses.

Torta avec Cerise et Chili
A rich cake with a slight warmth that uses candied cherries instead of the usual candied orange peel. Pair with a
bold, robust Italian red wine and your favourite cheeses.

15 x 100g | 8.50/127.50 | SRP: 13.99

15 x 100g | 8.50/127.50 | SRP: 13.99

15 x 100g | 8.50/127.50 | SRP: 13.99

Torta with Chocolate

Torta with Fig and Walnuts

Torta with Cherry and Chili N
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Mighty Fine / Imported from: London, England

Pre-Order Only / Mighty Fine

M
G

Mighty Fine

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

“In 2014 we began creating treats in a cool little shop in Camden,
London. All handmade, always tasty and packed with great
ingredients. Today, we still offer that same great product and
take our love for this confectionery, and the great british bee, as
far as our arms can reach.”

MF200

Gingerbread Honeycomb Dips N
Pain d’Épice Honeycomb
A light and crisp salted honeycomb dipped in a gingerbread flavour and Belgian milk chocolate. A great addition
to your holiday cookie plate.

12 x 90g | 3.75/45.00 | SRP: 5.99

MF100

Milk Chocolate Honeycomb Dips N
Honeycomb Enrobé en Chocolat au Lait
A light and crisp honeycomb dipped in a creamy, Belgian
milk chocolate. A perfect Saturday night snack.

12 x 90g | 3.75/45.00 | SRP: 5.99

Top
Top

MF101

Dark Chocolate Honeycomb Dips N
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MF102

Honeycomb Enrobé en Chocolat Noir
A light and crisp honeycomb dipped in a smooth, Belgian
dark chocolate. A delightful indulgence for a cozy night in.

Salted Caramel Honeycomb Dips N
Honeycomb au Caramel Salé
A light and crisp salted honeycomb dipped in a caramel
flavour and creamy Belgian milk chocolate. Snacking
never tasted so good.

12 x 90g | 3.75/45.00 | SRP: 5.99

12 x 90g | 3.75/45.00 | SRP: 5.99
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Imported from: Arbroath, Scotland / Mrs.Bridges

Pre-Order Only / Mrs.Bridges

Mrs.Bridges
Preserving tradition is at the heart of Mrs. Bridges. They uphold
this value by making their products the authentic way in copper
bottom pans, delivering taste and provenance.
These are an impressive and extensive collection of festive gifts
which have been carefully selected and crafted by the Mrs.
Bridges team just for you. We hope that you find this year’s
collection as inspiring as we do and we wish you a successful
holiday season.

M4150A

M4151A

Coffret-Cadeau 3 Mini Marmelades (3x42g)
This lovely little three-pack features examples of Mrs.
Bridges favourite marmalades. Includes: Pink Grapefruit
Marmalade, Fine Cut Orange Marmalade and Orange
Marmalade with Ginger.

Coffret-Cadeau Mini Confitures Traditionnelles (3x42g)
This pack contains three 42g jars in the following scrumptious flavours: Lemon Curd, Scottish Raspberry Preserve,
Scottish Strawberry Preserve.

12 x 126g | 5.75/69.00 | SRP: 8.99

12 x 126g | 5.75/69.00 | SRP: 8.99

Mini Marmalade Gift Box (3x42g) N

Mini Traditional Preserve Gift Pack (3x42g) N

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Top
Top

Top
Top

M4160

M4161

Breakfast Collection (6pk) N
Collection Déjeuner - Paquet de 6
Includes 42g jars of Fine Cut Orange Marmalade, Orange
Marmalade with Ginger, Pink Grapefruit Marmalade, Celebration Marmalade with Champagne, Scottish Raspberry
Preserve, Scottish Strawberry Preserve.

Preserve Collection (6pk) N
Collection de Confiture - Paquet de 6
Includes 42g jars of Raspberry and Redcurrant Preserve,
Strawberry Preserve, Blackcurrant Preserve, Strawberry
and Champagne Preserve, Lemon Curd, Pineapple and
Ginger Preserve.

6 x 252g | 9.30/55.80 | SRP: 14.99

6 x 252g | 9.30/55.80 | SRP: 14.99
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Mrs.Bridges / Imported from: Arbroath, Scotland

M4164

Gifts Made with Care
Mrs Bridges’ selection of wonderful gift
packs are available seasonally and packed
by hand - just as Mrs Bridges would have
packed picnics for the Bellamy family
at Eaton Place. Each product is crafted
with care and attention, from artisan jam
makers with years of experience..

Christmas Selection - Red Box N
Boîte de Sélection de Noël
A festive gifting box full of joy. Contains: Christmas Preserve with Mulled Wine, Christmas Marmalade, Christmas
Chutney, Cranberry Sauce with Port.

6 x 439g | 12.50/75.00 | SRP: 19.99

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

The Difference is in the Taste
Mrs Bridges authentic approach means that we use the time
honoured, slow boiling, open-pan method of making marmalades,
preserves and curds. We still use traditional open copper jam pans
to make Mrs Bridges range, resulting in a great tasting product,
just like home-made. The savoury products perfectly accompany
the preserve selection and are all made in small batches, using
delicious fruits and vegetables.

M4183

M4180

M4181

M4182

Sac Jute - Collection de Noël
Gifting made easy. Contains: Christmas Preserve 113g,
Christmas Marmalade 113g, Christmas Chutney 100g.

Sac Jute - Collection de Marmelades
A brilliant gift for the breakfast lover in your life. Contains:
Fine Cut Marmalade 113g, Orange Marmalade with Ginger
113g, Lemon and Lime Marmalade 113g.

Sac Jute - Collection de Condiments
Three savoury favourites in a lovely handled jute bag.
Contains: Sweet Onion Relish 100g, Ginger and Chilli Chutney 100g, Sun Dried Tomato and Balsamic Chutney 100g.

Sac Jute - Collection de Confitures
A selection of three sweet preserves to make any
occasion extra special. Contains: Raspberry Preserve
113g, Strawberry Preserve 113g, Blackcurrant and Blueberry
Preserve 113g.

6 x 326g | 12.00/72.00 | SRP: 19.99

6 x 339g | 12.00/72.00 | SRP: 19.99

6 x 300g | 12.00/72.00 | SRP: 19.99

6 x 339g | 12.00/72.00 | SRP: 19.99

Triple Jar Jute Bag - Christmas Collection N
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Triple Jar Jute Bag - Marmalade Collection N
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Triple Jar Jute Bag - Condiment Collection N

Triple Jar Jute Bag - Preserve Collection N

Imported from: Arbroath, Scotland / Mrs.Bridges

Top
Top

M4159

M4158

Sauce aux Canneberges avec Port
Mouth-watering cranberry sauce infused with the rich
sweetness of port. Delicious as part of a traditional Scottish Christmas and all year round with smoked cheeses
and oatcakes.

Chutney de Noël
A truly festive chutney with added cranberries and a hint
of spice. All the evocative flavours of Christmas in one jar.
Excellent with Christmas turkey.

6 x 250g | 4.50/27.00 | SRP: 6.99

6 x 240g | 4.75/28.50 | SRP: 6.99

M4156

M4157

Marmelade de Noël
A delectable orange marmalade with cranberries, ginger
and a hint of Christmas spice. The perfect condiment to
inspire Christmas Spirit.

Confiture de Noël
Flavored with berries and mulled wine. it’s delicious on
wheat toast or English muffins.

6 x 250g | 4.50/27.00 | SRP: 6.99

6 x 250g | 4.75/28.50 | SRP: 6.99

M4184

M4185

Cranberry Sauce with Port N

Fruits of the Forest with Mulled Wine N

Christmas Chutney N

Christmas Preserve N

Confiture de Fruits de la Forêt avec du Vin Chaud
A fruity preserve perfect for the dark nights and cold
mornings. Try using this with meringues and cookies.

Peach & Prosecco Preserve N
Confiture de Pêche et Prosecco
A wonderfully refreshing preserve that lovers of peach or
prosecco will appreciate. Spread this peach and prosecco
jam on toast, crumpets, toasted teacakes, croissants or
scones for an utterly indulgent treat.

6 x 340g | 6.25/37.50 | SRP: 9.99

6 x 340g | 6.25/37.50 | SRP: 9.99

Cranberry Sauce with Port
Mrs. Bridge’s Cranberry Sauce with Port is
one of our top selling holiday items each
year. This festive condiment is a great
addition to dinner time or cocktail hour
nibbles.
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Christmas Marmalade N

Pre-Order Only / Mrs.Bridges

Top
Top
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Pre-Order Only / Natural Candy Shop
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Natural Candy Shop / Imported from: Bourne End, England

Top
Top

C6000

Natural Candy Shop

Peppermint Candy Canes in Drum N
Canne à Bonbons à la Menthe
An all-natural, large size candy cane. Perfect for the
holiday season.

The Natural Candy Shop peppermint canes have been
a special part of our holiday program for several years
now. Every year, they continue to grow in popularity
with their delicious all natural flavour and ingenious
counter top design.

80 x 80ea | 1.30/104.00 | SRP: 1.99

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

All natural candies,
made for all ages and all
celebrations.

C6002

Strawberry Candy Canes in Drum N
Canne à Bonbons à la Fraise
An all-natural, large size strawberry flavoured candy cane
in the perfect display holder.

80 x 80ea | 1.30/104.00 | SRP: 1.99

New

C6010

Peppa Pig Lollipops N
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New

C6003

Sucette Peppa Pig
Welcome to the world of Peppa Pig. Flavours are strawberry and raspberry.

Sour Cherry Candy Canes in Drum N
Canne à Bonbons à la Cerise
An all-natural, large size sour cherry flavoured candy cane
in the perfect display holder.

24 x 60g | 3.00/72.00 | SRP: 4.99

80 x 80ea | 1.30/104.00 | SRP: 1.99

GO
W

Imported from: Sittingbourne, England / Opies

OP100

Tranches de Citron
The ever-impressive way to finish a luxurious cocktail.
With only the finest lemons used for premium quality,
this jar of preserved sliced lemons is ideal for providing a
finishing touch to Hot Toddies, Sidecars, and Pimm’s.

Cerises au Marasquin
Made with finest cherries and preserved in specially
flavoured syrup to deliver the perfect cocktail. Perfect for
a quick snack or use in home baking, ideal for adding to
a fruit salad.

6 x 350g | 4.75/28.50 | SRP: 7.99

6 x 225g | 4.25/25.50 | SRP: 6.99

Sliced Lemons in Lemon Juice N

Red Maraschino Cocktail Cherries

Pre-Order Only / Opies

OP105

Opies
“Our family business has been making and supplying quality
food for your families since 1880. Our purpose is simple, to make
products to the very best of our ability to ensure you can give
your families what they like and delight them every time.”

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Top
Top

OP112

OP113

Olives Vertes sans Noyaux
The finest Spanish Manzanilla olives harvested in the
autumn and preserved in brine to deliver a high-quality
flavour. Perfect for a classic Martini, a Campari Spritz or
Astoria.

Olives Noir sans Noyaux
Hojiblanca olives grown mainly in the Spanish provinces
of Seville, Cordoba and northern Malaga, harvested late
in the season.

6 x 227g | 3.15/18.90 | SRP: 4.99

6 x 227g | 3.15/18.90 | SRP: 4.99

Stoneless Green Olives N

Stoneless Black Olives N

Pickled Walnuts in Ruby Port

OP111

OP110

Noix Marinés à Vinaigre
Opies Pickled Walnuts are harvested before shell
formation, cooked and marinated in a special malt vinegar
recipe to bring out the qualities of the pickle. A traditional
accompaniment to cheeses, cold meats and salads.

Noix Marinés à Port
These pickled walnuts are wonderfully soft and slightly
salty. The delicious port permeates each walnut and the
resulting taste is quite spectacular.

6 x 390g | 8.00/48.00 | SRP: 12.99

6 x 370g | 9.25/55.50 | SRP: 14.99

Pickled Walnuts in Vinegar N

Pickled Walnuts in Port N

An English Delicacy
A traditional English delicacy,
pickled walnuts have been a
feature of Christmas meals for
centuries - they are even mentioned
by Dickens in The Pickwick Papers.
Opies walnuts are harvested before
the shell forms, then cooked and
marinated in a secret spiced malt
vinegar recipe and packed into jars
by hand. They make a delicious
accompaniment to cheese and are a
tasty ingredient with salads.
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Pre-Order Only / Original Cake Co.
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Original Cake Co. / Imported from: Lincoln, England

Original Cake Co.
The best little cake company you’ve never heard of…
until now.

Top
Top

OC110A

Christmas Fruit Cake Gift Pack
Assortiment de Gâteaux aux Fruits
A wonderful mixed gift pack of festive cakes. Contains:
Mixed Fruit & Nut, Farmhouse, Rich Brandy and Very
Cherry varieties.

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

4 x 600g | 24.00/96.00 | SRP: 36.99

Top
Top

OC100A

OC101A

OC102A

Gâteau aux Fruits Avec des Noix
A traditional fruit cake that is loaded with Turkish sultanas,
Brazil nuts, hazelnuts, walnuts and cherries to offer a rich
and moist fruit cake.

Gâteau aux Fruits Avec des Cerises
A lighter fruit cake topped with yellow and red cherries.
Although lighter, this fruit cake is still full of flavour.

Gâteau aux Fruits Avec de Brandy
A truly traditional cake, nice and boozy thanks to the
brandy soaked fruit, and unbelievably moist. Topped with
nuts that add texture and keeps the cake deliciously moist
when it’s being baked.

8 x 650g | 16.00/128.00 | SRP: 24.99

8 x 650g | 16.00/128.00 | SRP: 24.99

8 x 650g | 16.00/128.00 | SRP: 24.99

Traditional Fruit Cake with Mixed Nuts

Very Cherry Fruit Cake

Brandy Rich Fruit Cake

Selected By Top
Retailers
Using a traditional English
recipe, Original Cake
Company products are
selected all over the U.K.
by premium retailers and
department stores for their
expertise making this
Christmas specialty. Perfectly
moist and full of sultanas and
dried fruits, these cakes will
not disappoint in either look
or flavour.
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Top
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OC130C

OC131C

OC132C

Bûche de Noël au Chocolat
A rich dark chocolate cake made with butter, milk
chocolate and ground almonds topped with a chocolate
flavoured drizzle and sugar holly leaves.

Gâteau aux Fruits de Glaçage
Traditional rich slab fruit cake, mixed and baked by hand,
made with plump Sultana raisins and spices, layered with
marzipan and then decorated with stars.

Gâteau aux Fruits Garnie de Fruits et de Noix
Beautiful candied fruits and premium nuts adorn this
traditional fruit cake. Perfect for bringing as a hostess gift
to a holiday party.

8 x 275g | 9.25/74.00 | SRP: 14.99

8 x 275g | 9.50/76.00 | SRP: 14.99

8 x 275g | 9.50/76.00 | SRP: 14.99

Chocolate Yule Log

Original Cake Co. / Pre-Book / Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019

Iced Top Rich Fruit Cake

Jewel Topped Rich Fruit Cake

Imported from: Lincoln, England / Original Cake Co.

For over 40 years, the Original Cake
Company has been creating and
baking delicious cakes in Lincoln,
England. Over the years, they have
become renowned for their signature
fruit cakes, made with care and baked,
topped and packed entirely by hand.

Pre-Order Only / Original Cake Co.

Traditional English Fruit Cake

GO
W

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019
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The Pea Green Boat / Imported from: Edinburgh, Scotland

New
Brand

The Pea Green Boat
Entirely dedicated to using premium ingredients and a
discerning palate for excellence, The Pea Green Boat has quickly
gained itself a loyal following and a main stay position on shelf
at such retailers as Fortnum & Mason. They are also the proud
recipient of 9 Great Taste awards – you’ll only need a first taste to
understand why!

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Pre-Order Only / The Pea Green Boat

P
G

SE200

Cheese Sablés - Original N
Sablés au Fromage - Originale
Made using Italian parmesan, mature Scottish cheddar,
butter and organic flour. Enjoy with wine and other drinks,
for picnics or as a unique canapé base. Irresistible straight
from the box or hot out of the oven.

12 x 80g | 6.50/78.00 | SRP: 9.99

SE202

SE201

Sablés au Fromage - Fenouil et Chili
Made using Italian parmesan, mature Scottish cheddar,
butter, organic flour, fennel and chili. Enjoy with wine
and other drinks, for picnics or as a unique canapé base.
Irresistible straight from the box or hot out of the oven.

Sablés au Fromage - Cumin
Made using Italian parmesan, mature Scottish cheddar,
butter, organic flour and cumin seeds. Enjoy with wine
and other drinks, for picnics or as a unique canapé base.
Irresistible straight from the box or hot out of the oven.

12 x 80g | 6.50/78.00 | SRP: 9.99

12 x 80g | 6.50/78.00 | SRP: 9.99

Cheese Sablés - Fennel & Chili N
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Cheese Sablés - Cumin N

Imported from: Edinburgh, Scotland / The Pea Green Boat

“We believe there is no rival to these
award-winning cheese biscuits!
Handmade using heaps of freshly
grated Italian parmesan and Scottish
mature cheddar, these unique and
exceptionally cheesy morsels are
the perfect accompaniment for your
favourite tipple.”

Pre-Order Only / The Pea Green Boat

Great with your Favourite Tipple

GP
W

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019
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Pre-Order Only / Pralibel

P
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Pralibel / Imported from: Essen, Belgium

New
Brand

Pralibel

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

“Pralibel pralines make their way easily into the hearts and
baskets of chocolate lovers, not just because of how they taste,
but also because of their exquisite look. Pralibel sees each
praline as a creation in itself, deserving focused attention and
an eye for detail. Crafted by our chocolatiers, our pralines are a
delight for the senses and a wonder to behold.”

Dome Giftbox
This remarkable gift box
is a true piece of art. A
bespoke design containing 30
delicious Pralibel chocolates
to tempt and delight for any
occasion.

PL110

Deco Cups Reglettes N

Pralibel / Pre-Book / Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019

Domes Giftbox N
Coffret Cadeau - Domes
Iconic chocolates in fabulous flavours in a fabulous gift
box. Flavours include mango, crunchy praline, raspberry
pink pepper, espresso and caramel vanilla. Contains 30
chocolates.

8 x 365g | 27.00/216.00 | SRP: 45.00

PL101

Reglettes - Deco Cups
Flavours include caramel, passion fruit, hazelnut, raspberry, praline & strawberry, pistachio & blackberry, vanilla
with lemon and apple ganache. Contains 8 chocolates.

Deco Cups Giftbox N
Coffret Cadeau - Deco Cups
Flavours include caramel, passion fruit, hazelnut, raspberry, praline & strawberry, pistachio & blackberry, vanilla
with lemon and apple ganache. Contains 16 chocolates.

12 x 115g | 9.75/117.00 | SRP: 16.50

9 x 235g | 22.00/198.00 | SRP: 35.00

PL111

PL102

Cubes Reglettes N

170

PL100

Reglettes - Cubes
Flavours are ganache with grapefruit, ganache with
strawberry, ganache with cassis, ganache with chili
and ganache with Marc de Champagne. Contains 10
chocolates.

Cubes Giftbox N
Coffret Cadeau - Cubes
lavours are ganache with grapefruit, ganache with
strawberry, ganache with cassis, ganache with chili
and ganache with Marc de Champagne. Contains 26
chocolates.

12 x 90g | 9.75/117.00 | SRP: 16.50

9 x 240g | 22.00/198.00 | SRP: 35.00

GP
W

Imported from: Essen, Belgium / Pralibel

Pre-Order Only / Pralibel

“Our roots lie in artisanal
craftsmanship. That is what gives
each and every Pralibel praline its
authentic taste. And we still put the
finishing touches on each praline by
hand, giving them the unique Pralibel
look our customers have come to
expect. Our holiday offering is just
the same, with each piece created with
care for the celebrations of the season.”

PL130

Sedux Christmas Box N
Boîte Cadeau Chocolats Assortis
A wonderfully festive box! Assorted chocolate ganache
flavours are salted caramel, amaretto, Marc de Champagne
and crème brulée. Contains 15 chocolates.

8 x 210g | 18.00/144.00 | SRP: 30.00

PL121

PL122

PL123

Coffret-Cadeau Chocolats Noir Assortis
Dark chocolates in fabulous flavours in a fabulous gift box.
Contains 7 chocolates.

Coffret-Cadeau Chocolats Assortis
Chocolates in fabulous flavours in a fabulous gift box.
Contains 7 chocolates.

Coffret-Cadeau Chocolats Noir Assortis
Dark chocolates in fabulous flavours in a fabulous gift box.
Contains 17 chocolates.

Coffret-Cadeau Chocolats Assortis
Dark chocolates in fabulous flavours in a fabulous gift box.
Contains 17 chocolates.

12 x 95g | 10.00/120.00 | SRP: 16.50

12 x 100g | 10.00/120.00 | SRP: 16.50

18 x 215g | 15.50/279.00 | SRP: 25.00

18 x 220g | 15.50/279.00 | SRP: 25.00

PL124

PL125

PL126

PL127

Coffret-Cadeau Chocolats Noir Assortis
Dark chocolates in fabulous flavours in a fabulous gift box.
Contains 27 chocolates.

Coffret-Cadeau Chocolats Assortis
Chocolates in fabulous flavours in a fabulous gift box.
Contains 27 chocolates.

Coffret-Cadeau Chocolats Noir Assortis
Dark chocolates in fabulous flavours in a fabulous gift box.
Contains 47 chocolates.

Prestige No47 Mix N
Coffret-Cadeau Chocolats Assortis
Chocolates in fabulous flavours in a fabulous gift box.
Contains 47 chocolates.

8 x 330g | 22.00/176.00 | SRP: 35.00

8 x 340g | 22.00/176.00 | SRP: 35.00

12 x 590g | 28.00/336.00 | SRP: 45.00

12 x 620g | 28.00/336.00 | SRP: 45.00

Prestige No7 All Dark N

Prestige No27 All Dark N

Prestige No7 Mix N

Prestige No27 Mix N

Prestige No17 All Dark N

Prestige No17 Mix N

Prestige No47 All Dark N
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Seggiano / Imported from: Seggiano, Italy

Seggiano
“It is our mission to bring you the most delicious, genuine
and naturally produced speciality foods from all over Italy.
Our familiarity with Italian rural culture and our passion for
excellent food enables partnership with the best artisan food
producers of Italy.”

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Pre-Order Only / Seggiano

S
G

S3221

S3222

Clémentines Enrobées de Chocolat
These Calabrian candied clementine chocolates have
been produced using traditional methods for over a
century in Cosenza, Italy. Whole clementines are candied,
halved and covered in dark chocolate.

Figues au Rhum Enrobées de Chocolat
The prized Dottato fig is the most delicious fig variety, large
and juicy with soft skin. These sun dried figs are soaked
in rum, then stuffed with an almond and dipped in 72%
dark chocolate.

12 x 120g | 15.50/186.00 | SRP: 24.99

12 x 120g | 15.50/186.00 | SRP: 24.99

Chocolate Clementines N

Antipasti

Fig Balls

Made by a small, family-run producer,
Seggiano’s Antipasti is one of their
most popular gift items. This
beautiful jar contains a mix of grilled
artichokes, grilled peppers and grilled
Borretane onions, layered with
sun-dried tomatoes. The vegetables
are jarred by hand and are preserved
in olive oil to best protect their
individual flavours and textures.

From Cosenza, Calabria, in southern
Italy, Seggiano’s fig ball is a traditional
and ingenious way of preserving the
juicy Dottato variety of figs that are
unique to this region. The figs are
picked from the tree when they are
well matured, dried and slowly cooked
in their own juices before shaping
into balls, wrapping in green fig
leaves and slowly baked. Try pairing
Seggiano’s fig ball with an aged
pecorino cheese.

Top
Top

S3220

Mixed Vegetable Antipasti N
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Chocolate Rum Figs N

Top
Top

S3102A

Antipasti Végétal
Grilled artichokes, grilled peppers and grilled Borretane
onions layered with sun-dried tomatoes preserved in extra
virgin olive oil without preservatives.

Fig Ball for Cheese N
Balle des Figues pour Fromage
Serve this fig ball with soft dolce Pecorino cheese. From
Cosenza, Calabria, the figs are picked from the tree when
they are well matured, dried and slowly cooked in their
own juices.

6 x 500g | 22.50/135.00 | SRP: 34.99

12 x 200g | 11.30/135.60 | SRP: 19.99

Imported from: Seggiano, Italy / Seggiano

GS
W
Pre-Order Only / Seggiano
Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019
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Shortbread House / Imported from: Edinburgh, Scotland

Shortbread House
Modesty often forbids Anthony Laing to discuss the matter, but
there is no denying the fact that the family behind the success
of Shortbread House of Edinburgh is one with a strong baking
tradition. Anthony’s father was Lord Laing who was chairman
of United Biscuits. Which is why the family has been referred to
more than once as a baking dynasty. In 1989 Anthony & his wife
Fiona decided to make the most of the Laing family’s generations
of baking experience by buying an existing one-woman business
based in Scotland’s historic capital city of Edinburgh. The rest of
course is the delicious history, and history still to be made, of the
Shortbread House of Edinburgh.

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Pre-Order Only / Shortbread House

S
G

New

SE175

Shortbread Stars - Original N
Sablés Étoiles - Originale
The best quality butter is used to ensure a delicious
flavour and the additional of a little ground rice gives a
light crisp texture. These shorbread biscuits are cut into a
festive star shape..

12 x 100g | 5.50/66.00 | SRP: 8.99

New

SE176

Shortbread Rounds - Original N
Sablés - Originale
The best quality butter is used to ensure a delicious
flavour and the additional of a little ground rice gives a
light crisp texture.

8 x 240g | 12.50/100.00 | SRP: 19.99

New

SE177

Shortbread Rounds - Peppermint Bark N
Sablés - Écorce Peppermint
The finest handmade shortbread with deliciously rich
dark chocolate, crispy caramel pieces and black mitcham
peppermint oil.

8 x 240g | 12.50/100.00 | SRP: 19.99
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Imported from: Edinburgh, Scotland / Shortbread House

Pre-Order Only / Shortbread House

Top
Top

New

Top
Top

SE182

SE183

SE184

SE180

Étain Octogonal - Sablés au Chocolat Blanc et aux Noisettes
A 280g tin containing two packs of 7 individually hand cut
shortbread biscuits. These biscuits have delicious chunks
of white chocolate and hazelnut.

Étain Octogonal - Sablés au Caramel Salé
A 280g tin containing two packs of 7 individually hand cut
shortbread biscuits. These biscuits are irresistable with
sweet and savoury pieces of salted caramel.

Étain Octogonal - Sablés au Lavande
A 280g tin containing two packs of 7 individually hand cut
shortbread biscuits. These biscuits are irresistible with a
sweet lavender flavour.

Étain Octogonal - Sablés à la Crème Fouettée
A 280g tin containing two packs of 7 individually hand cut
shortbread biscuits. These biscuits are irresistable with a
delicious clotted cream flavour.

12 x 280g | 12.75/153.00 | SRP: 19.99

12 x 280g | 12.75/153.00 | SRP: 19.99

12 x 280g | 12.75/153.00 | SRP: 19.99

12 x 280g | 12.75/153.00 | SRP: 19.99

Octagonal Tin - Shortbread with White Chocolate & Hazelnut N

Octagonal Tin - Shortbread with Salted
Caramel N

Octagonal Tin - Shortbread with Aromatic
Lavender N

Octagonal Tin - Shortbread with Clotted
Cream N

New

New

SE181

SE191

SE192

SE190

Étain Octogonal - Sablés au Chocolat Noir
A 280g tin containing two packs of 7 individually hand cut
shortbread biscuits.With satisfyingly rich dark chocolate
chunks.

Petite Étain Octogonal - Sablés au Caramel Salé
A 140g tin containing 7 individually hand cut shortbread
biscuits. These biscuits are irresistable with sweet and
savoury pieces of salted caramel.

Petite Étain Octogonal - Sablés au Chocolat Blanc et aux Noisettes

A 140g tin containing 7 individually hand cut shortbread
biscuits. These biscuits have delicious chunks of white
chocolate and hazelnut.

Petite Étain Octogonal - Sablés à la Crème Fouettée
A 140g tin containing 7 individually hand cut shortbread
biscuits. These biscuits are irresistable with a delicious
clotted cream flavour.

12 x 280g | 12.75/153.00 | SRP: 19.99

12 x 140g | 8.00/96.00 | SRP: 12.99

12 x 140g | 8.00/96.00 | SRP: 12.99

12 x 140g | 8.00/96.00 | SRP: 12.99

Octagonal Tin - Shortbread with Rich Dark
Chocolate N

Short Octagonal Tin - Shortbread with Salted
Caramel N

Short Octagonal Tin - Shortbread with White
Chocolate & Hazelnut N

Short Octagonal Tin - Shortbread with Clotted
Cream N
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Shortbread House / Imported from: Edinburgh, Scotland

New

SE166

Shortbread Fingers Selection Box N
Boîte de Bâtonnets de Sablé
Contains a fine selection of the three most popular
flavours of shortbread; original, stem ginger and chocolate
& orange.

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

12 x 250g | 10.00/120.00 | SRP: 16.99

Top
Top

New

New

SE110

SE111

SE167

SE165

Deux Bâtonnets de Sablé
Two original handmade shortbread fingers that are foil
wrapped into small packets and displayed in a point of
sale box. Great for on the go.

Deux Rondelles de Biscuits Sablés
Two small original handmade shortbread biscuit rounds,
handmade in Edinburgh, are individually wrapped in foil
and displayed in a point of sale box. Great as stocking
stuffers.

Étain - Sablé
The best quality butter is used to ensure a delicious
flavour and the additional of a little ground rice gives a
light crisp texture.

Shortbread Fingers Tin - Original N
Étain - Bâtonnets de Sablé
The best quality butter is used to ensure a delicious
flavour and the additional of a little ground rice gives a
light crisp texture.

36 x 40g | 1.50/54.00 | SRP: 2.49

36 x 40g | 1.50/54.00 | SRP: 2.49

6 x 250g | 0.00/0.00 | SRP: 16.99

8 x 400g | 17.50/140.00 | SRP: 29.99

Two Finger Packets in POS Box N

Two Small Shortbread Packets in POS Box N

Petticoat Tails Tin N

Top
Top

New

Top
Top

Top
Top

SE105

SE107

SE100

SE101

Bâtonnets de Sablé
A wonderful small box of two original handmade
shortbread fingers that are sweet and buttery to taste.
The illustration on the box features two kilted Scotsmen
tossing the “caber”.

Biscuits Sablés au Caramel Salé
The classic combination of the sweet caramel blends
perfectly with the salt and buttery shortbread biscuit.

Biscuits Sablés
Using the best quality butter and a little ground rice gives
a delicious flavour and a light crisp texture. A popular
snack at any time of the day.

Lemon Bites N
Biscuits Sablés au Citron
Real lemon fruit and the best Sicilian lemon oil give them
a delicious flavour and a heavenly contrast between the
sweetness of the shortbread and the sharp taste of citrus.

36 x 42g | 1.55/55.80 | SRP: 2.49

8 x 150g | 4.85/38.80 | SRP: 7.99

8 x 150g | 4.85/38.80 | SRP: 7.99

8 x 150g | 4.85/38.80 | SRP: 7.99

Two Finger Box - Original Shortbread N
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Salted Caramel Bites N
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Original Bites N
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SE130

Top
Top

SE131

SE132

Grand Étain - Sablés
A 300g tin containing two packs of 12 individually hand
cut shortbread biscuits. The best quality butter is used
to ensure a delicious flavour and the additional of a little
ground rice gives a light crisp texture.

Grand Étain - Sablés au Chocolat Noir
Contains two packs of 12 individually hand cut shortbread
biscuits. These biscuits are irresistable with satisfyingly
rich dark chocolate chunks studded throughout.

Grand Étain - Sablés au Citron
A 300g tin containing two packs of 12 individually hand
cut shortbread biscuits. This flavour is a heavenly contrast
between the sweetness of shortbread and the sharp taste
of citrus.

Tall Tin - Shortbread with Stem Ginger N
Grand Étain - Sablés au Gingembre
A 300g tin containing two packs of 12 individually hand cut
shortbread biscuits. Tasty pieces of the best stem ginger
and ground ginger are added to these biscuits giving
them a distinctive flavour.

12 x 300g | 12.50/150.00 | SRP: 19.99

12 x 300g | 12.50/150.00 | SRP: 19.99

12 x 300g | 12.50/150.00 | SRP: 19.99

12 x 300g | 12.50/150.00 | SRP: 19.99

Tall Tin - Traditional Recipe N

Tall Tin - Shortbread with Rich Dark Chocolate N

Tall Tin - Shortbread with Sicilian Lemon N

SE133

Top
Top

SE134

SE150

SE151

Grand Étain - Sablés au Chocolat Noir et Orange
Contains two packs of 12 hand cut shortbread biscuits. The
crisp texture and delicious chocolate and orange flavour of
these handmade biscuits are too tempting to resist.

Petite Étain - Sablés
Each tin contains seven round shortbread biscuits, sealed
in a bag within the tin. The best quality butter is used to
ensure a delicious flavour and the additional of a little
ground rice gives a light crisp texture.

Petite Étain - Sablés au Citron
Each tin contains seven round shortbread biscuits, sealed
in a bag within the tin. This flavour is a heavenly contrast
between the sweetness of shortbread and the sharp taste
of citrus.

Short Tin - Shortbread with Stem Ginger N
Petite Étain - Sablés au Gingembre
Each tin contains seven round shortbread biscuits, sealed
in a bag within the tin. Tasty pieces of the best stem ginger
and ground ginger are added to these biscuits giving
them a distinctive flavour.

12 x 300g | 12.50/150.00 | SRP: 19.99

12 x 140g | 8.00/96.00 | SRP: 12.99

12 x 140g | 8.00/96.00 | SRP: 12.99

12 x 140g | 8.00/96.00 | SRP: 12.99

Tall Tin - Shortbread with Dark Chocolate &
Orange N

Short Tin - Traditional Recipe N

New

New

SE153

SE154

Petite Étain - Sablés au Chocolat Noir
Each tin contains seven round shortbread biscuits.
These biscuits are irresistable with satisfyingly rich dark
chocolate chunks studded throughout.

Petite Étain - Sablés au Chocolat Noir et Orange
Each tin contains seven round shortbread biscuits. The
crisp texture and delicious chocolate and orange flavour of
these handmade biscuits are too tempting to resist.

12 x 140g | 8.00/96.00 | SRP: 12.99

12 x 140g | 8.00/96.00 | SRP: 12.99

Short Tin - Shortbread with Rich Dark Chocolate N

Short Tin - Shortbread with Sicilian Lemon N

SE152

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019
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Top

Pre-Order Only / Shortbread House

Top
Top

Short Tin - Shortbread with Dark Chocolate &
Orange N
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SugarSin / Imported from: London, England

SugarSin

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

SugarSin was born from a lifelong passion for all things sweet,
with a dream to create a modern Willy Wonka Factory filled with
the world’s most fabulous sweets. Travelling the globe with a
mission to source and produce the most unique and delicious
gourmet sweets, their signature shop in Covent Garden, London
is a whimsical experience being named as one of the world’s
most beautiful candy shops by Architectural Digest. Winning
the world over with their innovative look and taste, we are
happy to now introduce SugarSin products to Canada.

Top
Top

SN110

SN111

SN112

Gommeux Classique Prosecco
Infused with real Prosecco and blended with a light touch
of raspberry and pineapple, these alcohol-free gummies
are the perfect stocking stuffer.

Gommeux Pétillant Prosecco
Infused with real Prosecco, blended with a light touch of
raspberry and pineapple, and sprinkled with sour sugar
crystals. These alcohol-free gummies are great for gifting.

Gommeux Pétillant Rosé
Infused with real Rose, blended with a hint of strawberry
and sprinkles with sour sugar crystals. These alcohol-free
gummies are a lovely snack.

Dry Gin Fizz Gummies N
Gommeux Pétillant Gin
Infused with real Gin, blended with lemon and topped with
sour sugar fizz. These alcohol-free gummies are great
for gifting.

8 x 280g | 8.50/68.00 | SRP: 12.99

8 x 250g | 8.50/68.00 | SRP: 12.99

8 x 280g | 8.50/68.00 | SRP: 12.99

8 x 280g | 8.50/68.00 | SRP: 12.99

Classic Prosecco Gummies
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Fizzy Prosecco Gummies
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Sparkling Rosé Gummies N

SN113

GS
W

Imported from: Basingstoke, England / Summerdown

Pre-Order Only / Summerdown

Summerdown
“We felt the food industry was selling its customers short by
offering cheap peppermint oil blends that feature harsh-tasting
imports from China and India and we were sure that, once
people experienced the clean, intense taste of pure English mint,
they would appreciate the difference.”
-Sir Michael Colman

S6012

Mint Chocolate Collection
Collection de Chocolat à la Menthe
Bringing together a selection of your favourite milk and
dark chocolates, this Mint Chocolate Collection box is the
perfect after-dinner treat.

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

New

8 x 200g | 10.95/87.60 | SRP: 17.99

Top
Top

Top
Top

S6000

S6000A

S6001

S6004

Crèmes au Chocolat à la Menthe
Made using rare, single estate English peppermint oil,
grown and distilled on the farm in Hampshire. The
combination of a cool, creamy fondant centre and rich
dark chocolate is a traditional treat revived.

Mini Barres de Crème au Chocolat à la Menthe
Made with the distinctive, single-estate English peppermint oil, these treats offer the same combination of cool,
creamy fondant centre and rich dark chocolate as our
peppermint creams in a slim, bite-size piece.

Chocolat à la Menthe Croquant
Luxuriously thin, crispy mints made with rich, dark chocolate and the same distinctive pure English peppermint
oil. Perfectly scrumptious on their own crumbled over
ice cream.

Rondelle de Chocolat à la Menthe
20 delicious discs of rich dark chocolate laced with pure
English peppermint oil. Makes a great gift.

8 x 200g | 9.75/78.00 | SRP: 15.99

8 x 200g | 9.75/78.00 | SRP: 15.99

8 x 200g | 9.75/78.00 | SRP: 15.99

8 x 150g | 9.75/78.00 | SRP: 15.99

Chocolate Peppermint Creams N

Chocolate Peppermint Cream Dominos N

Chocolate Peppermint Crisps N

Chocolate Peppermint Thins N
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Trifulot / Imported from: Piobesi D’Alba, Italy

Trifulot
Harvested, selected and examined by hand from the slopes of
the Langhe hills, the Piedmont hazelnut is considered the best
variety in the world due to its unmistakable taste and quality.
Using only the finest ingredients and chocolate to accompany
the hazelnuts, Trifulot celebrates this icon of their region with
their exceptional line of chocolates, created to deliver la dolce
vita in the perfect 7g cube.

Piedmont Hazelnut

Top
Top

New

TR104

TR105

TR120

Truffes Assortis
A special tasting box containing five exquisite sweet
truffle flavours: white chocolate, dark chocolate, amaretto,
cappuccino and peppermint. Ideal to have a tidbit of each
different flavour.

Truffes Assortis
This assorted box showcases 5 different tasty sweet
truffles: dark chocolate, white chocolate, caramel and salt,
pistachio and extra dark.

Truffes Assorties
The perfect assortment of delectable truffles. Contains
white chocolate, dark chocolate, lemon, peanut, caramel &
salt, pistachio and amaretto truffles.

24 x 70g | 8.00/192.00 | SRP: 12.99

24 x 70g | 8.00/192.00 | SRP: 12.99

6 x 224g | 22.00/132.00 | SRP: 34.99

Piedmont Truffle Assortment Box N

Italian Journey Truffle Assortment Box N

Truffles Gift Box N

“Hazelnut from Piemonte
traditionally are harvested,
selected and examined by hand.
The Piedmont Hazelnut is the
protagonist in our sweet truffles.
This hazelnut, harvested from
the slopes of the Langhe hills, it
is considered the best hazelnut
variety in the world, due to its
unmistakable taste.”

New

Top
Top

TR110

TR113

TR114

Truffes au Chocolat Noir
A delectable treat made with Dutch chocolate and the
classic Piedmont hazelnut. Pair this dark chocolate gem
with a big bold roasted coffee.

Truffes au Caramel Salé
This tasty chocolate truffle is produced with the best milk
chocolate, caramel and the renowned grey sea salt from
Guérande. This delicious chocolate tidbit is perfect to go
with medium roast coffee and tea.

Truffes à Pistache
A delicious tidbit made with white chocolate, pistachio
and a hint of salt. Irresistible!

Extra Dark Truffle Bag N
Truffes au Chocolat Noir
A delectable treat made with the over 40% hazelnuts and
premium dark chocolate. Perfect for an after dinner pairing
with coffee.

12 x 200g | 13.75/165.00 | SRP: 21.99

12 x 200g | 13.75/165.00 | SRP: 21.99

12 x 200g | 16.25/195.00 | SRP: 24.99

12 x 200g | 16.25/195.00 | SRP: 24.99

Dark Chocolate Truffle Bag N
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Caramel & Salt Truffle Bag N
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Pistachio Truffle Bag N

TR117

Imported from: Woburn, Massachusetts / Victoria Gourmet

Holiday Seasoning

Let Victoria’s love for flavour be a part of your holiday menu
planning this Christmas! Her mulling spices have become an
essential part of our collection with continued demand year
over year. The more recent launch of her special turkey rub has
been met with equal enthusiasm and on behalf of ourselves and
Victoria, we thank you for your continued support.

Turkey Rub

Victoria Taylor’s Mulling Spices are a
wonderful balance of cinnamon, allspice
and cloves rounded with citrus notes
from orange and just a hint of licorice
from star anise. The aroma of mulling
spices brings images of Fall and a hot
cup of Mulled Apple Cider. Use these
mulling spices in traditional recipes
such as Mulled Cider and Spiced Apple
Sauce or try Victoria’s unique take on
baked ham with her Honey-Glazed Ham
with Mulling Spices recipe.

Victoria Taylor’s Turkey Rub is a perfect
combination of spices and herbs
developed specifically for the holiday
turkey and the stuffing. Sage, garlic,
rosemary and thyme accent this special
seasoning. Choose one of Victoria’s
many turkey and stuffing recipes such
as Orange and Fennel Roast Turkey,
Apple Corn, Bread and Pecan Stuffing
or Wild Rice and Mushroom Stuffing
to create your holiday menu. Victoria’s
Turkey Rub also adds great flavor to
chicken recipes and is delicious in her
Sage & Onion Flatbread.

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Mulling Spices

Because flavour is everything.
“It’s not just a tagline. It’s my story. My passion for
flavour is the reason I started Victoria Gourmet. It’s the
reason I still love what I do everyday” - Victoria Taylor

Pre-Order Only / Victoria Gourmet

Victoria Gourmet

GV
W

Top
Top

V1121

V1133

Des Épices à Vin Chaud
A wonderful balance of cinnamon, allspice and cloves
rounded with citrus notes from orange and just a hint of
licorice from star anise. Spoon into an empty loose-tea
sachet and steep in hot apple cider.

Assaisonnement Dinde
A perfect combination of spices and herbs developed
specifically for the holiday turkey and the stuffing. Sage,
garlic, rosemary and thyme accent this special seasoning.
Also adds great flavor to chicken recipes.

6 x 48g | 5.65/33.90 | SRP: 9.99

6 x 60g | 5.65/33.90 | SRP: 9.99

Mulling Spices N

Turkey Rub N
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Pre-Order Only / Willies Cacao

W
G

Willies Cacao / Imported from: Uffculme, England

New

Willies Cacao

WC160

Dark Chocolate Roasted Almonds Bar N
Chocolat Noir Amandes Rôties
Marcona almonds are roasted and nestled in smooth,
nutty Sur del Lago dark chocolate.

Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019

Bean to bar.
“My passion for chocolate was born of a love of
adventure. That spirit took me to Venezuela, led me to
buy a hacienda in the cloud forest and made my early
forays in harvesting cacao a perfect point of purpose
and excitement. It continues to take me around the
world in my quest for flavour.”

12 x 50g | 2.90/34.80 | SRP: 4.50

New

WC272

Champagne Truffles N
Truffes au Champagne
Soft, nutty, single estate dark chocolate gently entwines
with smooth Marc de Champagne and freshly roasted
hazelnuts.

Willies Cacao / Pre-Book / Holiday Pre-Book & Everyday 2019

WC273

Raspberry Truffles N
Truffes au Framboise
Raspberry praline truffles with a liquid raspberry centre.

6 x 110g | 11.25/67.50 | SRP: 18.99

6 x 110g | 11.25/67.50 | SRP: 18.99

WC270

WC271

Truffes Chocolat au Lait
Hazelnut praline truffles, dipped in single estate milk
chocolate and dusted with cocoa powder.

Truffes Chocolat Noir
Hazelnut praline truffles, dipped in single estate milk
chocolate and dusted with cocoa powder.

6 x 110g | 11.25/67.50 | SRP: 18.99

6 x 110g | 11.25/67.50 | SRP: 18.99

Milk Chocolate Salted Praline Truffles N
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New

Dark Chocolate Salted Praline Truffles N

Imported from: Uffculme, England / Willies Cacao

W
G
Pre-Order Only / Willies Cacao
Pre-order only section / Order before July 12 2019
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
Opening Orders
All new accounts must complete a new account form prior to the initial order being shipped.

Terms
Opening orders are shipped C.O.D., certified cheque or credit card payment at time of shipping. We accept both Visa and Mastercard. After two
orders, terms can be established by filling out a credit application. Once terms are established, payment must be made by cheque or email or bank
transfer within 30 days of the invoice date (net 30). Please contact our office or your Dovetale representative to receive an application form. Terms for
all customers with dishonoured cheques will revert to C.O.D. certified cheque or credit card payment for a one year period.

Minimum Order
The minimum opening order is $500.00. Minimum re-order is $150.00.

Back orders
1.
2.
3.
4.

All backorders less than $150 are automatically cancelled.
Back ordered items available within 14 days of the original shipment will be automatically shipped, when available, unless otherwise noted on the
new account form that back orders are not accepted.
Items available within 15 and 21 days of the original shipment will only be shipped once we receive confirmation from you or your sales rep.
Items back ordered for greater than 21 days will be cancelled.

Split cases
Goods must be ordered in full cases or displays.

Shipping
Orders are shipped by Fedex for small parcels or LTL for heavy or larger pallet orders. A fixed freight charge of 3% of the invoice value on orders
over $1000.00 (e.g. A $1500 order would have a discounted freight charge of $45) will be applied to all orders shipped to the ten provinces in
Canada. Shipping terms include delivery from Dove Tale Collections to the customer’s door. Due to the weight and size of some orders over
$
1,000, palletized shipping may be required. For locations where a receiving dock to receive pallets is not present, palletized shipments will be
delivered to the customer’s door. Inside delivery of palletized shipments for customers without a receiving dock is available from the delivery
company for a charge of $35.00. This amount will be automatically charged to your Dove Tale invoice unless specified that this is not required on
your order. Should you have any questions regarding these shipping terms, please contact Dove Tale Collections or your Dove Tale salesperson.

Damages/Discrepancies

Any issues concerning the condition of merchandise received must be reported to head office within 10 days of receipt of goods. No claims
received after 10 days will be permitted.

Inventory Control
It is the responsibility of the retailer to maintain proper inventory control and to rotate product on their shelves. Credit will not be issued for
goods which have passed the best before code which were received by the customer more than 3 months previous. Goods are not supplied on a
guaranteed sale or return basis.

Shelf Life
Shelf life on products varies by item from 3 months to 24 months. Goods shipped will always have a minimum of 3 months shelf life unless it is
flagged as a short shelf life item as listed in the catalogue. Any exceptions will be confirmed with the customer prior to shipping.

SHIPPING ADDRESS
5360 CANOTEK ROAD UNIT 24
OTTAWA, ON, CANADA
K1J 9E5

CONTACT
EMAIL: INFO@DOVETALECOLLECTIONS.COM
PHONE: 1-877-746-6698
FAX: 613-746-2135

dovetalecollections.com

